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INTRODUCTION
History
State Requirements and Guidance
Governor Sisolak ordered schools closed effective March 16, 2020, and that order remained in
effect through the end of the 2019-2020 school year.i School districts were required to submit
to the Nevada Department of Education a Request for an Emergency Program of Distance
Education, and the Clark County School District (CCSD) finished the 2019-2020 school year
under an emergency distance education program.
On June 9, 2020, the Governor requiredii school districts to develop school reopening plans for
the 2020-2021 school year based on Nevada’s Path Forward: A Framework for a Safe,
Efficient, and Equitable Return to School Buildingsiii, and provided for the reopening of schools
effective June 10, 2020. The Nevada Department of Education provided guidanceiv for the
development of school reopening plans, and the District began the work to develop reopening
plans for the 2020-2021 school year.
The guidance reiterated the requirement that school districts follow
Nevada’s Phase 2 restrictions:




50 percent fire code occupancy
Groups no larger than 50
All social distancing requirements, that is,
a separation of at least six feet between people, are satisfied.

These social distancing requirements translated into specific protocols as
the plan was developed:






With the extremely large class sizes in the District and the space available in schools,
approximately 50 percent of students may attend school at any
one time to meet social distancing requirements.
In collaboration with the Southern Nevada Health District
(SNHD), bus capacity of 50 percent or less must be maintained
to meet social distancing requirements.
Assemblies, performances, large performing arts classes, and
athletic events must be restricted.
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School districts were guided to create plans that “address multiple potential reopening
scenarios, including full-time distance education for all students, in-person instruction following
social distancing protocols, and hybrid learning.”
Reopening plans were guided by stakeholder input, including a diverse working group of
individuals representing multiple facets of our community, and a broad family and community
survey. This input was considered alongside the knowledge and expertise of experts in
teaching and learning, health and wellness, operations, facilities, communication, technology,
risk management, and other areas from both within the District and across the country.
On July 28, 2020, Governor Sisolak released Emergency Directive 028v, which required school
districts to consult with local health officials “when making determinations regarding delivering
instruction through in-person, distance learning, or hybrid learning models;” refined
requirements related to social distancing, face coverings, isolation and quarantine guidelines,
continuing to provide services and instruction, and reopening athletics. The directive also
delegated to superintendents the authority to make determinations regarding implementing
hybrid learning models.

Reopening Our Schools Working Group
The workflow for developing
the plan started with the
Reopening Our Schools
Working Group. The working
group included stakeholders
with first-hand experience,
including parents/guardians,
support professionals,
teachers, a social worker,
principals, District and community leaders, and two trustees.
The working group considered eight options and developed these eight options in
consideration of their own experiences. They considered these scenarios as they built out
procedures for specific pieces, including how many students could be in a classroom at a time
with social distancing in place, student arrival and dismissal procedures, or how to ensure the
school is appropriately cleaned between groups of children.
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The initial work by the working group was instrumental as it allowed our subject matter experts
to further develop and refine the plan and analyze the options in terms of:








Health and safety
Student learning, including both instruction and social-emotional wellness
Financial impact
Feasibility
Community impact
Choice
Risk

Family and Community Survey
The District also surveyed community stakeholders to gather broad input to guide plan
development.
The survey was available in English and Spanish between May 21, 2020, and June 2, 2020,
for a total of 13 days. A total of 94,603 responses were received. The survey was designed to
answer five main questions:
1. What is important to stakeholders when considering children attending school in
person?
2. How strongly would stakeholders support different options for fall 2020?
3. How important are different aspects of distance education?
4. How did CCSD’s emergency distance education affect stakeholders?
5. How prepared for distance education in fall 2020 do our stakeholders feel?
Results of the Family and Community Survey were presented to the Board of School Trustees
on June 11, 2020. Reference material from this presentation is available at
https://go.boarddocs.com/nv/ccsdlv/Board.nsf/files/BQGUBN752E51/$file/06.11.20%20Ref.%2
05.05.pdf.

Approval of the Reopening Our Schools Plan
The Board of School Trustees received a presentation and participated in discussion related to
the Reopening Our Schools Plan on June 25, July 6, and July 9, 2020, and provisionally
approved the reopening plan on July 9, 2020. The accompanying school calendar changes
were also approved by the Board of School Trustees on Thursday, July 9, 2020, and were
subsequently submitted to the Nevada Superintendent of Public Instruction.
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The plan, as provisionally approved, included three reopening scenarios:




Full-time distance education
In-person instruction
Hybrid learning

On July 21, 2020, the Board of
School Trustees voted to begin the
2020-2021 school year in full-time
distance education, with staff
having the option to telecommute
and rural schools having the option
to open in hybrid or full-time faceto-face instructional models, if
social distancing requirements could be met, local community health data warranted, and
enough staff were willing to work at the school.
Since August 10, 2020, all but seven CCSD schools have been operating in distance
education, with three rural schools operating in the hybrid instructional model and four rural
schools operating full-time face-to-face.
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Parent/Guardian, Staff, and Community Input
Family and Community Survey
A parent/guardian and family survey was conducted in May and June 2020. The District
learned that to all stakeholders, enhanced cleaning, hand washing, and social distancing were
the three most important factors when considering children attending school in person. At this
time, most stakeholders favored returning to school with full-time face-to-face and hybrid
instructional models over distance education. Regarding the importance of various aspects of
distance education, it was evident that most stakeholders valued communication and feedback
the most, while students very strongly favored flexibility over structure, supported by frequent
feedback on student progress. Finally, most respondents felt that the emergency distance
education plan in the spring of 2020 negatively impacted academic indicators and relationships
with friends, though half reported an improvement in family relationships.
Primary Takeaways
1. Parents/guardians and students want schools open with protocols in place for enhanced
cleaning, hand washing, and social distancing.
2. Future distance education plans require significant improvement.
3. Students without support structures will benefit from returning to the classroom.

Staff Transition to Face-to-Face Instruction Questionnaire
School employees were surveyed about a possible transition to face-to-face instruction in
September and October 2020.




The Board of School Trustees authorized telecommuting during distance education as
part of the decision to open schools in full-time distance education.
Some staff members have made the decision to telecommute, while other staff are
reporting to their work locations every day.
Full-time face-to-face instruction, and possibly the hybrid instructional model, cannot be
implemented without employees reporting to work locations.
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When employees were asked if they were
planning to return to their work locations if
they continued to have the option, just over
half of those who responded are prepared to
return to the work location in the hybrid or
full-time face-to-face model. School licensed
staff were least likely to want to return (50%),
followed by school support professionals
(68%), followed by site administrators (81%).
Primary Takeaways
1. Some staff members prefer to telecommute, are concerned about health impacts of
returning to the work location, or foresee childcare or other challenges to returning to the
work location.
2. Some staff members may not understand that the hybrid and full-time face-to-face
instructional models may not be able to be implemented without instructional staff in
schools.

Community Listening Sessions
Community listening sessions were held to hear directly from legislators, parents/guardians,
municipalities, and CCSD employees to gain insight on what they believe will make this a
stronger and more equitable school district for all students to thrive and flourish. At the end of
each session, opinions and ideas were captured — what they are satisfied with, what they are
most concerned about, what they need more of, and what they would like to see change.
Primary Takeaways
1. Some state legislators and local elected leaders are in favor of students having the
ability to be back in a school building, even if it is in the hybrid instructional model.
2. Community members are concerned about dramatic learning loss, especially for
students in elementary schools.
3. Members of all stakeholder groups have great concerns pertaining to mental health.
4. Emerging themes across stakeholder groups included health, mental health, equity, twoway communication, standardization, and preparation.
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Hybrid Cohort Questionnaire
Parents/guardians were asked to complete a questionnaire in November 2020 to select the
cohort within the hybrid instructional model their children will participate in. The questionnaire
also asks parents/guardians to determine if they would utilize transportation services. Schools
will monitor and assist with the completion of the questionnaire to ensure a response is
received for every student. At the time of this document’s date, the questionnaire is still open to
parents/guardians.
Anticipated Takeaways
1. Anticipated number of students participating in each cohort of the hybrid instructional
model.

Meetings with K-12 Principals
Region superintendents held meetings to which all principals were invited to provide input on
the content of the plan.
Primary Takeaways
1. Principals appreciated the opportunity to connect with level peers to provide input
regarding the outline of the plan.
2. Principals want to connect with their students, especially those with the most need, such
as students with Individual Education Programs (IEPs), English language learners
(ELLs), and those with social-emotional needs.
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Why Transitioning to the Hybrid Instructional Model
is Important
The health crisis brought on by COVID-19 has brought additional crises that must be
considered when making decisions. There is a health crisis that has kept children out of
schools, but we must balance that with the mental health crisis and the academic crisis that is
being observed.
Health Crisis
•Ongoing COVID-19 infections
•No vaccine available

Mental Health Crisis
•Increased student suicide rate
•Decreased referrals for mental
health supports
•Decreased referrals to Child
Protective Services

Academic Crisis
•Decreased enrollment and
attendance
•Parents/guardians reporting
lower than usual grades

Balancing these three crises requires that we see the importance of each as they relate to
each other.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) states that “it is critical for schools to
open as safely and as quickly as possible for in-person learning,” noting that “Schools are an
important part of the infrastructure of communities, as they provide safe, supportive learning
environments for students, employ teachers and other staff, and enable parents, guardians,
and caregivers to work. Schools also help to mitigate health disparities by providing critical
services including school meal programs and social, physical, behavioral, and mental health
services.”vi
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Guiding Principles
As the District has engaged in this work from the beginning, the following principles have
guided decision making and planning for reopening our schools:





Ensure the safety and wellbeing of all students and employees.
Promote equity and accessibility to learning for all students.
Provide instructional delivery systems to meet the needs of all students.
Foster positive relationships and interactions.

This work is by far the most complex, intricate work ever engaged in by this District and all
school districts across the country. Information and advice has been gathered from many
peers and resources within our District, community, and across the state and the country.









The Superintendent meets regularly with the other 16 Nevada Superintendents, the
state Charter Authority, and the Nevada Superintendent of Public Instruction.
The Superintendent meets regularly with the Council of the Great City Schools to
discuss COVID-19 recovery efforts.
The Superintendent is a member of the School Superintendents Association AASA
COVID-19 Recovery Task Force.
District leadership collaborate multiple times each week with the SNHD.
District leadership and staff have collaborated with and considered the best thinking
from universities across the country, including Harvard and Georgetown.
District leadership have been collaborating with their counterparts in school districts
across Nevada and the country to share ideas and solve problems with peers and
professional organizations.
In addition, specific guidance is provided from the CDC, the State of Nevada, and the
Nevada Department of Education.
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Current State Guidance and Requirements
Since the opening of schools, no additional directives have been released by the Governor
related to schools. The Nevada Department of Education continues to maintain COVID-19related guidance for school districts at http://www.doe.nv.gov/home/COVID_Resources/.
On October 28, 2020, the Governor voiced his desire for students to return to the classroom,
noting that CCSD is the only school district in the state currently operating in full-time distance
education, and stating, “I want more kids to get in-person learning in a safe and responsible
way.”
We applaud the Governor and the Nevada Superintendent of Public Instruction for their
continual dedication to ensuring the students in Nevada are supported with precautions
designed to support health and safety while allowing the structures in place in this state to
support their academic and social-emotional needs. Superintendent Jesus F. Jara states, “This
plan follows the health and safety guidelines provided for schools but also gives our children
the opportunity to address academic gaps and engage with their peers and adult educators.
We must embrace this work with a relentless sense of urgency. Our children are depending on
us.”
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RECOMMENDATION
Staff’s recommendation to the Board of School Trustees is to implement a plan that transitions
students to the provisionally Board-approved hybrid instructional model for most schools, with
a phased-in timeline for students, and a possible transition to full-time face-to-face instruction
for certain schools. The protocols and practices in this plan are designed to allow CCSD to
bring children back to school with the support of the Governor, the Nevada Superintendent of
Public Instruction, and the SNHD. Major components of the recommendation include:

1. Implement the hybrid instructional model at all schools except those
opening for or continuing in full-time face-to-face instruction and
programs continuing to operate in full-time distance education, with the
following parameters:
a. Parents/guardians may select for students to participate in two days of face-to-face
instruction and three days of distance education each week or continue to participate
in full-time distance education.
b. Students participating in two days of face-to-face instruction and three days of
distance education each week will be equally distributed into Cohorts A and B in
order to ensure facility and transportation capacity requirements can be met.
Individual adjustments may be possible at the school level.
c. The hybrid instructional model will be implemented with staggered groups of students
over two weeks to allow for schools to adjust protocols and procedures after smaller
groups of students attend.
d. Evening programs at Morris Sunset East High School, Cowan Sunset High School,
and Burk Sunset High School will continue in full-time distance education.

2. Implement the full-time face-to-face model at certain schools that can
accommodate social distancing, meet all safety and health guidelines,
and with the support of the SNHD, including:
a. Rural schools.
b. Small urban schools, based on recommendation of the region superintendent, and
discretion of the Superintendent.

3. Discontinue telecommuting for staff.
a. Certain sites unable to accommodate social distancing may require rotational
telecommuting.
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Clark County School District Reopening Our Schools Plan – Hybrid
Instructional Model
The Clark County School District Reopening Our Schools Plan was developed to meet all
the guidelines provided by the Nevada Department of Education.
The primary structure of the hybrid scenario within the plan requires that students be divided
into three student cohorts.
Students in Cohort A attend school faceto-face on Mondays and Tuesdays and
engage in distance education on
Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays.
Students in Cohort B engage in distance
education on Mondays, Tuesdays, and
Wednesdays and attend school face-toface on Thursdays and Fridays.
Students in Cohort C engage in full-time
distance education all days. This cohort
is for those students who may be part of a vulnerable population or whose families are
uncomfortable with the child attending school face-to-face.
Students whose parents/guardians choose for their children to participate in Cohort C may be
required to remain in full-time distance education for the remainder of the school year,
depending on available space in classrooms and schools.
Wednesdays are designated for distance education for students and time for licensed
professionals to engage in instructional planning, collaboration, and professional learning.
Custodial teams will conduct disinfectant duty activities in each classroom and common areas
throughout the day, but this schedule was also developed to allow for complete enhanced
cleaning of the entire school between cohorts of students.
Additional details regarding the implementation of this scenario are provided throughout this
document.
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Clark County School District Reopening Our Schools Plan – Face-to-Face
Instructional Model
Schools currently operating in the full-time face-to-face scenario may operate according to
their traditional schedules, recognizing that, for these schools, social distancing requirements
and other required health and safety guidelines are able to be met with students on campus
and in the classroom every day.

Summary of Preparedness and Mitigation Protocols and Strategies
Detailed protocols and strategies have been developed and will be in place for the transition to
the hybrid instructional model. The following pages summarize and point out key details in
each of the major topic areas included in the Plan to Transition to the Hybrid Instructional
Model:












Transition Timeline
Expectations
Health and Safety
Facility Preparation and Maintenance
School Operations
Food Service
Transportation
Technology
Athletics
Human Resources
Communications

Our Commitment to Continual Improvement
The protocols and strategies detailed in this plan are a result of the information and guidance
available at the time of this document’s publication. Should additional information or revised
guidance become available, protocols and strategies will be revised as needed. For this
reason, this document will be considered a working document throughout the implementation
of the hybrid instructional model.
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1. TRANSITION TIMELINE
November 3

Parent/guardian cohort selection.
• Parents/guardians may select the cohort within the hybrid instructional model their
children will participate in.
• Students participating in two days of face-to-face instruction and three days of distance
education each week will be equally distributed into Cohorts A and B in order to ensure
facility and transportation capacity requirements can be met. Individual adjustments may
be possible at the school level.

November 12

Presentation of the Plan to Transition to the Hybrid Instructional Model to the Board
of School Trustees.

November 13

Communication begins with all stakeholders.

December 1

Staff telecommuting ends.
All employees report to work locations, with
exceptions:
• Locations that cannot support social
distancing may implement rotational
telecommuting assignments.
• Individual employees may seek
accommodations under the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA).

Schools may invite individual or small
groups of students to school campuses
on a voluntary basis to participate in:
• Mental and/or emotional health supports
and interventions.
• Academic screenings and/or
interventions.
• Campus orientation for students new to
campuses, especially Kindergarten (K),
Grade 6, and Grade 9.
• Transportation will not be available for
these activities.

January 4

The hybrid instructional model begins for
students in:
• Grades 11-12
• Grade 6
• Pre-K-Grade 2
• Self-contained programs in all grade
levels

Full-time face-to-face instruction begins
for all students at:
• Rural schools*.
• Small urban schools*, based on
recommendation of the region
superintendent, and discretion of the
Superintendent.
*Schools that can accommodate social
distancing and meet all safety and health
guidelines, and with the support of the
SNHD.

January 11

The hybrid instructional model begins for all remaining students,
including students in:
• Grades 9-10
• Grades 7-8
• Grades 3-5
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2. EXPECTATIONS
Expectations for Administration
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If you do not feel well, stay home.
Complete the Health Check form daily.
Educate students, staff, and visitors about health
promotion and illness prevention practices.
Provide a clean, safe, and healthy educational
environment for students, staff, and visitors.
Exhibit and enforce social distancing measures.
Inform and enforce handwashing and hand
sanitizing protocols.
Wear and require cloth face coverings.
Implement Procedure for Visitor or Employee
Entry on a School Campus or District Facility
Property.
Collaborate with District administration and
health officials as needed for contact tracing a
COVID-19 exposure or case positive student or
employee.

Expectations for Students
•
•
•
•

Expectations for Staff

If you do not feel well, stay home
from school.
Always wear a cloth face covering
on the bus and at school.
Always stay six feet apart from
other people.
Wash your hands often.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If you do not feel well, stay home.
Complete the Health Check form
daily.
Educate students about health
promotion and illness prevention
practices.
Exhibit and enforce social distancing
measures.
Inform and enforce handwashing and
hand sanitizing protocols.
Wear and require cloth face
coverings.
Collaborate with school and District
administration and health officials as
needed for contact tracing a COVID19 exposure or case positive student
or employee.

Expectations for Parents/Guardians
•
•
•

•

Review and/or update emergency contact
information in Infinite Campus.
If your child does not feel well, keep them home
from school.
Utilize the District’s Parent and Guardian Guidance
Checking Your Student Before Leaving Home flyer
to ensure your child is well prior to sending your
child to school. (See Appendix for flyers in English
and Spanish prepared for parents/guardians.)
Check your child’s temperature to rule out fever
and/or signs or symptoms of illness prior to
departure from home.
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3. HEALTH AND SAFETY
Medical Impact of COVID-19 on Student and
Employee Health and Wellness
COVID-19 is mostly spread person-to-person by respiratory droplets released when people
talk, cough, or sneeze. It is thought that the virus may spread when inhaled or spread to hands
from a contaminated surface and then making hand contact with the eyes, nose, or mouth,
causing infection.
When interacting with students who are not suspected or confirmed to have COVID-19, the
CDC recommends following everyday prevention actions. Therefore, personal prevention
practices, such as social distancing; handwashing; hand sanitizing; not touching eyes, nose, or
mouth; wearing cloth face coverings; and staying home when sick, and environmental
practices, such as frequent cleaning and disinfection of frequently touched surfaces, are
important principles that are covered in this transition plan.

Requirements Related to Health and Wellness
To lower the risk of infection transmission, schools must promote healthy behaviors that
reduce the spread of illness.








Educate students, staff, and visitors about health promotion and illness prevention
practices.
Provide a clean, safe, and healthy educational environment for students, staff, and
visitors.
Exhibit and enforce social distancing measures.
Inform and enforce handwashing and hand sanitizing protocols.
Properly wear and require cloth face coverings.
Implement a procedure for ensuring visitors and employees enter and remain on a
school campus or District facility property safely.
Collaborate with District administration, school nurses, and health officials as needed for
contact tracing a COVID-19 exposure or case positive student or employee.
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Prevention and Mitigation of Virus Spread Within
Schools
Educating Staff and Students about Healthy Behaviors
Social Distancingvii
Social distancing, also called “physical distancing,” means keeping space between yourself
and other people outside of your home. To practice social or physical distancing:












Stay at least six feet (about two arms’ length) from other people.
Do not gather in large groups and avoid close contact with other people (close contact
is being within six feet of another person for 15 cumulative minutes of exposure over a
24-hour period).
Stay out of crowded places and avoid mass gatherings.
In the classroom, have all desks facing forward and separated from each other by at
least six feet in all directions.
Consider communitywide level of COVID-19 spread and adjust distance education to
accommodate phased school reopening procedures.
Have students eat pre-packaged breakfasts and/or lunches in the classroom rather than
reassembling students in a common cafeteria.
Assess group gatherings and events planned for the school year and consider
postponing non-critical gatherings and events.
Utilize smaller class sizes; limit each group of students to one teacher, when possible.
Minimize transitions from one classroom to another.
Use distance education methods for general assemblies, special events, and other
activities that would avoid large gatherings of 50 or more students.

Handwashing and Hand Sanitizingviii
Handwashing and the use of alcohol-based hand sanitizers help to prevent infections and
reduce the number of viable pathogens on the hands. Access to handwashing supplies is
essential. These supplies include soap, hand sanitizer with at least 60 percent alcohol (for staff
and older children who can safely use hand sanitizer), paper towels, tissues, and no-touch
trash cans.
Handwashing is the single most effective infection control intervention (CDC).
Hand hygiene is performed by washing hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds or
using hand sanitizer with 60-95 percent alcohol content until the product dries. If hands are
visibly soiled, use soap and water.
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Staff members should perform hand hygiene frequently, including:





Before and after site check-in procedures.
Before and after contact with any student.
Contact with potentially infectious material.
Before putting on and after removing personal protective equipment (PPE), including
gloves, to remove any pathogens that might have been transferred to bare hands during
the removal process.

When handwashing stations are not readily available, the use of hand sanitizer should be
encouraged. Students and staff should be encouraged to wash hands/use hand sanitizer often,
such as:











After coughing, sneezing, or blowing nose.
After using the restroom.
Before eating or preparing food.
Before and after touching face.
Prior to boarding the school bus.
Prior to school entry.
After contact with animals or pets and playing outside.
Before and after providing routine care for another person who needs assistance (e.g.,
a child).
Before putting on and after removing gloves.
After touching frequently touched areas (e.g., doorknobs, handrails, shared computers).

Cloth Face Coveringsix
Cloth face coverings are useful to prevent the spread of disease. Cloth face coverings are
meant to protect other people in case the wearer is unknowingly infected but does not have
symptoms. Cloth face coverings are not surgical masks, respirators, or other medical PPE.
Cloth face coverings should be washed daily.





Face coverings must be worn by staff and students.
Individuals should be frequently reminded not to touch the face (eyes, nose, or mouth)
at any time, including while wearing a cloth face covering and to wash hands
frequently.
Information should be provided to staff, students, and students’ families on proper use,
removal, and washing of cloth face coverings. Cloth face coverings should not be
placed on:
o Children younger than two years old.
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o Anyone who has trouble breathing, is unconscious, is incapacitated, or has a
disability that prevents them from wearing a cloth face covering or otherwise
unable to remove the cloth face covering without assistance.
General Rule of Cloth Face Coverings
Except as otherwise set forth below, all District students and employees must wear
an approved face covering that covers the face from the bridge of the nose to snugly
under the chin at all times while on District property, including all buildings, grounds,
and school buses, and/or while engaged in District activities.
For purposes of this protocol, approved face coverings include homemade or storebought cloth face masks, surgical masks, masks with filters, or transparent/clear face
masks that cover the face from the bridge of the nose to snugly under the chin. Face
coverings with exhalation vents, those that are open at the top or bottom (such as
bandanas or clear plastic face shields without an approved face covering
underneath), or those that do not cover the face from the bridge of the nose to under
the chin may not be worn.
Face coverings must comply with all applicable District policies, regulations, and
dress codes pertaining to student and employee attire.



Exceptions
Face coverings may be removed in the following circumstances:
o Employees who need a break from wearing their face covering while on CCSD
property may do so if alone in their own office or classroom, or outdoors while
maintaining appropriate social distancing. An employee may not remove his or
her face covering in a common space (conference room, break room, restroom,
stairwell, hallway, or other common area), regardless of whether such space is
currently occupied by others.
o Employees or students who are eating or drinking, provided that appropriate
social distancing protocols are followed. Face coverings must be replaced when
finished eating or drinking.
o Students who are engaged in vigorous physical activity, including physical
education (PE) classes and recess, provided that appropriate social distancing
protocols are followed.
o To the extent possible, employees who work with students who are deaf or hard
of hearing, learning to read, learning the English language, or otherwise require
direct view of the employee’s mouth for the purposes of learning, should wear
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clear face coverings that extend from the bridge of the nose to below the chin,
such as clear plastic masks. Approved face coverings must be worn at all times
when employees are not engaged in such instructional activities.
Additional Information
For school athletic activities, refer to the section regarding athletics for further
guidance on face coverings for student athletes.
Other allowances for requests for accommodations will be addressed as required by
applicable law and any relevant District policies and regulations.
Initial PPE supplies (gloves, disposable gowns, hand sanitizer, three-ply masks,
student/staff cloth face coverings) will be provided to all schools prior to students
transitioning to the hybrid instructional model.

COVID-19 Employee Testing and Monitoring Program
A Task Force Initiative for Educator Safety and Screening (T.I.E.S.) is being developed as a
response to the COVID-19 pandemic to provide District staff an opportunity for testing and
monitoring their health to promote safe workplace environments.
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Ensuring Essential Visitors Enter a School Campus or District Facility Safely
Visitors should be limited to individuals who are essential to school or District activities and
who make an appointment. All visitors must:







Complete a Visitor Questionnaire and Acknowledgement, which includes a symptom
self-check form (see image below). All visitor questionnaires must be retained and kept
confidential by site administration for a period of one year.
Wear a visible visitor badge or sticker to indicate proof of screening.
Wear cloth face coverings upon entry to school buildings unless they have been granted
an accommodation.
Observe social distancing of six feet or more.
Be encouraged to wash or sanitize hands regularly, especially before and after check-in
procedures, between classes or activities, and when working with children or supplies.
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Ensuring Employees Enter a School Campus or District Facility Safely
A Health Check form has been developed and required for all employees working onsite in
District buildings to complete at the start of their work shift. Access to the Health Check form is
available to employees in three ways:




The daily Health Check form will display in a Web browser window when the employee
logs on to their District computer.
A shortcut with the title Health Check is included on every computer desktop.
Employees can also visit https://health-check.ccsd.net/.

All employees must:






Be reminded that if they are feeling sick they should stay home and advise their
supervisor. They should not come into work and then indicate symptoms or exposure
on the Health Check form.
Complete the Health Check form every day they report to the work location.
Properly wear a cloth face covering at all times.
Be encouraged to wash or sanitize hands regularly, especially before and after check-in
procedures, between classes or activities, and when working with children or supplies.

Management of Minor Injuries in the Classroom
The management of minor first aid injuries, to the degree possible, should be handled in the
classroom to prevent health office congregation and possible cross exposure. First Aid and
Emergency Guidelines for School Personnel are available to all staffx.
The following recommendations for basic first aid care of students with minor injuries are
below:






Ensure all classrooms are provided
with a first aid kit that can be
restocked as needed.
To the extent possible, students
provide their own first aid with staff
direction and physical distancing (i.e.,
student to pinch own nose for bloody
nose).
Teachers should contact health office
personnel prior to sending the student
to the health office so that triage
needs can be considered.
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Medication Administration
In some instances, students may need to take medication at school. To the degree possible,
efforts should be made to identify ways that medications may be taken at home, instead of
during school hours.
The following steps should be taken to ensure the safety of all students and minimize office
clustering.





Parents/guardians should be notified that they will need to make an appointment prior to
the start of school to bring the medication in so that delivery times may be staggered.
Parents/guardians will bring in the medication with an appropriate pharmacy label or
with a licensed health care provider order to the school nurse.
For over-the-counter medication, a copy of the prescription or licensed health care
provider order is required.
The school nurse will collaborate with the licensed health care provider and
parents/guardians to ensure that any nebulizer medication delivery must be converted
to an inhaler, preferably with a spacer, to avoid Aerosolized Transmissible Diseases of
COVID-19 (Taras, 2020).

All employees must follow the Health Services Department policy for medication administration
and CCSD Regulation 5150, Health and Welfare: Studentsxi.







Health office personnel may consider visits to classrooms to administer medication to
the students.
To the extent possible, students should be encouraged to self-administer medication
that may be self-carried in accordance with District regulations and Nevada law.
Stagger student times coming into the health office area for medication.
Another option for medication delivery, following collaboration between the site
administrator and school nurse, include:
o Educational staff may be taught by the school nurse to administer scheduled
medications to students.
o Medication will be locked up in a secure location and verified by the school nurse
in the respective classroom.
o Staff members will be provided training by the school nurse regarding
documentation. Confidentiality must be maintained. Delegation of training must
be completed monthly by the school nurse.
Note: Controlled substances and medications given on an as-needed basis must
be administered by health office staff.
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Specialized Medical Procedures
Specialized medical procedures may be needed for students with disabilities to ensure equal
access to health needs and education in the school environment.







An authorized licensed health care provider must provide a prescribed procedure
intervention(s) necessary for a licensed nurse, or qualified District employee to perform
or assist students during the school day.
Students must have equal access to curriculum and health care needs in the school
environment.
The use of PPE during these procedures following COVID-19 may be consistent with
pre-pandemic use for some procedures.
For others, additional PPE use may be warranted.
The Health Services Department will provide guidance for school nurses and other
school staff in terms of appropriate PPE for these procedures and delegated care.

Medically Fragile Students
With regard to medically fragile student populations, it is important that IEP teams work with
the school nurse, licensed health care provider, and parent/guardian in determining if it is in
the best interest of the child to return to school. Medically fragile students are considered a
vulnerable COVID-19 population and may not be able to attend school.
Students with immunosuppression may be at increased risk during an outbreak of COVID-19
because they are at high risk for health complications.



Distance education should be considered to support academics.
Parents/guardians have the option for students to participate in full-time distance
education to keep their child at home due to health concerns, an extended illness, or
quarantined because of an exposure to the virus.

It is important to consider recommendations from the licensed health care provider when
determining if vulnerable populations, such as medically fragile students, should return to
campus for instruction. Things to consider include:




Hospitalized students and students who are home due to health problems or acute
illness/injuries may require a plan to remain on full-time distance education.
Students who are already receiving services on a Homebound Program placement will
continue to receive Homebound instruction through full-time distance education.
Students who are already receiving supplemental home services will continue to receive
supplemental home services support through distance education.
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Personal Protective Equipment
The use of PPE is based upon several precautionary factors, including the CDC and SNHD
guidance, level of COVID-19 contagion in the community, and the role and the responsibility of
the individual. Education on proper use of PPE is important.xii
N95 Masks and Surgical Face Masks




Medical-grade face masks (surgical masks, N95 masks, and N95 respirators) should be
reserved for health care providers who are providing direct health care services.
Symptomatic students/staff should be provided a surgical mask, if available, until they
go home.
Individuals should be careful not to touch their eyes, nose, and mouth when removing
their face covering and wash hands immediately after removing.

Face Shields/Protective Eyewear





Face shields provide full-face coverage and should only be utilized in addition to a mask
to provide greater protection from both large and small droplet contamination.
Goggles also provide excellent protection for eyes, but fogging is common.
Goggles should be worn when blood or body fluid splashes, sprays, or spatters are
possible.
A face shield worn over a surgical mask or N95 mask may be utilized when an N95
respirator is not available.

Gloves (Non-Latex)


Gloves should be worn when it can be reasonably anticipated that contact with
respiratory, blood, gastrointestinal fluids, or other potentially infectious materials;
mucous membranes; nonintact (broken) skin; or potentially contaminated intact skin
(e.g., of a student incontinent of stool, urine, or vomit) could occur.

Gowns


There may be a need to consider gowns when sputum or other bodily contents may
come into contact with an employee’s clothing during one-on-one student care, one-toone nursing care, and during suctioning procedures.
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School nurses/FASAs/health
office backups in health care
areas with students suspected
or confirmed for COVID-19.

X

X

X

X

with face
shield if
N95 not
available

X

X

School personnel providing
personal care to students who
may potentially be exposed to
bodily fluids of non-COVID-19
students.

Transportation personnel/bus
aides who must come in direct
physical contact with
passengers (e.g.,
buckling/unbuckling,
performing wheelchair safety
services).

Disposable
Mask or KN95

X

School personnel not in
health care areas with
students who have possible
COVID-19 symptoms. Notify
the health office.

School nurses/licensed
nurses performing or present
during aerosol generating
procedures, such as nebulizer
treatments, chest
physiotherapy, suctioning,
tracheostomy care, and other
specialized procedures
producing respiratory
droplets.

Cloth Face
Covering

Gowns/
Coveralls/
Other Body
Covering

Disposable
Gloves

Disposable
Gowns

Face Shield

Job Classification for PPE Use

N95
Respirator

Protective Equipment Use by Direct Service Providers

X

X

preferred

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Health Office
Detailed guidance and protocols related to health services are available to schools in the
Health Services COVID-19 Resource Guidexiii. available at
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nEEWp8M38ieHyMQtM6QEqABtyMwI9vx1/view?usp=sharing.

Protocols for School Health Offices During COVID-19 Pandemic










Only health office personnel or those staff members assisting with student care should
be permitted in the health office.
Student aides must not be assigned to the health office.
Parents/guardians, siblings not in school, and visitors should not enter the health office
to prevent the possible exposure to illness and disease.
All non-essential personnel should be directed to an alternative location.
Desks and cots are to be spaced in the health office so staff and students are not within
six feet of one another. Cloth face coverings must be worn at all times.
Social distancing lines will be placed on the office floor to remind students to keep their
distance.
Consider placing cots head-to-toe or toe-to-toe, depending on the configuration of the
health office.
Restroom use in the health office should be limited only to students receiving care.
Nonmedical food/drink items should not be stored in the health office refrigerator.

Procedure for Updates of Student Health Information
The Health Services Department reviews student health information as part of the process to
update Infinite Campus (Health Condition Flags) and electronic health office documentation
yearly.
The Student Health Information for School Year form, CCF-768, is typically disseminated via
paper form to students/families at the beginning of each school year. Due to COVID-19, the
Health Services Department created a Google form/survey link as an alternative method for
data collection. School nurses will collaborate with site administrators to consider the following
options to obtain the necessary updates for student health information:




Send the Student Health Information for School Year form, CCF-768, via email to
parents/guardians.
Continue to distribute the Student Health Information for School Year form, CCF-768, in
a paper format.
Utilize the student health information survey link to collect the data. The school nurse
will facilitate copying/generating the link to utilize for the school site.
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Health Office Preparation Checklists for Schools
The following activities will be conducted by site administrators:






Work with the school nurse to develop health office procedures for managing student
illness in schools.
o Designate health office back-up personnel for training (minimum of two back-ups
per school site).
o School nurse will provide training for PPE, medication, emergency procedures,
and COVID-19 protocols.
o Notify classroom staff of the process to contact health office personnel (phone
call, email, Google document, etc.) so triage can take place.
o If a student or staff member arrives at the established well visit area feeling ill
with COVID-19 symptoms or has been exposed to someone with COVID-19,
they must immediately be taken to the designated sick room so as not to
contaminate a space with well students. It is important to maintain privacy and
prevent discrimination for those who may have COVID-19, while ensuring
wellness for other students and staff.
Establish a well visit area.
o Establish a well visit area for students with health care needs that cannot be
addressed in the classroom (e.g., diabetic and other noncontagious health care
needs). The well visit area must include a phone, desk, chair, computer, and
printer.
o Students should wash their hands/use hand sanitizer before and after the office
visit and maintain physical and social distancing while in the well visit area.
o Access to water, hand washing, and restroom facilities is required.
o Additional staff may need to monitor or assist students in the well area when
health office staff are not available.
o School nurse will need a designated area to complete special education health
assessments.
Establish a sick room.
o Establish an area for students with possible COVID-19 symptoms away from the
well visit area.
o The area should be identified with appropriate signage.
o Phone, desk, chair, computer, and printer are required to facilitate referrals and
contact parents/guardians.
o Students should be provided a surgical mask, upon entry into the sick room, if
they are not wearing a face covering.
o Students should wash their hands/use hand sanitizer before and after the office
visit and maintain physical and social distancing while in the area.
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o Access to water, hand washing, and restroom facilities must be accessible in this
area, particularly for students with gastrointestinal symptoms.
o Additional staff may need to monitor students in the sick room when health office
staff is not available.
o Staff members should wear appropriate PPE, according to CDC guidelines.
o Non-contact thermometers should be used.
o Supplies, such as non-contact thermometers, paper, pens, first aid kit,
disinfectant spray, paper towels, trash bags, and additional PPE items should be
in the sick room.
Ensure a safe environment with adequate PPE.
o Each school site was provided with a short-term supply of PPE from the school
nurse to start the school year.
o Coordinate with the Purchasing Department to secure additional PPE as needed.
o Provide designated storage space for PPE in the sick room.
Prepare to assist with contact tracing.
o Notify the school nurse and/or assigned health services director for any COVID19 positive cases in the school.
o Work with the school nurse to provide the following information if there is a
confirmed COVID-19 case at the school site:
 Student name, date of birth, and student number.
 Names of sibling(s) or parent/guardian and employees of the District.
 Class lists of the confirmed student.
 Student bus roster for both morning and afternoon routes, including the
bus driver and bus aide.
 Rosters for school athletics, clubs, and activities of the confirmed student.
o The Health Services Department will collaborate with the SNHD to provide
guidance related to quarantine and/or school closure based on specific case
information for confirmed positive COVID-19 cases.
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Response to Exposure or Confirmed COVID-19 Case
Site administrators will follow the procedures outlined for communication with their region
superintendent, health services director, and the Communications Department regarding all
suspected or confirmed COVID-19 cases of students, families, and/or employees, and follow
all recommendations issued from the SNHD.

Contact Tracing of a COVID-19 Exposure or Case Positive Student or
Employee
Schools play a critical role in contact tracing. Contact tracing, a core disease control measure
employed by local and state health department personnel for decades, is a key strategy for
preventing further spread of COVID-19 (CDC, 2020). The SNHD works closely with the Health
Services Department to prevent the spread of disease in schools and monitor any outbreaks or
community spread.








Contact tracing is part of the process of supporting patients with suspected or confirmed
infectionxiv.
In contact tracing, the school nurse and SNHD staff work with families or staff members
to help them recall everyone with whom they have had close contact during the
timeframe while they may have been infectious. Site administrators may be asked to
assist with providing this information as well.
The school nurse and SNHD staff will notify exposed individuals (contacts) of their
potential exposure as rapidly and sensitively as possible.
Contacts are only informed that they may have been exposed to a patient with the
infection. They are not told the identity of the patient who may have exposed them (due
to privacy laws).
Contacts are provided with
education, information, and
support to understand their
risk, as well as information on
what they should do to
separate themselves from
others who are not exposed,
monitor themselves for illness,
and the possibility that they
could spread the infection to
others even if they themselves
do not feel ill.
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Cohort and School/Site Closures
Site administrators will work with the school nurse, health services director, region
superintendent, and personnel within the Communications Department regarding any cohort
and/or school/site closures.












Site administrators will assist with contact tracing by identifying one site administrator
and two back-up staff to serve as the point of contact for all COVID-19 matters.
The identified site administrator will immediately notify the school nurse and/or assigned
health services director regarding any COVID-19 positive cases in the school.
The Health Services Department will follow up with the identified site administrator and
region leadership for confirmation provided by the SNHD. The identified site
administrator will work with the school nurse to provide the following information:
o Student name, date of birth, student number.
o Names of sibling(s) or parent/guardian employees of the District.
o Class lists of the confirmed student.
o Student bus roster for both morning and afternoon routes, including the bus
driver and bus aide.
o Rosters for school athletics, clubs, and activities of the confirmed student.
Region leadership will collaborate with the identified site administrator, principal, Health
Services Department, and the SNHD to review the lists/numbers of students and staff
impacted for potential quarantine.
The Health Services Department will collaborate with the SNHD to provide direction for
region leadership and the schools in regard to quarantine and/or cohort and school
closures based on specific case information for confirmed positive COVID-19 cases of
student(s) and/or staff. This will be conducted on a case-by-case basis determined by
the extent of impacted individuals and any other factors.
Pivoting to full-time distance education due to the impact of student(s) and/or staff will
be determined in collaboration with the Health Services Department, principal, region
leadership, deputy superintendent, and the SNHD.
Communication regarding pivoting to full-time distance education will include the
following in the designated order:
1. Notification to the Trustee of the school by region leadership.
2. Principal will contact the Communications Department.
 The Communications Department, Health Services Department, and
principal will finalize letters of notification for parents/guardians and school
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communities. Region leadership will approve the letters of notification prior
to distribution.
3. Notification to the families of students recommended for quarantine, including
telephone calls and letters home, is made by the school administration.
4. Letters of notification for parents/guardians and school communities are
distributed by the school administration.

Common COVID-19 Messaging Sample Messages for Schools
Example Message - Quarantine Needed

Today we learned that an individual at [INSERT SCHOOL NAME] tested positive for COVID-19.
CCSD is prohibited by federal law from revealing the identity of the individual; however, the
District is working in collaboration with the Southern Nevada Health District (SNHD) to perform
the necessary contact tracing.
As part of this process, it has been determined that you will need to quarantine. The exposure
date was the week of [INSERT DATE].
You may return to work/school after 14 days from your exposure date if you do not develop any
symptoms of the COVID-19 virus. A negative test will not change the quarantine period. If you
become symptomatic during the quarantine period, you will need to stay in quarantine for ten
days from the onset of your symptoms. Again, a negative test does not allow you to return.
At this time, you will participate in full-time distance education effective tomorrow, October 16,
2020. Due to the cohort schedule and Election Day, the earliest day you may return to campus is
[INSERT DATE].
Please know that we appreciate your cooperation during these challenging times. If you have any
questions related to COVID-19, please contact the SNHD at 702-759-INFO (4636).
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Example Parent/Guardian Message - Positive Case

This is [INSERT NAME], Principal at [INSERT SCHOOL NAME].
Today we learned an individual at our school tested positive for COVID-19.
CCSD is prohibited by federal law from revealing the identity of the individual; however, the
District is working in collaboration with the Southern Nevada Health District (SNHD) to perform
the necessary contact tracing. A close contact is someone within six feet for a collective 15
minutes. Any individual in close contact needs to quarantine for 14 days.
If the school or the SNHD has not directly contacted you, you have not been identified as an
individual with a close contact. All others may be considered a low-risk exposure, similar to an
exposure in the community (e.g., shopping, gathering, events).
CCSD has taken precautions in accordance with re-opening plans to limit the risk to others. This
includes cleaning and disinfecting the entire school. Social distancing and personal protective
equipment are required while on campus.
Out of an abundance of caution and transparency, we are notifying all students and staff of the
following:
● While low-risk exposure does not require a test, any family may seek community testing at the
available sites throughout our community.
● It is important to be mindful to continue pre-screening for any symptoms and possible
community contact.
● If any students are participating in outside activities, they are asked to be diligent in following
current, best-practiced mitigation methods for the safety of our school and students.
CCSD reminds everyone that if they have symptoms (i.e., fever, cough, chills, repeated shaking
with chills, muscle pain, headache, sore throat, vomiting, nausea, diarrhea, increasing congestion,
runny nose, new loss of taste or smell, or shortness of breath), to stay home.
We will continue to provide information on any impact this process could have on the school
schedule.
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Example Employee Message - Positive Case

An employee at [INSERT LOCATION] reported they tested positive for COVID-19. The Health
Services Department is working to confirm the case with the Southern Nevada Health District.
The employee has not been to work since the week of [INSERT DATE]. If confirmed, the
employee will be asked by the Southern Nevada Health District (SNHD) to identify those with
whom the employee had "close contact" with before the employee first became symptomatic.
"Close contacts," are those persons with whom the employee was within six feet for a collective
15 minutes. These individuals will be notified by SNHD.
CCSD is prohibited by federal law from revealing the identity of the employee. CCSD has taken
precautions in accordance with phased re-opening plans to limit the risk to other employees.
Social distancing and personal protective equipment is required by employees. CCSD has
increased regular daily cleaning of facilities and appropriate steps have been taken to address
this case. However, out of an abundance of caution, we are making you aware.
CCSD reminds all employees that if they have symptoms, (i.e., fever, cough, or shortness of
breath) they should notify their supervisor and stay home. Sick employees should follow Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)-recommended steps:
● Stay home: Most people with COVID-19 have mild illness and are able to recover at home
without medical care. Do not leave your home, except to get medical care. Do not visit public
areas.
● Stay in touch with your doctor: Call before you get medical care. Be sure to get care if you have
trouble breathing, have any other emergency warning signs, or if you think it is an emergency.
● Practice home isolation: Separate yourself from other people and pets in your home. You
should stay in a specific “sick room” if possible, and away from other people and pets in your
home. Use a separate bathroom, if available.
The CDC always recommends everyday preventive actions to help prevent the spread of
respiratory diseases, including:
● Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
● Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth.
● Stay home when you are sick.
● Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue, then throw the tissue in the trash.
● Clean and disinfect frequently touched objects and surfaces using a regular household cleaning
spray or wipe.
● Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, especially after going to
the bathroom; before eating; and after blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing.
● If soap and water are not readily available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer with at least 60
percent alcohol. Always wash hands with soap and water if your hands are visibly dirty.
Should you have additional questions in regards to the coronavirus please contact the SNHD at
702-759-INFO (4636).
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Nevada COVID Trace
The Nevada Governor's Office and the Nevada Department of Health
and Human Services encourage citizens to download and utilize
COVID Trace, a free, easy-to-use mobile phone app that gives
public health officials the information they need to fight
COVID-19, without compromising privacy.
The app notifies users if they have likely been exposed to
COVID-19 based on times and locations of Bluetooth
connectivity with other users who report a positive COVID-19 test.
For additional information and to download the app, users can visit
https://nvhealthresponse.nv.gov/covidtrace/.
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Employee COVID-19 Exposure Guidelines
This guidance is provided to communicate consistent processes and procedures for
employees diagnosed or exposed to COVID-19, as well as determine when an employee is
eligible to return to work.

Determining When Employees Need to Remain at Home
Employees must remain home and contact their immediate supervisor if any of the following
are true:





The employee has been in close contact (within six feet for 15 cumulative minutes of
exposure over a 24-hour period) with a person known to have COVID-19.
The employee has been caring for a household member with COVID-19.
The employee has a fever of 100.4°F or higher.
The employee has COVID-19 symptoms or has received a positive COVID-19 lab test
result. Common symptoms include fever (100.4°F or higher), chills, repeated shaking
with chills, fatigue, muscle pain, headache, sore throat, vomiting, nausea, diarrhea,
increasing congestion, runny nose, new cough, new shortness of breath, or new loss of
taste or smell.

Employees who do not meet any of the above criteria are to remain at work and monitor health
or utilize leave. Employees who are concerned will be encouraged to contact their licensed
health care provider. Supervisors may not require that an employee miss work and take leave
for any criteria related to COVID-19 other than the criteria listed above.

Gathering Information and Tracking Exposure
If an employee remains home due to the criteria above, the following CONFIDENTIAL
information must be provided to the supervisor:










Full name of employee (including middle name)
Date of birth
Date of suspected or confirmed COVID-19 exposure
List of illness signs and symptoms, if applicable
Date of COVID-19 test, if applicable
Date signs and symptoms started, if applicable
Name of licensed healthcare provider (optional)
Location of COVID-19 test (optional)
Last day at school/site
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The supervisor will enter the information into the Employee COVID-19 illness tracking
databasexv and may not disclose this information to any other person. This information is
submitted electronically to the Risk Management Department and shared with the Health
Services Department. Additional guidance for how to enter the information can be found at
http://ccsd.net/departments/risk-management/covid-19-information.
Additionally, the supervisor will notify the region superintendent via email and the
Communications Department via communications@nv.ccsd.net or (702) 799-5304 of a
possible COVID-19 exposure or case positive. The supervisor will collaborate with the region
superintendent and the Communications Department to disseminate information to the school
community. No information will be disseminated until clearance is provided by the region
superintendent and the Communications Department.
Note: Employers shall not require a COVID-19 test result or a healthcare provider's note for
employees who are sick to validate their illness, qualify for sick leave, or return to work.
However, if an employee wishes to provide a document or email from the SNHD approving the
employee to return to work, that is acceptable.

Verification and Contact Tracing
The Health Services Department will work with the SNHD to verify exposure. If exposure to
other employees is possible, the supervisor will provide a list of prolonged contacts (persons
within six feet for 15 cumulative minutes of exposure over a 24-hour period).
If someone has close contact with someone known to have COVID-19 but developed COVID19 within the previous three months (result on file) and has recovered and remains without
COVID-19 symptoms, they do not need to stay at home.

Telecommuting or Leave
If the employee has been in close contact (within six feet for 15 cumulative minutes of
exposure over a 24-hour period) with a person known to have COVID-19:





Employee will remain at home in self-quarantine or seek medical attention, if necessary.
Supervisor will encourage the employee to contact their licensed health care provider
for guidance.
Supervisor may authorize the employee to work from home if the employee is
asymptomatic (no symptoms) or symptomatic and able to work from home.
If symptomatic, and unable to work from home, the employee may request up to ten
days of COVID-19 Emergency Paid Sick Leave at 100 percent rate of pay. The site
administrator may enter this leave type on the employee’s behalfxvi.
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o If the employee needs additional time, the employee may request sick leave in
HCM.
o If the employee does not have sick leave or exhausts available sick leave, the
employee may contact the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) Office.
If the employee has been caring for a household member with COVID-19:






Employee will remain at home in self-quarantine.
Supervisor may authorize the employee to work from home, depending upon job duties.
If unable to work from home, the employee may request up to ten days of COVID-19
Emergency Paid Sick Leave at two-thirds rate of pay for a COVID-19 qualifying event
involving caring for a family member/individual.
The employee may supplement their pay with available leave.
o The site administrator may enter this leave type on the employee’s behalf using
the COVID-19 Time/Attendance Guide at https://bit.ly/3jscGxC.
o If the employee needs additional time, the employee may request sick leave in
HCM.
o If the employee does not have sick leave or exhausts available sick leave, the
employee may contact the FMLA Office.

If the employee has COVID-19 symptoms or has received a positive COVID-19 lab test result:





Employee will remain at home in isolation or seek medical attention, if necessary.
Supervisor will encourage the employee to contact their licensed health care provider
for guidance.
Supervisor may authorize the employee to work from home if the employee is
asymptomatic (no symptoms) or symptomatic and able to work from home.
If symptomatic and unable to work from home, the employee may request COVID-19
Emergency Paid Sick Leave at 100 percent rate of pay.
o The site administrator may enter this leave type on the employee’s behalf using
the COVID-19 Time/Attendance Guide at https://bit.ly/3jscGxC.
o If the employee needs additional time, the employee may request sick leave in
HCM.
o If the employee does not have sick leave or exhausts available sick leave, the
employee may contact the FMLA Office.
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Determining When an Employee May Return to Work
A questionnaire to assist supervisors in determining when an employee can return to work is
available. The supervising site administrator is responsible for completing the form and
submitting this questionnaire electronically to the Risk Management Department.
Symptomatic employees may return to work:




If tested and the test is negative for COVID-19, once symptoms improve and negative
test results are provided.
OR
If not tested but the employee has symptom(s), after at least ten days have passed
since symptoms first appeared, fever-free for 24 hours, and improvement of symptoms.

Employees caring for a household member with a positive test or close contact exposure to
someone with COVID-19 may return to work after:



Fourteen days since last close contact (a negative test does not allow an earlier return).
AND
If the employee does not develop symptoms.

Employees with positive COVID-19 lab results may return to work after:




No fever over 100.4°F for at least 24 hours.
AND
Is beyond ten full calendar days since onset of symptoms.
AND
Improvement of symptoms.
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Student COVID-19 Exposure Notification Workflow

Student reports exposure to someone
with COVID‐19 within the last 2 weeks, but is
not experiencing symptoms

Student reports that they were diagnosed
with COVID‐19 within the last 10 days, but is
not experiencing symptoms

Student presents with at least one
symptom of COVID‐19
(fever, chills, shortness of breath/difficulty
breathing, new cough, new loss of taste or
smell)

Isolate student in designated isolation area
with supervision and appropriate PPE in use by health office personnel
Student must wear a cloth face covering or surgical mask, if able

Notify School Nurse

Notify parent/guardian and send student Notify parent/guardian and send student
home as quickly as possible.
home as quickly as possible.

Student must quarantine

Notify parent/guardian and send student
home as quickly as possible, or activate EMS,
if needed.

Student must isolate

Student must isolate

Close off and ventilate area(s) used by the student for 24 hours

Work with Facilities to ensure area(s) is/are
cleaned and disinfected with an EPA‐registered product

Student Return‐to‐School Criteria
Student may return after 14 days since
last exposure and does not develop
symptoms

Student may return after 10 days since
first positive COVID‐19 test and does not
develop symptoms

If diagnosed with COVID‐19 based on a test,
their symptoms, or does not get a COVID‐19
test but has symptoms, student may return
after 10 days have passed since symptoms
first appeared and fever‐free for 24 hours
without the use of fever‐reducing
medications and improvement in symptoms
or
If tested to see if they still have COVID‐19,
must have 2 negative tests at least 24 hours
apart and fever is resolved and symptoms are
improved.
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Employee COVID-19 Exposure Notification Workflow

Employee contacts supervisor
and reports having
received a positive
COVID‐19 test.

and reports
caring for a
household
member with a
positive COVID‐19
test.

and reports
exposure to
someone with a
positive COVID‐19
test and that they
are experiencing
COVID‐like
symptoms.

and reports
exposure to
someone with a
positive COVID‐19
test and that they
are not
experiencing
COVID‐like
symptoms.

and reports
experiencing
COVID‐19
symptoms.

Supervisor completes Employee Illness Tracker
https://bit.ly/39eRhTM
Region Superintendent / Division Chief notified by tracking system
Employee self‐isolates and
seeks advice from a licensed health care professional
Has the
employee been at the work
site during the last three
days?
No

Yes

Health Services Department reviews, consults with
SNHD, and contacts site administration to start
possible contact tracing and communication protocols.
Health Services Department informs Communication
Department if COVID‐19 test was confirmed.
Communications Department assists site
administration in issuing
contact tracing notice (if confirmed) or general notice
(if not confirmed).

Employee contacts supervisor when ready to return
Employee having
received a positive
COVID‐19 test can
return after:
24 hours fever
free; ten days
since onset of
symptoms; AND
improvement of
symptoms

Employee caring
for a household
member with a
positive
COVID‐19 test can
return after:
14 days since last
close contact with
household
member AND does
not develop
symptoms

Employee with
exposure to
someone with a
positive COVID‐19
test who is
experiencing
COVID‐like
symptoms can
return after:
24 hours fever
free;
ten days since
onset of
symptoms; AND
improvement of
symptoms

Employee with
exposure to
someone with a
positive COVID‐19
test who is not
experiencing
COVID‐like
symptoms can
return to work
after:
14 days from the
date of initial
exposure
if still symptom
free

Employees with
symptoms and a
negative COVID‐19
test may return to
work after:
Symptoms
improve and
negative test
results provided;
OR 10 days have
passed since onset
of symptoms, AND
24 hours fever‐
free, AND
improvement of
symptoms

Supervisor completes Employee Return to Work After Illness Questionnaire
https://bit.ly/39eaQf8
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4. FACILITY PREPARATION AND
MAINTENANCE
Sanitation and Cleaning
Sanitation and Cleaning for Student and Staff Equipment Sharing
The head custodian/building manager will disinfect all staff equipment, including but not limited
to, front office phones, front office computers, copy machines, refrigerators, microwaves,
coffee makers, and all staff workroom equipment, twice daily. The head custodian/building
manager will assign the custodial night crew tasks, using the Daily Service Record (DSR) with
disinfecting procedures for all, including but not limited to, classroom computer keyboards and
mice, phones, printers, copy machines, door handles, light switches, tables, countertops,
handles, and sinks inside the classrooms. Drinking fountains located in the classrooms,
outside, and in other areas of the school will not be used. Custodial staff will have all supplies
necessary for these cleaning efforts. If workstations are used in career and technical education
(CTE) classrooms and labs, the workstations will need to be disinfected between groups of
students by the teachers.
Door hangers (pictured right) will be posted on the door of each room that has been
disinfected. Each time the room is disinfected, the
custodial staff will update the date and time, providing a
quick visual reference for all staff and students.

Daily Custodial Facilities Cleaning
In an effort to maintain a safe and clean learning
environment for students and staff, under the direction of
head custodians/building managers, custodial personnel
shall perform the following disinfectant light duty
activities in each classroom and common area
throughout the facility daily.
To properly disinfect surfaces, each product listed below
must be applied following the label instructions and the
surface must remain wet for the appropriate contact time
(“dwell time”) specified in the instructions prior to wiping
down the surface.
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Chemical Product –
SDS Name

Concentration

Application

PortionPac®
Germicidal Cleaner 264

16 oz Hospital Grade Spray Bottle

Touch surfaces including:
Door handles
Light switches
Sinks
Computer keyboards and mice
Trash cans
Desks and chairs
All restroom surfaces including:
Walls
Mirrors
Sinks
Toilet paper/paper towel dispensers
Toilet partitions
Door handles
Light switches

64 oz Pump Stock Solution Bottle
Concentration

Toilets and urinals

2 gal. Mop Bucket

Restroom floors

32 oz Spray Bottle

All restroom surfaces including:
Walls
Mirrors
Sinks
Toilet paper/paper towel dispensers
Toilet partitions
Door handles
Light switches

Dwell Time: 5 minutes

PortionPac®
Germicidal Cleaner 264
Dwell Time: 5 minutes
PortionPac®
Germicidal Cleaner 202
Dwell Time: 5 minutes
Virex® Tb Ready-to-Use
Disinfectant Cleaner
Dwell Time: 2 minutes

Current chemical supply inventory levels are maintained and can be viewed in the head
custodian/building manager's office. The head custodian/building manager may order
additional supplies through the Brady Industries catalog. Only order supplies sufficient for the
needs of the school so other schools may also obtain supplies.
In addition to regular custodial cleaning, each classroom will be supplied with a bottle of
Germicidal cleaner for general staff use. This bottle will be prepared by the custodian to ensure
proper chemical portions. Training materials will be provided to staff for proper product
utilization.


All custodians were provided with a job card with instructions including a sample
schedule to clean and disinfect schools/sites properly.
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All custodians will be given a door hanger to place on all doors in the school/site to
show when and what time and by whom the space was disinfected.
Schools have been provided with an informational video showing directions on how to
disinfect a classroom using the approved Germicidal detergent 16 oz spray bottle.
Schools have been provided with hand sanitizer wipes for the classrooms.
All schools/sites have adequate amounts of paper towels, cleaning towels, Germicidal
detergent, VirexTB, gloves, goggles, hand sanitizer, sanitizing wipes, and masks for
proper cleaning and disinfecting. Additional supplies can be ordered from Brady
Industries via SAP.

Custodial Cleaning Definitions
Daily Cleaning






Light Duty Cleaning
Empty trash and replace liner, if necessary. Clean and disinfect any sinks and spot
clean door, door glass, and switch plates with prepared PortionPac Germicidal
Detergent 16 oz spray bottle. Pick up large papers, pencils, crayons, paper clips, and
other small objects for the vacuum specialist. Empty pencil sharpener(s) and dust all
horizontal surfaces with a woolly duster.
Vacuum Cleaning
Vacuum all traffic areas and spot vacuum all visible dirt. Vacuum under trash cans and
ensure that the trash can has been emptied. Secure the room when finished.
Restroom Cleaning
Flush toilets and urinals, and then dispense one pump of PortionPac 64 oz Stock
Solution Germicidal Detergent into each urinal and toilet. Refill all dispensers, detail
dust all horizontal surfaces with a woolly duster, and detail sweep floor. Remove trash
and replace liner. Spray 16 oz PortionPac Germicidal Detergent and wipe mirrors, sinks,
bright work, doors, switch plates, soap dispensers, paper towel dispensers, toilet paper
dispensers, female napkin dispensers, railings, partitions, and walls. Scrub urinals and
toilets with a bowl brush and check for hard water deposits. If hard water deposits are
present, use approved acid for urinals and toilets and approved acid for sinks and bright
work. Disinfect floor with PortionPac Germicidal Detergent 202 Mopping Solution.
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Enhanced Cleaning





Includes daily light duty, vacuum, and restroom cleaning, in addition will also include the
use of VirexTB to spray and wipe all touch surfaces (doors, switch plates, computer
keyboards, mice, phones, copy machines, desks, counters, chairs, sinks, soap
dispensers, paper towel dispensers, etc.) in the entire school with the dwell time of two
minutes.
Complete disinfection of the nurse’s office using VirexTB with the dwell time of two
minutes.
Spot clean all carpets via carpet extraction.

Disinfecting Cleaning
Only when a positive confirmed COVID-19 case is submitted by the SNHD to the Risk and
Environmental Services Department will this process take place.


A FAMIS work order will be submitted and the Operations Disinfecting Cleaning Crew
will be dispatched to the site to apply a Clorox360 Electrostatic Sprayer with the Clorox
Disinfectant Cleaner throughout the entire site.



The Operations Disinfecting Cleaning Crew will be suited in the appropriate PPE,
including a hooded disposable coverall, gloves, goggles, and a disposable mask.

Confirmed Positive COVID-19 Custodial Facilities Cleaning and Enhanced Cleaning
In the case the SNHD confirms a positive COVID-19 event directly affecting a school, the Risk
Management Department will be notified by the SNHD, and the Facilities Services Unit will
initiate a deep clean protocol for that campus in compliance with CDC recommendationsxvii.
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In order to properly disinfect surfaces, each product listed below must be applied following the
label instructions and the surface must remain wet for the appropriate contact time specified in
the instructions prior to wiping down the surface.
Chemical Product

Concentration

Application

Clorox® Total 360® System
- Electrostatic Sprayer

Total 360® Disinfectant
Cleaner (128 fl. oz)

Entire school
All touch surfaces

32 oz Spray Bottle

All touch surfaces including:
Door handles
Light switches
Sinks
Computer keyboards and mouse
Trash cans
Desks and chairs
All restroom surfaces including:
Walls
Mirrors
Sinks
Toilet paper/paper towel dispensers
Toilet partitions
Door handles
Light switches

Dwell Time: 2 minutes
Virex® Tb Ready-to-Use
Disinfectant Cleaner
Dwell Time: 2 minutes

Custodial staff will not require additional training unless the site procures a Clorox 360
machine, which would come with training provided by Brady Industries.
The night crew will be cleaning and disinfecting the restrooms once at night, leaving the head
custodian/building manager to clean all touch surfaces in the restrooms twice a day.

Custodial Cleaning Schedule to Include Enhanced Cleaning
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday: Light Duty Cleaning
Custodians will follow the written daily cleaning schedule within a normal shift:


Empty trash and replace liner, if necessary. Clean and disinfect any sinks and spot
clean door, door glass, and switch plates with prepared 16 oz PortionPac Germicidal
Detergent. Pick up large papers, pencils, crayons, paper clips, etc., for the vacuum
specialist. Empty pencil sharpener(s) and dust all horizontal surfaces with a woolly
duster.
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Vacuum Cleaning
Vacuum all traffic areas and spot vacuum
all visible dirt. Vacuum under trash cans
and ensure that the trash can has been
emptied. Secure room when finished.
Restroom Cleaning
Flush toilets and urinals, and then
dispense one pump of PortionPac 64 oz
Stock Solution Germicidal Detergent into
each urinal and toilet. Refill all dispensers,
detail dust all horizontal surfaces with a
woolly duster, and detail sweep floor.
Remove trash and replace liner. Spray
PortionPac 16 oz Germicidal Detergent
and wipe mirrors, sinks, bright work,
doors, switch plates, soap dispensers,
paper towel dispensers, toilet paper
dispensers, female napkin dispensers,
railings, partitions, and walls. Scrub urinals
and toilets with a bowl brush and check for hard water deposits. If hard water deposits
are present, use approved acid for urinals and toilets and approved acid for sinks and
bright work. Disinfect floor with PortionPac Germicidal Detergent 202 Mopping Solution.

Wednesday: Enhanced Cleaning Schedule
As there are no students on campus, light duty, vacuum, and restroom cleaning should be
minimal, leaving extra time for enhanced cleaning and utility cleaning.





Includes daily light duty, vacuum, and restroom cleaning and the use of VirexTB to
spray and wipe all touch surfaces (doors, door glass, switch plates, computer
keyboards, mice, phones, copy machines, desks, counters, chairs, sinks, soap
dispensers, paper towel dispensers, etc.) in the entire school with the dwell time of two
minutes.
Complete disinfection of the nurse’s office using VirexTB with the dwell time of two
minutes.
Spot clean all carpets via carpet extraction.
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Friday: Enhanced Cleaning Schedule




Includes daily light duty, vacuum, and restroom cleaning and also includes the use of
VirexTB to spray and wipe all touch surfaces (doors, door glass, switch plates,
computer keyboards, mice, phones, copy machines, desks, counters, chairs, sinks,
soap dispensers, paper towel dispensers, etc.) in the entire school with the dwell time of
two minutes.
Complete disinfection of the nurse’s office using VirexTB with the dwell time of two
minutes.

Head Custodian and Building Manager Cleaning Schedule to Include
Enhanced Cleaning
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday


















Open facility; unlock gates; raise flags; unlock assigned doors; and check for graffiti,
vandalism, or hazards.
Check custodial assignments for proper work performance.
Sweep sidewalks, monitor parking lot, shrub beds, curbs, and fence lines as needed.
Prior to the arrival of students, clean the primary, intermediate, and Kindergarten
playground with a germicide detergent. Items to be cleaned include all high touch
surfaces, such as railings and handles.
Vacuum hallways, if applicable.
Clean, sanitize, and disinfect outside drinking fountains throughout the facility using the
Germicidal Detergent 16 oz spray bottle, if applicable.
Set up for breakfast, if applicable.
Spray and wipe the entire school touch surfaces outside of the classrooms using the
Germicidal Detergent 16 oz spray bottle (e.g., front office doors, door glass, counters,
common area keyboards and mice, chairs, staff restrooms, hallways, windows, sinks,
student restrooms, etc.).
Spot clean walls, doors, pillars, posts, and windows using the Germicidal Detergent 16
oz spray bottle as needed.
Spot mop sidewalks as needed.
Monitor and restock restrooms several times during the day.
Meet with the principal about special needs, general concerns, etc.
Ensure lawns, shrubs, and greenery are properly watered and cared for.
Clean multipurpose room from breakfast and set up for lunch including table sanitizer,
mops, water, and cleaning tools, if applicable.
Monitor school grounds and fence lines and pick up debris.
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Clean all door glass in the office and halls daily using the Germicidal Detergent 16 oz
spray bottle.
Complete daily inventory and fill distribution trays with proper chemicals for night
custodians.
Monitor lunchroom, cleanup spills, and empty full trash cans, if applicable.
Clean multipurpose room. Clean the tables, pick up trash, and empty and wash trash
cans. Sweep and mop floor, including kitchen, daily using 1802, PortionPac Neutral
Cleaner. Change water often.
Complete teacher concerns, requests, and assist putting supplies in appropriate
storage.
Ensure the general appearance and upkeep of the facility is maintained.
o Submit, file, and monitor work orders.
o Work with the Maintenance Department to ensure items are repaired and
serviced.
o Monitor all workmen on campus. Monitor progress of work.
Assume responsibility for quality and quantity of work of custodial staff.
Monitor and evaluate performance of custodial staff and provide assistance where
needed.
Provide continuous training for all custodial staff.
Conduct written inspections of all custodial work assignments.
Order, maintain, and control supplies. Maintain an accurate inventory.
Keep the site administrator informed of concerns and potential problems.
Ensure special functions are set up and cleaned up.
Post and maintain complete records and charts:
o Location of fire protection items, alarms, extinguishers, etc.
o Location of electrical panels and master switches.
o Location of fire sprinkler and water shut-off valves.
Maintain proper and correct time of all custodial staff for payroll purposes.
Maintain and file proper and correct employee information sheets and records.
Complete a written inspection of the work of each custodian, with appropriate
discussions and signatures and make them available to the assigned operations
manager and custodial supervisor.
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Early Childhood Sanitation
Instructions are provided to schools for daily cleaning and sanitizing tables, toys, eating
surfaces, and desks:
Please remember to “WASH, RINSE, and SANITIZE!”


Use a clean towel and spray and wipe the surface with the PortionPac All Purpose
Degreaser Cleaner (32 oz spray bottle - #102).



Use a separate clean towel with WATER ONLY to rinse the washed surface.



Use another clean towel and spray and wipe the surface with the ClearPac Sanitizer 32
oz spray bottle (#CP1617) and allow to dry.

Instructions for daily disinfecting door handles, touch surfaces, chairs, restroom floors, sinks,
toilets, and urinals:


Use a clean towel and spray and wipe the surface with the Germicidal Detergent 16 oz
spray bottle.

In order to properly disinfect surfaces, each product must be applied following the label
instructions and the surface must remain wet for the appropriate contact time specified in the
instructions prior to wiping down the surface.
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Providing for Social Distancing
Guidelines for the layout of classroom space and non-classroom space (lobbies, hallways,
school offices, restrooms, etc.).
In order to accommodate recommended social distancing guidelines, the number of students
and staff in any one space at any given time will need to be reduced. Below are guidelines for
the maximum number of occupants, as well as suggested room layout and strategies for using
spaces.

Student Capacity Ratios
Room Type

Code Capacity Per 2015
International Building
Code

Pre-COVID-19
Programmed Capacity

COVID-19 Reduced Capacity

Kindergarten

20 sq ft per Student

21:1 Pupil / Student Ratio
or 57 sq ft per Student

50 sq ft per Student

1st-2nd

20 sq ft per Student

16:1 Pupil / Student Ratio
56 sq ft per Student

50 sq ft per Student

3rd

20 sq ft per Student

19:1 Pupil / Student Ratio
47 sq ft per Student

50 sq ft per Student

4th-5th

20 sq ft per Student

30:1 Pupil / Student Ratio
30 sq ft per Student

50 sq ft per Student

Library

50 sq ft Reading Areas
100 sq ft Book Stacks

ED Specs has no
guidelines for capacity

50 sq ft per Student

Multipurpose
Room

15 sq ft per Student

ED Specs has no
guidelines for capacity

50 sq ft per Student or ½ of the code
occupancy with a max of 250 Students
whichever is less

Middle School
Classrooms

20 sq ft per Student

30:1 Pupil / Student Ratio
30 sq ft per Student

50 sq ft per Student

Gymnasium

15 sq ft per Student

ED Specs has no
guidelines for capacity

50 sq ft per Student or ½ of the code
occupancy with a max of 250 Students
whichever is less

Library

50 sq ft Reading Areas
100 sq ft Book Stacks

ED Specs has no
guidelines for capacity

50 sq ft per Student

Labs

50 sq ft per Student

30:1 Pupil / Student Ratio
30 sq ft per Student

50 sq ft per Student

High Schools
Classrooms

20 sq ft per Student

30:1 Pupil / Student Ratio
30 sq ft per Student

50 sq ft per Student

Library

50 sq ft Reading Areas
100 sq ft Book Stacks

ED Specs has no
guidelines for capacity

50 sq ft per Student

Labs

50 sq ft per Student

30:1 Pupil / Student Ratio
30 sq ft per Student

50 sq ft per Student
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Student Capacities per Classroom Type
Room Type and Square Footage

Code Capacity

Pre-COVID-19 Capacity

COVID-19 reduced capacity

Kindergarten
1,200 sq ft

60 Students

42 Students**

24 Students

1st-2nd
900 sq ft

45 Students

16 Students

18 Students*

3rd
900 sq ft

45 Students

19 Students

18 Students

4th-5th
900 sq ft
Library
2,430 sq ft
Multipurpose Room
5,000 sq ft

45 Students

30 Students

18 Students

48 Students

48 Students

24 Students

333 Students

333 Students

166 Students

Middle School
900 sq ft

45 Students

30 Students

18 Students

Middle School Gymnasium
12,380 sq ft

825 Students

825 Students

247 Students***

Middle School Library
6,520 sq ft

130 Students

130 Students

65 Students

Middle School Labs
900 sq ft

45 Students

30 Students

18 Students

High Schools
900 sq ft

45 Students

30 Students

18 Students

1,643 Students

1,643 Students

250 Students***

162 Students

162 Students

81 Students

45 Students

30 Students

18 Students

High School Gymnasium
24,653 sq ft
High School Library
8,100 sq ft
Labs
900 sq ft

*While the reduced capacity exceeds the programmed capacity, we recommend no more than
16 students in first- and second-grade classrooms.
**The 1,200 sq ft rooms are designed to be divided into two 600 sq ft classrooms in the future,
if needed for capacity.
***According to recent guidance, groups are limited to 250 people.
1. Room square footage is based on education specifications used during the 2015 Capital
Improvement Program.
2. Each school and each room may differ. Calculations need to be performed for each
room by the school administration.
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Example: Classroom measures 30’-0” x 30’-0” for a total of 900 sq ft. 900 sq ft
divided by 50 sq ft per student equals an 18-student capacity and one instructor
for this classroom.
Example: Classroom measures 20’-0” x 30’-0” for a total of 600 sq ft. 600 sq ft
divided by 50 sq ft per student equals a 12-student capacity and one instructor
for this classroom.
3. Calculations assume one instructor per classroom, if more instructors or adult aides are
required, students would need to be reduced on a 1:1 ratio.
4. Adding and removing classroom dividing walls changes the capacity of a room; this
needs to be considered by school administration prior to requesting changes.
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Layout of Classroom Spaces
Floor plans for each school building prototype have been developed to determine occupancy.
Schools may request floor plans from operations managers.
School administration should place tape on the floor as a visual cue to help maintain required
distancing.
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Below is an example layout of a 1,200 sq ft single Kindergarten classroom. Each of the circles
are six feet in diameter with a single desk in the middle. The diagram shows a total of 24 desks
in the space, it is not recommended that we exceed the 21:1 pre-COVID-19 student-to-teacher
ratio.
The layout below utilizes individual desks with the understanding that very often group tables
are utilized at this grade level. The group tables will need to be utilized as individual desks in
order to maintain social distancing, if smaller desks are not available. Face all desks/tables in
the same direction. Have students sit on only one side of the table. Site administrators shall
place tape on the floor as a visual cue to help maintain required distancing.

1,200 sq ft Kindergarten Classroom
24 Students and 1 Teacher
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Below is an example layout of a 1,200 sq ft Kindergarten classroom split in half (600 sq ft on
each side) each of the circles are six feet in diameter with a single desk in the middle. The
diagram shows a total of 12 desks per side in the space.
The layout below utilizes individual desks with the understanding that very often group tables
are utilized at this grade level. The group tables will need to be utilized as individual desks in
order to maintain social distancing, if smaller desks are not available.

1,200 sq ft Split Kindergarten Classroom
12 Students and 1 Teacher per 600 sq ft Side
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Below is an example layout of a 900 sq ft classroom. Each of the circles are six feet in
diameter with a single desk in the middle.
The layout below utilizes individual desks with the understanding that very often group tables
are utilized in Grades 1-3. The group tables will need to be utilized as individual desks in order
to maintain social distancing, if smaller desks are not available.

900 sq ft Classroom
18 Students and 1 Teacher
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Below is an example layout of an 800 sq ft classroom. Each of the circles are six feet in
diameter with a single desk in the middle.
The layout below utilizes individual desks with the understanding that very often group tables
are utilized in Grades 1-3. The group tables will need to be utilized as individual desks in order
to maintain social distancing, if smaller desks are not available.

800 sq ft Classroom
16 Students and 1 Teacher
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Below is an example layout of a 700 sq ft classroom. Each of the circles are six feet in
diameter with a single desk in the middle.
The layout below utilizes individual desks with the understanding that very often group tables
are utilized in Grades 1-3. The group tables will need to be utilized as individual desks in order
to maintain social distancing, if smaller desks are not available.

700 sq ft Classroom
14 Students and 1 Teacher
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Below is an example layout of a typical two-classroom portable. Each of the circles are six feet
in diameter with a single desk in the middle.
The layout below utilizes individual desks with the understanding that very often group tables
are utilized in Grades 1-3. The group tables will need to be utilized as individual desks in order
to maintain social distancing, if smaller desks are not available.

1,440 sq ft Portable Classroom
14 Students and 1 Teacher per Side
2 Classrooms per Portable
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Below is an example layout of a 900 sq ft classroom utilizing a 3’x6’ shared desk as an
individual desk. This diagram is meant to help clarify how the rectangular desk can be used in
place of an individual desk. Each of the circles are six feet in diameter with a single desk in the
middle.

900 sq ft Classroom
18 Students and 1 Teacher
36”X72” Rectangular Desks
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School Lobbies


School lobbies should not have guest seating and guests should wait in a single file line
with six feet between each individual.



The guests that cannot fit within the space should wait outside of the building following
the same six feet separation between individuals.



Schools should apply tape on the floor approximately three to four feet in front of the
reception counter in order to identify a safe distance for the public to stand when
approaching the front office staff.

Lockers and Locker Rooms
The use of all lockers is prohibited. In addition, PE locker room usage is prohibited. Teachers
should ensure proper footwear on students for safety purposes; however, dressing out for PE
will not be required.
School Offices


School offices should be adjusted to allow for six feet of separation between desks in all
areas.



Individual offices should remove guest seating unless large enough to allow for social
distancing.
Hallways/Corridors
 In corridors less than ten feet

wide, students and staff should be
in a single-file line with six feet
between each individual, as
indicated in the image to the left.
 In corridors greater than ten feet

wide, a maximum of two single-file
lines with a horizontal separation of
six feet is allowable.
 Circulation in corridors shall be

one way.
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Restrooms


The number of occupants in a restroom should be limited to the number of stalls in any
restroom. For restrooms with multiple urinals, every other urinal should be used to allow
for proper social distancing. Students waiting in the corridor should follow the guidelines
above for the use of corridors.



Signs should be hung in each restroom showing the proper method for washing hands.



Waiting for restrooms should occur along the corridor adjacent to the restroom following
the social distancing guides for corridors above.
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Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Strategies
Taken to Reduce Risk of COVID-19 Transmission
In addition to performing regular maintenance and repairs to heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) equipment, the District has taken proactive actions to ensure HVAC
systems are functioning properly to maintain a healthy educational environment. These actions
and inspections have focused on filtration and ventilation, as recommended by the American
Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers’(ASHRAE)xviii. Additional
guidance from the Harvard Schools for Health Programxix and the Council of the Great City
Schoolsxx has been used to enhance the scope of work performed and managed by the
Facilities Services Unit.
The District has completed the following efforts throughout the summer and fall of 2020 and
these tactics will continue on an ongoing basis:


Air Filter Replacement
Over 50,000 air filters across the District’s HVAC systems have been replaced and
where feasible utilized high efficiency MERV 13 filters. Most filters in the District’s
systems have a MERV 8 rating, which is sufficient and appropriate for the equipment.
Filters with a higher MERV rating are capable of removing smaller particles from the
conditioned air; however, they can be incompatible with certain systems and/or
restrictive to air flow and therefore can only be used on certain units. Additionally, a plan
for replacing filters on a regular schedule according to manufacturers’ recommendations
has been developed.



HVAC Unit Cleaning
HVAC unit coils have been cleaned at over 230 schools. HVAC unit coil cleaning at all
schools will be complete by March 2021.



HVAC System Inspection
HVAC systems have been inspected to verify the outside air intakes are functioning. As
of October 2020, this work has resulted in 58 repairs to HVAC unit outdoor air intakes.



HVAC Operating Schedules
Staff are communicating with principals and operations managers to ensure each
building’s HVAC operating schedules are programmed correctly to match school
occupancy and any planned events.



Air Quality Monitoring
Staff have evaluated several options for actively improving indoor air quality by
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removing or attacking bacteria, viruses, and other pathogens. The current focus of
these efforts has been on areas with medically fragile students and staff, such as
nurses’ offices, treatment rooms, and classrooms at schools with higher populations of
students who require special behavioral or medical assistance. Approximately 850
rooms are currently identified in these categories.
The recommended technology to
be installed in these rooms is
one that actively enters the air
and treats surfaces in the space.
This is in contrast to portable air
cleaners, which are very useful
for improved air quality and
pathogen removal, but do not
deactivate the virus on a
continuous basis.
The following video link
describes the Global Plasma
Solutions (GPS) product that has
been selected for pilot testing
https://globalplasmasolutions.com/
and installed in six schools:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CL3WN6u9_gA.


Staff will continue to evaluate technologies that can help meet the Facilities Services
Unit’s goals of maintaining a healthy, reliable, and efficient learning environment.

Work Order Prioritization and Completion
Work orders for plumbing, HVAC, and fire/life/safety have been made priority to ensure that all
schools are ready for opening when students return. This will be achieved by weekly follow ups
with maintenance supervisors to address the progress in all zones. Supervisors will issue work
packages to technicians every day to ensure that a certain number of work orders are
accomplished. If sufficient progress is not made, building engineers and skilled trade
assistants from other trades and zones will be included to help with smaller work orders. If one
zone is ahead of schedule, staff from that zone will be assigned to help another zone.
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Guidelines for Interactions Between Maintenance Staff and School
Communities
In an effort to better serve all sites and to ensure building safety for all staff, the Facilities
Services Unit has implemented a login/logout procedure. All of the Facilities Services Unit staff
have been trained on this procedure and when they arrive on a campus or a site, they will sign
in and out with the login/logout book.
Upon arrival to a campus or site, the Facilities Services Unit staff member will stop at the
school or site office and sign in. If arriving after hours, staff must sign the log book next to the
security keypad.
At the conclusion of each shift, staff will also check out using the same login/logout book. In
the event of a COVID-19 positive test result, this will assist with contract tracing.
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5. SCHOOL OPERATIONS
The Hybrid Instructional Model
The District’s primary structure of the hybrid instructional model requires that students be
divided into three student cohorts. Students in Cohort A attend school face-to-face on
Mondays and Tuesdays and engage in distance education on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays. Students in Cohort B attend school face-to-face on Thursdays and Fridays and
engage in distance education on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays. Therefore, students
in Cohorts A and B receive learning opportunities that incorporate both face-to-face instruction
at the school in the classroom and distance education at home through synchronous and
asynchronous instruction. Students in Cohort C engage in full-time distance education all days
and receive learning opportunities that include distance education at home through
synchronous and asynchronous instruction.
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Components of the Hybrid Instructional Model
Transitioning to the hybrid instructional model supports students, families, and educators
through several delineated structures, resources, and tools. The hybrid instructional model
includes the following components:
Asynchronous Instruction
• Learning does not occur at the same time for students. This includes recorded video content and other digital media
and content for students to work through independently.

Audio Conferencing
• While online meeting platforms may be used during the hybrid instructional model, telephonic conference calls with
multiple students may occur to optimize access and instruction. Online meeting platform attendance without the video
function is audio conferencing.

Face-to-Face Instruction
• Students engage in instruction at the school in their designated classroom(s). Instruction may or may not include
technology to support and enhance learning.

Learning Line
• The Learning Line is a service in which District personnel provide support for all students via telephone to maximize
learning. This service may be reached at (702)799-6644. Educators are available Monday through Friday from 8:00
a.m. until 4:00 p.m. to assist students in both English and Spanish during scheduled school days.

Learning Management System (LMS)
• An LMS is an online platform that enables instructional delivery and resource housing and contains other tools to
assist with learning. Students can access the LMS at anytime and anywhere. The District's LMS is Canvas. Students
must access content and other tools, such as Google Classroom and Google Meet, from within Canvas.

Live Streaming
• Online streaming in which content is simultaneously broadcasted in real time promotes student learning during faceto-face instruction and synchronous sessions.

Synchronous Instruction
• Learning is happening in real time for students. This includes video conferencing lessons, live webinars, interactive
live chat discussions, virtual instruction, and face-to-face instruction.

Video Conferencing
• Creating live audio and video connections between multiple students. Google Meet is used to conduct student-based,
video conferencing experiences.

Virtual Office Hours
• Dedicated blocks of times when educators provide one-to-one interactions with students to support individualized
instruction and clarification from students and families regarding course content and assignments. Virtual office hours
may occur through video or audio conferencing methods.

Weekly Instructional Guide
• Weekly instructional guides illustrate the structure of student learning and communicate weekly schedules and
learning expectations for students. Face-to-face, as well as synchronous and asynchronous sessions, are provided in
the guides.

Wellness Checks
• Licensed professionals, coordinated and calendared by the Multidisciplinary Leadership Team, establish times for
student and family check-in protocols. The wellness check-in process may occur virtually or in-person to determine
student academic, social-emotional, and health needs. This process is intended to optimize the general wellbeing of
students.
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Roles in the Hybrid Instructional Model
Defining roles during the implementation of the hybrid instructional model is essential. While
details related to the hybrid instructional model are provided for each stakeholder, this listing
may not be all inclusive and may involve some modifications based on the context of each
school and community.
Site administrators will:
 Provide initial and ongoing parent/guardian communication, support, and guidance.
 Lead master scheduling and content mitigation to support instructors, while considering
the instructional needs of all students.
 Include schedules for face-to-face instruction and synchronous and asynchronous
sessions, wellness checks, and virtual office hours.
 Facilitate and support the development and implementation of weekly instructional
guides for every student.
 Monitor IEP/Section 504 Accommodation Plans/ELL supports to ensure compliance and
differentiated learning.
 Facilitate and supervise the implementation and progress of the Multidisciplinary
Leadership Team (MLT), which includes holding required weekly meetings, analyzing
data to determine tiered supports, conducting wellness checks, and assigning students
to wellness teams based on tiered indicators.
 Observe instruction and provide feedback to licensed educators.
 Monitor and support each teacher’s implementation of Canvas to ensure all
requirements are met on a weekly basis.
 Identify teachers and staff who serve on a team of expert Canvas users to increase the
“bandwidth” of support for teachers.
 Notify region leadership regarding any health concerns and/or implementation
challenges.
 Ensure all safety and health guidelines are structured, implemented, and monitored.
Licensed educators will:
 Provide instruction for all students, facilitate virtual office hours, and conduct wellness
checks for designated students who need extra academic and/or social-emotional
support.
 Participate in collaborative lesson planning and professional learning.
 Ensure all students sign on through Clever to access Canvas and other instructional
resources and tools.
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Monitor students’ progress and proactively communicate with parents/guardians and
students regarding any areas of concerns.
 Arrange for daily communication with students and parents/guardians and follow
attendance processes.
 Work with support professionals assigned to students with disabilities to ensure
accommodations are met.
 Ensure resources are provided for ELL students and students with IEPs and Section
504 Accommodation Plans.
 Contact and communicate with parents/guardians as needed.
 Attend and participate in all required parent/guardian meetings (i.e., IEP/504, ELL).
 Provide emergency substitute plans and instructions, as traditionally required.
 Ensure all safety and health guidelines are structured, implemented, and monitored in
the classroom.
 Communicate with the administration regarding any health concerns or implementation
challenges.
Students will:
 Maintain positive attendance and course progress.
 Complete assignments and tasks as assigned.
 Exhibit good study habits.
 Reach out to teachers when in need of assistance.
 Attend and participate in daily and weekly face-to-face instruction and/or synchronous
and asynchronous sessions.
 Participate in all proctored assessments.
 Utilize virtual office hours as posted by teachers to obtain additional academic support
and guidance as needed.
 Adhere to all safety and health guidelines.
 Follow all school rules, policies, and expectations.
Parents/guardians will:
 Provide support, guidance, and assistance to support their children’s learning.
 Foster a conducive area for learning at home.
 Encourage and recognize positive gains and achievements.
 Actively monitor children’s progress in assigned courses.
 Work collaboratively with the teacher(s) and other school staff to address any
challenges or concerns.
 Support children in maintaining positive attendance and on-time arrival.
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Attend and participate in face-to-face and/or virtual meetings to support children’s
academic progress.
Check and monitor children’s health daily prior to attending school and/or riding the
school bus. Keep children at home if any COVID-19 health symptoms are evident.

Canvas
Canvas Access
Canvas will continue to serve as the District’s learning management system for all teachers
and students to promote consistency with the transition from face-to-face instruction and
distance education within the hybrid instructional model. Students are required to access
Canvas by signing on to Clever, the District’s single, sign-on platform. Google Meet and
Google Classroom and other resources may be utilized only if they are accessed by students
in Canvas. Site administrators are required to continually monitor Canvas to ensure that all
teachers follow this requirement.
Content
Canvas learning management is the main system for all teachers and students (Pre-K12/ungraded self-contained programs) for communication and will be used for content
deployment. Instruction and digital content must be aligned to the Nevada Academic Content
Standards (NVACS) to ensure students are instructed on all standards.



Teachers in Grades 6-12 can use core content created by the Online and Blended
Learning Department or content created by the Nevada Learning Academy.
Teachers in Grades Pre-K-8 can use Nearpod content.

Teacher Assignments in the Hybrid Instructional Model
Based on the class size ratios and the number of students participating in each cohort,
teachers may be assigned to multiple cohorts of students. Teachers will be assigned to cohorts
in order to meet the needs of all students. At the elementary level only and depending on the
number of the students participating in full-time distance education, teachers may be assigned
to students in Cohorts A and B or students who participate in full-time distance education.


If teachers are assigned to Cohorts A and B, they will provide face-to-face instruction to
half of their students on Mondays and Tuesdays (Cohort A) and face-to-face instruction
to half of their students on Thursdays and Fridays (Cohort B). Teachers are also
responsible for providing synchronous and asynchronous sessions, for the Cohort A
and B students participating in distance education.
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If teachers are assigned to students who participate in full-time distance education, they
will provide synchronous and asynchronous instruction and virtual office hours to their
students during the school day. The teachers assigned to students who participate in
full-time distance education may also provide synchronous and asynchronous
instruction and virtual office hours for students in Cohorts A and B on days designated
as distance education.
If teachers are assigned to students in Cohorts A and B and students who participate in
full-time distance education, they will provide face-to-face instruction to half of their
students on Mondays and Tuesdays (Cohort A) and face-to-face instruction to half of
their students on Thursdays and Fridays (Cohort B). They will provide synchronous and
asynchronous instruction and virtual office hours to their students in Cohorts A and B
and students who participate in full-time distance education during the school day.
The teacher contractual workday of seven hours and 11 minutes will be maintained. All
teachers will be allocated a full preparation period every day, except for Pre-K teachers
who receive their preparation period allocation on certain days.

Wednesdays in the Hybrid Instructional Model
On Wednesdays, all students will engage in distance education at home through synchronous
and asynchronous sessions. As Wednesdays are instructional days for students, attendance
must be taken in elementary schools and in each course scheduled on Wednesdays for
secondary schools. Teachers will be available at designated times for virtual office hours.
Wellness checks will also be conducted by teachers for designated students.
As implementing the hybrid instructional model involves strategic planning for instruction,
teachers will have time on Wednesdays to participate in Professional Learning Communities
(PLCs), including data analysis and lesson plan development. Professional learning will be
provided to assist teachers with the implementation of the hybrid instructional model. Teachers
will also be allocated their full preparation period on Wednesdays in addition to the time
allocated for PLCs.
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Learning Components of the Hybrid Instructional Model
As the hybrid instructional model is implemented, the goal is to provide continuous highquality, standards-based instruction to accelerate students’ learning. Learning structures,
strategies, and methods are integrated to promote students’ engagement, and educators must
continually attend to students’ social-emotional wellbeing. The essential components of an
effective lesson and the standards and indicators within the Nevada Educator Performance
Framework (NEPF) are implemented:






New learning is connected to prior learning and experience.
Learning tasks have high cognitive demand for diverse learners.
Students engage in meaning-making through discourse and other strategies.
Students engage in metacognitive activity to increase understanding of and
responsibility for their own learning.
Assessment is integrated into instruction.

As synchronous sessions may be incorporated throughout the week in shorter time frames, not
all components of an effective lesson and the NEPF standards and indicators may be evident
in every session.
Purposeful planning and strategic decisions guided and informed by student data are critical
components for high-quality, standards-based instruction. Teachers must design and
implement instruction, learning tasks, and assessments in alignment with the NVACS. As
teachers engage in planning instruction for both face-to-face and distance education learning
opportunities, learning structures, strategies, and methods must be evaluated to determine the
most conducive learning environment.
Face-to-face instruction should be used to maximize students’ interactions to guide and
facilitate students with creating, evaluating, analyzing, and applying skills and concepts to
master and generalize the content. Distance education provides opportunities for students to
frontload concepts and information through videos, readings, and podcasts to establish a
foundation for the learning process during face-to-face instruction. Teachers may cross
learning structures, strategies, and methods between the two learning environments as
needed to best support all students. Teachers may also utilize available technology tools, such
as Google Meet and live streaming, to incorporate synchronous sessions for students
participating in face-to-face instruction at school and distance education at home. Various
learning structures, strategies, and methods are provided belowxxi with suggested learning
environments.
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Face-to-Face Instruction
Provide direct instruction for concept skill and
development
Engage in productive discourse, including Socratic
Seminars, debates, and role playing
Teach and practice discourse and language routines
to make thinking visible
Differentiate small-group instruction
Collaborative learning activities and hands-on learning
Simulations
Assess students’ conceptual misunderstandings and
provide immediate feedback
Small-group interventions















Distance Education
Preview/Review content
Videos
Engage in readings, including articles, books,
and journals
Listen to podcasts
Conduct research
Preview an assignment/project
Independent learning and practice through
digital content and programs
Independent exploration
Independent skills practice
Independent reflection and strategy monitoring
Independent projects
Online discussions
Content overview and building background
knowledge

Instructional Materials and Equipment
All instructional materials, including textbooks and Chromebooks, must be provided for
individual student use and assigned to students. If manipulatives or other instructional
materials are needed for an instructional lesson, materials must be provided through
individualized baggies or supply boxes. If specific equipment is necessary for very specified
courses, the equipment must be cleaned by the teacher between student use.

Professional Learning Opportunities
The Academic Unit, including the Curriculum and Instruction Division, the English Language
Learner Division (ELLD), the Leadership and Professional Learning Division, and the Student
Services Division (SSD), will provide professional learning to assist educators with planning
and preparing instruction for the hybrid instructional model. Suggested structures, strategies,
and methods will also be provided by grade bands and core content areas. This information
will assist with planning and preparing for the hybrid instructional model. In addition, open labs
will be provided for educators to gain assistance and guidance to implement the hybrid
instructional model.

School Bell Times and Student Instructional Day
All schools will adhere to the school bell schedules that were approved in August 2020. All
schools will implement a student instructional day consisting of six hours and 11 minutes,
which will include face-to-face instruction and synchronous and asynchronous sessions.
Schools with extended days, including but not limited to, Prime 6 Schools, Zoom, Innovative
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Eight Middle Schools, and some magnet schools, will continue to provide the extended days
for students and teachers during the hybrid instructional model.

Distance Education Instructional Days
The components of distance education, such as synchronous and asynchronous sessions,
audio conferencing, Canvas, video conferencing, virtual office hours, weekly instructional
guides, and wellness checks, serve as structures to provide and promote students’ learning
within whole-group instruction, small-group instruction, and one-on-one instruction. The
following details will assist as student schedules are completed adhering to the minimum
synchronous sessions. The other components of the instructional day for students are
thoughtfully planned to include asynchronous instruction, including independent work, paper
correspondence, use of online tools and resources for instruction, and group work.
Level

Minimum Synchronous (real-time learning) Minutes
Learning Requirements

Primary (Grades Pre-K-2)

60-90 minutes per DAY

Intermediate (Grades 3-5)

90-120 minutes per DAY

Middle (Grades 6-8)

120 minutes per WEEK per COURSE, for each of the four courses

High (Grades 9-12)

60-90 minutes per WEEK per COURSE, for each of the six to eight courses

Master Schedules
As an implementation timeline is approved for the hybrid instructional model, staff will adhere
to the guidelines and timeline for master scheduling revisions. This work includes period
schedules, updating sections and day rotations, and the assignment of cohorts.
Elementary School Schedules
•

•

•

During face-to-face instruction to the greatest extent possible, students will remain with
the same group of students each day at school to promote the health and safety of all
students and staff.
During days of distance education, students may engage in synchronous sessions
through Google Meet or live streaming. Students will also be engaged in synchronous
and asynchronous sessions and independent work. Opportunities will also be provided
for wellness checks and virtual office hours.
Ensure all students with IEPs are scheduled first into the master schedule to ensure IEP
implementation and compliance. Consider the need for planning time for co-teachers to
deliver instruction virtually. In addition, ensure support professionals allocated to
classrooms are scheduled to assist teachers with instruction.
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Review student achievement data prior to scheduling students to determine students
needing time to accelerate their learning by building extra time for students into the
master schedule.
Students will be equally divided into Cohorts A and B to ensure all health and safety
guidelines are followed. Class rosters may need to be adjusted to accommodate the
differences of students who participate in full-time distance education and balance class
sizes to ensure reduced capacity.
Large classrooms may have to be reallocated to accommodate face-to-face instruction
to ensure all safety and health guidelines are followed.
Schools implementing departmentalization will have to implement the hybrid
instructional model, as teachers and students will not be permitted to rotate between
classes.
Specialists will be assigned to specific classrooms per grade level to provide instruction
to promote the health and safety of students and staff. Specialists will use Google Meet
to instruct students in the classroom, students in other classrooms, and students in
distance education. If instructional materials are needed for the lessons, the
instructional materials will be provided a week ahead of time during face-to-face
instruction.
Refer to the Appendix for a sample elementary school schedule.

Middle School Schedules
As approved by the Board of School Trustees on Tuesday, July 21, 2020, middle school
schedules will operate on a semester-based instructional schedule, offering students year-long
courses in one semester.






During face-to-face instruction, middle schools will only offer two courses each day at
school to promote the health and safety of students and staff. In order to meet the
required daily instructional minutes, students will also engage in distance education,
which will include both synchronous and asynchronous sessions.
During days of distance education, students may engage in synchronous sessions
through Google Meet or live streaming. Students will also be engaged in synchronous
and asynchronous sessions and independent work. Opportunities will also be provided
for wellness checks and virtual office hours.
Ensure all students with IEPs are scheduled first into the master schedule to ensure IEP
implementation and compliance. Consider the need for planning time for co-teachers to
deliver instruction virtually. In addition, ensure support professionals allocated to
classrooms are scheduled to assist teachers with instruction.
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Review student achievement data prior to scheduling students to determine students
needing time to accelerate their learning by building extra time for students into the
master schedule.
Students will be equally divided into Cohorts A and B to ensure all health and safety
guidelines are followed. Class schedules may need to be adjusted to accommodate the
differences of students who participate in full-time distance education and balance class
sizes to ensure reduced capacity.
Large classrooms may have to be reallocated to accommodate face-to-face instruction
to ensure all safety and health guidelines are followed.
Explore double-blocking courses to promote student engagement throughout the school
year.
High school courses offered at middle schools may be scheduled as year-long courses
or as semester-based courses during the second semester. Principals interested in
offering a traditional, year-long high school course as a semester-based course during
the second semester must contact their region superintendent.
Any early or late bird classes will be provided through distance education.
Refer to the Appendix for the sample middle school schedule.

High School Schedules
As approved by the Board of School Trustees on Tuesday, July 21, 2020, high school
schedules will operate on a traditional, year-long course schedule, with principals having the
discretion to determine the number of six to eight courses.
•

•

•

During face-to-face instruction, high schools will only offer two courses each day at
school to promote the health and safety of students and staff. In order to meet the
required daily instructional minutes, students will also engage in distance education,
which will include both synchronous and asynchronous sessions.
During days of distance education, students may engage in synchronous sessions
through Google Meet or live streaming. Students will also be engaged in synchronous
and asynchronous sessions and independent work. Opportunities will also be provided
for wellness checks and virtual office hours.
Ensure all students with IEPs are scheduled first into the master schedule to ensure IEP
implementation and compliance. Consider the need for planning time for co-teachers to
deliver instruction virtually. In addition, ensure support professionals allocated to
classrooms are scheduled to assist teachers with instruction.
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Review student achievement data prior to scheduling students to determine students
needing time to accelerate their learning by building extra time for students into the
master schedule.
Students will be equally divided into Cohorts A and B to ensure all health and safety
guidelines are followed. Class schedules may need to be adjusted to accommodate the
differences of students who participate in full-time distance education and balance class
sizes to ensure reduced capacity.
Large classrooms may have to be reallocated to accommodate face-to-face instruction
to ensure all safety and health guidelines are followed.
Any early or late bird classes will be provided through distance education.
Refer to the Appendix for sample high school schedules.

Teacher Preparation Periods
As the District implements the hybrid instructional model, site administrators must adhere to
Article 31 of the Negotiated Agreement between the Clark County School District and the Clark
County Education Association in regard to providing daily preparation periods. Specifically,
principals must schedule preparation periods during the student day and may not direct
teachers to perform any type of work during more than four preparation periods per school
year. In addition, any direct use of preparation periods must be infrequent with advance notice
provided, and the use of the preparation period must not consume the entire period. If more
than four preparation periods per school year are directed and no waiver is in place pursuant
to Article 38, the affected teacher must be paid his/her contractual rate of pay for the
preparation period. Teachers may sell their preparation period; however, this must be a
completely voluntary decision and should be documented in writing. Preparation periods must
be used appropriately by the teacher as established in Article 31.
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Specific School Personnel Considerations
Site Administrator Supervision Practices
Teacher and site administrator NEPF evaluation expectations and timelines will remain the
same for the 2020-2021 school year per Nevada Revised Statutes 391.685 and 391.705. The
end dates for the three observation cycles are:




Observation cycle one ends on October 19, 2020.
Observation cycle two ends on January 5, 2021.
Observation cycle three ends on March 9, 2021.

The due date of the final evaluation and the procedures for submitting final evaluations will be
communicated in January 2021.
All efforts should be maintained to ensure the functionality of the cohorts. Site administrators
will only observe face-to-face instruction for the teachers they directly supervise. All social
distancing and safety protocols must be followed. Optimally, each classroom observation
should not be longer than 20 minutes. Pre- and post-observation conferences may be
conducted in person, while practicing all safety guidelines, or through Google Meet. Site
administrators are required to weekly monitor each teacher’s implementation of Canvas to
ensure all requirements are met.
Site Administrators
In order to promote all safety and health guidelines, site administrators, including student
success coordinators, will be assigned classrooms and minimize close contact with teachers
and students by having conversations in the hallways and/or walking to the classrooms rather
than requesting students to the main office to reduce the number of students in the hallways.
School Counselors and Social Workers
In order to promote all safety and health guidelines, school counselors and social workers will
meet with students outside of the classroom. Counselors at the secondary level are required to
review and monitor students’ academic plans and complete credit checks. Most of these
sessions will be conducted through Google Meet during the days that students are
participating in distance education to ensure students on campus have access to personnel for
their social-emotional wellbeing. All schools must develop a process for students to reach
school counselors for their social and emotional wellbeing either through face-to-face or virtual
opportunities.
Learning Strategists
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Learning strategists will minimize close contacts by supporting students during distance
education and collaborating with teachers through virtual methods.
Music Specialists, Choir, and Band Teachers
During face-to-face instruction, teachers must ensure students engage in instruction to expand
and enhance their mastery of the skills and concepts, ensuring the following:













Equipment, props, and instruments must not be shared.
When not playing an instrument, students must wear a well-fitted mask that covers the
nose and mouth.
Wind instruments requiring removal of condensation and saliva must be spaced a
minimum of six feet from other instruments. Students playing wind instruments should
move masks off the mouth area when playing or have masks with slits at the mouth to fit
mouthpieces for playing their instruments. Masks with mouth slits must only be used
when playing an instrument. They cannot be used outside of the music classroom.
Masks must not be shared between students.
Dance activities will not include stunting, lifts, tosses, or baskets so mats are not
required or used.
Choral and singing activities will be conducted outside or in a well-ventilated large room,
such as a gymnasium, with students separated a minimum of six feet apart.
Choral students must wear well-fitted masks that allow for proper vowel formation while
keeping the mouth and nose covered when singing.
General music teachers should consider providing each student with a personal music
kit that includes common classroom instruments (rhythm sticks, mallets, etc.). Provided
instruments must not be shared between students unless the instruments are
appropriately washed and disinfected between classes or uses.
Choreography with physical contact between students and singing/playing in circles is
prohibited.
Do not use high-touch or shared materials, such as props, puppets, scarves, ribbon
wands, manipulatives, visuals, etc.
Avoid stretching or “warm-ups” that require contact or exaggerated exhalation.

GATE Specialists
GATE specialists will collaborate with site administrators to determine days and times for
GATE instruction. Consideration will be given to cluster students within the same cohort.
Students will not be removed from music, library, PE, art, and humanities for GATE instruction.
GATE specialists will provide instruction for identified students through face-to-face and/or
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distance education instruction. GATE program equipment, such as planetarium and robotics,
will not be available for checkout during the implementation of the hybrid instructional model.
Site-based Technicians
Site-based technicians (SBTs) will minimize contact with teachers and students by addressing
classroom technology concerns virtually or outside of the classroom, including using a cart in
the hallway to address the technology concern prior to entering the classroom.

Assessment and Student Data
MAP Growth
As prescribed in the minimum requirements for distance education plans established by the
Nevada Department of Education, school districts must determine students’ academic needs
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and provide support as necessary. Therefore, MAP
Growth will be administered for Grades K-10. At the high school level, students in Grades 9
and 10 will be assessed in Algebra I and Geometry courses and in Grades 9 and 10 English
courses.
Guidance on test administration protocols and resources can be found at
https://bit.ly/MAPremote, a subset of the MAP Growth Implementation Manual
(http://bit.ly/CCSDMIM).
Elementary Level






Students in Grades K-5 will participate in the reading and mathematics assessments.
MAP Growth will be administered at school on student’s individual Chromebooks during
assigned days of face-to-face instruction for all students in K-Grade 2.
In order to optimize the utilization of face-to-face instruction on essential academic
standards, MAP Growth will be administered remotely during assigned days of distance
education for all students in Grades 3-5 with proctoring support from parents/guardians
in collaboration with the classroom teacher. If the school administration in collaboration
with the teacher(s) determines that some students may benefit from participating in the
MAP Growth assessment in person at school, this is permissible.
Students will participate in the fall, winter, and spring test administrations.

Secondary Level



Students in Grades 6-10 will participate in the reading and mathematics assessments.
In order to optimize the utilization of face-to-face instruction on essential academic
standards, MAP Growth will be administered remotely during assigned days of distance
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education for all students in Grades 6-10 with proctoring support from parents/guardians
in collaboration with the classroom teacher. If the school administration in collaboration
with the teacher(s) determines that some students may benefit from participating in the
MAP Growth assessment in person at school, this is permissible.
Students will participate in the corresponding assessment if they are actively enrolled in
the course.
Students will participate in the fall, winter, and spring test administrations.

Guidance on test administration protocols can be found at https://bit.ly/MAPremote.
WIDA Screener
Administration of the WIDA Screener ensures the provision of language supports for ELLs.
Schools are required to assess the English proficiency of students within 30 calendar days of
initial enrollment, or 14 calendar days if enrolled during the school year when
parents/guardians identify a different primary language other than English in the home. The
Nevada Department of Education is supporting flexibility with this timeline, recognizing the
unique challenges with meeting the established deadline.
Due to the nature of these assessments, remote administration is not an option. Students must
come to the school for a face-to-face administration of the WIDA Screener or W-APT, while
following social distancing protocols. Guidance on test administration protocols can be found in
the WIDA Screener Implementation Manual (http://bit.ly/CCSDSIM). The Nevada Department
of Education has approved a provisional screening process in the event students are unable to
participate in an in-person screening assessment.
WIDA Screener Plan for Distance Education and/or Hybrid Instruction
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Q5Z42HESNuh0ij5vAe_WyV6FRszYMrcYnlHYtU3_TYw
/edit?usp=sharing
Civics Exam
All high schools must administer the civics exam as required by law. The District’s guidelines
can be found at
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IuqdQ5h1J2NUsOTWcYLYdPBrm_by6rFP/view?usp=sharing.
Formative Assessments
Formative assessment is a deliberate process used by teachers and students during
instruction to gather actionable feedback to help along the learning journey. Formative data is
used to adjust ongoing teaching and learning strategies to improve students’ self-assessment,
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reflection, and attainment of curricular learning. Formative assessments allow the opportunity
for growth and development toward mastery of student learning goals as educators and
students are acting upon the evidence the assessments yield. High-quality corrective
instruction must follow assessments to ensure growth and attainment of curricular goals.
Summative Assessments
Educators need to make strategic decisions about what students need to know and be able to
do in alignment with the NVACS by targeting specific outcomes for students’ mastery.
Educators work collaboratively in PLC structures to prioritize the NVACS to ensure summative
assessments focus on the essential standards at the rigor and depth the standards demand.
Assessments and learning tasks that require students to demonstrate their knowledge,
proficiency, and understanding are essential in the hybrid instructional model. As any
performance by a student may be considered a performance task if it elicits evidence of
student learning, it is essential to distinguish a performance task of a discrete, single skill
compared to a comprehensive performance task designed for a summative assessment for
students to apply their knowledge of multiple learning targets to new, authentic, and novel
situations.
Performance Tasks
Performance tasks create engaging multi-step opportunities for students to demonstrate what
they know and what they can do in alignment with the NVACS. The following characteristics
represent a performance task:
1. Performance tasks call for the application of knowledge and skills. The learner must use
their learning. The tangible product serves as evidence of understanding and
proficiency.
2. Performance tasks are open-ended and typically do not yield a single, correct answer.
Different responses meet the success criteria. There is no single way to accomplish the
task.
3. Performance tasks establish novel and authentic contexts for performance. Realistic
conditions and constraints that convey purpose and relevance are presented.
4. Performance tasks provide evidence of understanding via transfer. The learner reveals
his/her understanding through purposeful application and the transfer of knowledge to
new situations.
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5. Performance tasks are multi-faceted. The learner is engaged in complex tasks requiring
multiple steps. Several standards are assessed.
6. Performance tasks integrate two or more subjects and 21st Century skills. Meaningful
learning is not isolated by subject. The student incorporates reading and writing skills.
7. Performance tasks are evaluated with established criteria and rubrics. Criteria are
aligned to the goals being assessed and are used to profile varying levels of
understanding and proficiency.
McTighe, Jay. “What is a Performance Task.” MAC McTighe and Associates Consulting. 15
April 2015. 11 April 2019.
In order to promote students’ wellbeing, educators must be cognizant of students’ socialemotional wellbeing during these uncertain, continually evolving circumstances. Educators
need to collaborate with one another to develop and implement performance tasks that
incorporate multiple discipline areas to reduce the need for students to complete several
performance tasks in a single timeframe. Educators may also consider breaking down
comprehensive performance tasks into shorter tasks or performance items to be completed
over a longer period of time to monitor students’ progress. Moreover, using conversations or
presentations provide an effective opportunity for students to demonstrate their thinking and
learning.
Performance Task Resources
Stanford University's Resource Bank of Performance Tasks (Free Site/Sign-In Required)
https://edpolicy.stanford.edu/projects/parb
http://www.performanceassessmentresourcebank.org

Grading
Methods of assessing students must meet the range of needs of students’ needs. Educators
must consider the unique experiences and challenges of students and families, including but
not limited to, academic support in the home, stress due to illness, economic conditions, food
and housing insecurity, ability to adapt to a new model of instructional delivery, and socialemotional stress due to limited face-to-face interactions with educators and peers.
Educators will follow the District’s Regulation 5121 in regard to student grading. Grades will
reflect student achievement on assignments and assessments aligned with the NVACS
provided by the teacher. In alignment with District Regulation 5121, secondary schools will
implement semester exams which may be worth up to, but not exceed, 20 percent of the
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student’s final semester grade. Educators need to implement semester exams that provide
opportunities for students to apply their knowledge to new, authentic, and novel situations
through performance tasks or project-based learning opportunities.
Middle School Grade Reporting Calendar
Term 1

Posting

Verification and
Transcript Post

Quarter Grade A

09/09 12:00 AM-09/11 11:59 PM

09/15/2020

Quarter Grade B Semester Exam
Semester Grade
Citizenship

10/07 12:00 AM-10/09 11:59 PM

10/12/2020

Term 2

Posting

Quarter Grade A

11/07 12:00 AM-11/13 11:59 PM

Verification and
Transcript Post
11/16/2020

Quarter Grade B Semester Exam
Semester Grade Citizenship

12/16 12:00 AM-12/18 11:59 PM

12/21/2020-12/23/2020

Term 3

Posting

Quarter Grade A

02/03 12:00 AM-02/05 11:59 PM

Verification and
Transcript Post
02/08/2021

Quarter Grade B Semester Exam
Semester Grade Citizenship

03/10 12:00 AM-03/12 11:59 PM

03/15/2021

Term 4

Posting

Quarter Grade A

04/21 12:00 AM-04/23 11:59 PM

Verification and
Transcript Post
04/26/2021

Quarter Grade B Semester Exam
Semester Grade Citizenship

05/24 12:00 AM-05/26 11:59 PM

05/27/2021-05/29/2021

Opening the Grading Window
Please use the instructions available below to open/close the grading window at the school site
for online courses, such as Apex*, or if there are extenuating circumstances that require
opening/closing the grading window.
Instructions are located at training.ccsd.net > Grade Book > Grade Book Guide Administrators
(http://training.ccsd.net/gradebook/).
* Ensure student athlete schedules include only authorized courses for NCAA requirements.
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High School Grade Reporting Calendar
Term 1

Posting

Verification

Progress

09/16 12:00 AM-09/18 11:59 PM

09/21/2020

Quarter Grade Quarter Final*
Citizenship

10/07 12:00 AM-10/09 11:59 PM

10/12/2020

Term 2

Posting

Verification and
Transcript Post

Progress

11/04 12:00 AM-11/06 11:59 PM

11/09/2020

Quarter Grade Quarter Final*
Semester Exam Semester Grade
Citizenship
MYP Grade**

12/16 12:00 AM-12/18 11:59 PM

12/21/2020-12/23/2020

Term 3

Posting

Verification

Progress

02/03 12:00 AM-02/05 11:59 PM

02/08/2021

Quarter Grade Quarter Final*
Citizenship

03/10 12:00 AM-03/12 11:59 PM

03/15/2021

Term 4

Posting

Verification and
Transcript Post

Progress

04/14 12:00 AM-04/16 11:59 PM

04/19/2021

Quarter Grade Quarter Final*
Semester Exam Semester Grade
Citizenship
MYP Grade**

05/24 12:00 AM-05/26 11:59 PM

05/27/2021-05/29/2021

*Quarter Final is the grading task for quarter-based courses.
**MYP Grade is the grading task for International Baccalaureate Schools (IB).

Opening the Grading Window
Please use the instructions available below to open/close the grading window at the school site
for online courses, such as Apex*, or if there are extenuating circumstances that require
opening/closing the grading window.
Instructions are located at training.ccsd.net > Grade Book > Grade Book Guide Administrators
(http://training.ccsd.net/gradebook/).
* Ensure student athlete schedules include only authorized courses for NCAA requirements.
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Progress Reports and Report Cards
During the hybrid instructional model, parents/guardians will access student progress reports
and report cards through Campus Parent by clicking on the Documents Tab on the Index
Menu. This method allows immediate access for parents/guardians to review
students’ progress and grades. As parents/guardians have immediate access to grades
through Campus Parent, schools will no longer print and distribute progress reports and the
District will no longer print and mail report cards home. Parents/guardians who require
a printed report may contact their student’s school to request a copy. The District will
communicate centrally through ParentLink with parents/guardians regarding progress reports
and grade postings in alignment with the reporting calendar.


If a parent/guardian does not have Campus Parent, refer to the instructions at
https://sites.google.com/nv.ccsd.net/student-record-services/resources/parent-portal.



Instructions to access Campus Parent can be found at
https://www.ccsd.net/parents/resources/pdf/infinitecampus/CampusParentHowtoAccess2020v2.pdf.

Infinite Campus is the official grade reporting system for the District; therefore, Infinite Campus
must reflect accurate grades.
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Instructional Considerations
Recording and Live Streaming Lessons
Though student engagement in synchronous learning opportunities is highly valued, there are
times when circumstances outside of a student’s control may prevent him or her from
participating in synchronous sessions. Educators are encouraged to record synchronous
sessions, especially if students are absent during the synchronous sessions. The following
guidance is provided to help educators facilitate the recording and live streaming of
synchronous sessions while protecting student information privacy in alignment with the
Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).
All educators must attempt to obtain an Authorization for Release of Education Records
for every student. Parents/guardians may submit the authorization via Infinite Campus or
through the paper authorization (https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oCWdxaSL6TIkjU7BzCfHPS2ar8V4RZE/view?usp=sharing).
FERPA prohibits showing or releasing personally identifiable information of students publicly,
unless the parent/guardian has authorized such release of information. “Personally Identifiable
Information” means student faces, student likenesses, student names, or any other information
about the student that would allow the student to be identified, including without limitation,
school, grade, IEP, health information, student discipline, or anything else that would tend to
identify the student or lead to identification of the student.









Educators may record and share synchronous sessions with students in the class who
attended or missed the sessions.
Educators may live stream synchronous sessions in real time which are being offered to
students who are physically attending class for viewing by students in the class who are
not physically present.
Educators must explain to students that the sessions will be recorded for students who
missed the sessions and live streamed for students who are not physically present.
Students cannot share or post the recordings or make the live stream available to other
students or the general public, and may not independently record the sessions.
Access to the recorded sessions should be granted only to students who are enrolled in
the class and should be password protected. Access through Google Classroom or
another secured, shared folder that requires the student to log in is appropriate.
There is no expectation of privacy in a classroom that would trigger protection of oral
communications under the Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance Control Act;
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however, the precautions in this section should nevertheless be taken to prevent a
possible violation of FERPA.
Precautions must be taken to avoid recording or showing during any live stream
personally identifiable information if the parent/guardian has not authorized release.
Strategies include:
o Instead of recording the synchronous session, record a video without students
that recaptures the main ideas of the lesson.
o Instead of recording the synchronous session, create a single mini-lesson without
students on the instructional concept. Work with the grade-level/department
teams to record the mini-lessons. Consider adding mini-lessons to Canvas
Commons for other educators to use.
o Utilize two Google Meet sessions simultaneously during a single class session.
In this scenario, the teacher attends both sessions simultaneously, students
attend one session, and the teacher records the other.
o Utilize a second device, such as a phone, tablet, or other recording device,
aimed solely at the instructor during the direct instruction, allowing the content of
the synchronous sessions to be recorded without showing the Google Meet
screen.
o Shift the focus of synchronous sessions from lecture/direct instruction to a
collaborative learning opportunity, such as problem solving, case studies,
debates, student presentations, model making, and concept mapping. Provide
the direct instruction in videos for use during the asynchronous learning for
students.
o Limit the live streaming or recording to classroom instruction so that students and
their conversations are not captured while they are entering or leaving the
classroom.
o Determine the appropriate placement of cameras so that they do not capture
student work product or personally identifiable information but primarily the
educator and any white boards or other needed visuals.
o Ensure that the educator is able to easily pause the live streaming or recording
for any unforeseen classroom event.

Alternatives to Recording or Live Streaming Synchronous Sessions
Alternative strategies to ensure instruction for students who cannot attend the synchronous
sessions include:
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Provide instructional videos that were previously created and can help students
understand the concepts taught during the synchronous sessions.
Create an instructional video (five to ten minutes using Google Meet with no audience)
alone or with grade-level/department teams.
Assign students to work collaboratively with other students who missed the
synchronous sessions to complete the instructional task(s) that were done
collaboratively during the sessions.
Utilize small-group synchronous sessions and support students during virtual office
hours.
Share the PowerPoint, slide show, or other instructional materials utilized during the
synchronous sessions.
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Non-Instructional Considerations
Academic Parent/Guardian Meetings
If possible, academic parent/guardian meetings, including Section 504 Accommodation Plans
and IEP meetings, should be done virtually but may be conducted in person depending on the
circumstances. Parents/guardians visiting schools for academic meetings must make an
appointment and follow all visitor protocols.

After-School Activities
After-school activities may be provided at the school and must be equally offered between the
cohorts, including virtual opportunities for students participating in full-time distance education.
Students may remain on campus for after-school activities only on the days they are
participating in face-to-face instruction to maintain the safety benefits of the student cohorts.
Staff must ensure that all health and safety protocols are followed during after-school activities.
Late buses may not be available for after-school activities.

Before- and After-School Programs
The parks and recreation departments and other providers in each jurisdiction are committed
to providing Safekey for students in the hybrid instructional model starting in January 2021.
Providers will work with personnel in the College, Career, Equity, and School Choice Unit and
school principals to determine the number of students that can be accommodated, while
following all health and safety guidelines. In addition, After-School All-Stars Las Vegas and
Communities in Schools may also begin operations in January 2021 at school sites. These
organizations will work directly with designated personnel and school principals to initiate
planning.

Drinking Fountains
Drinking fountains located in the classrooms, outside, and in other areas of the school will not
be utilized.

Field Trips
Field trips are not permitted.

Parent/Guardian and Volunteer Engagement
Parents/guardians and volunteers will not be permitted on campus to volunteer and/or assist in
classrooms.
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Parental Advisory Committee Meetings
Parental advisory committee meetings should be held virtually.

Playground Equipment
Playground equipment will not be utilized.

School Organizational Team Meetings
School Organizational Team (SOT) meetings should be held virtually. Requirements for SOT
meetings under Nevada law are listed below; these still apply. Additional guidance for holding
SOT meetings remotely are included in italics.
Requirements for All SOT Meetings














The SOT must meet monthly while school is in session.
Use online tools, such as Google Meet or other tools that allow for members to
participate in the meeting.
Meetings must occur outside of the licensed and support professional contract time.
The date, time, location, and meeting agenda must be posted on the school website at
least three working days in advance.
Extra communication efforts and more advance notice may assist school community
members prepare for the meeting.
All meetings must be open to the public and include time for public comment.
Virtual meetings should also be open to the public. Ensure to facilitate time for public
comment through the tool, the tool’s chat feature, or by email in advance or after the
meeting.
In accordance with FERPA, confidential student information should never be shared
publicly.
A quorum is required in order to vote to act on an item.
A quorum means that the majority of SOT members are present.
An action is any recommendation the SOT makes to the school principal regarding the
Plan of Operation.
The SOT should consider how to meet the needs of non-English speaking
parents/guardians and community members during the meeting.

As always, training and resources for SOTs can be located at reorg.ccsd.net.
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Student Aides
Schools are not permitted to utilize student aides in the health office. Student aides are
permissible in other assignments within the school; however, student aides are not permitted
to circulate through the school delivering items, messages, etc. Student aides must remain
within their assigned location.

Vendors and District Support Providers
Vendors will only be permitted on schools and sites if the specific task and/or service cannot
be completed virtually. Vendors permitted on schools and sites will be required to make an
appointment and follow all District safety protocols.

Student Chromebook Use Between Home and School
As students will be participating in face-to-face instruction and distance education with the
utilization of Canvas and other technology tools; therefore, all students will transport
Chromebooks between home and school. There may be situations in alignment with health
and safety protocols that require a cohort and/or school to transition to full-time distance
education; therefore, students must have their Chromebooks to seamlessly transition from the
hybrid instructional model to full-time distance education, as necessary.
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Supporting Students with Individual Education
Programs
IEP Guidance
Students with disabilities must be provided equitable access to instruction. The following
practical guidance is provided for school personnel regarding the District’s obligation to provide
a free and appropriate public education (FAPE) to students with disabilities.
Additional support and guidance may be accessed through the special education personnel
serving in the Region Support Teams.

Services for Students with Disabilities During the 2020-2021 School Year
The District must provide special education and related services to students with disabilities in
accordance with the student’s IEP and provide reasonable accommodations in Section 504
Accommodation Plans. Based on the instructional model, all services may not be able to be
provided in the same manner as typically provided. School teams and parents/guardians are
encouraged to work collaboratively and creatively to support the components of a student’s
IEP or Section 504 Accommodation Plan.xxii
Delivery of Equitable Access to Educational Opportunities


School staff should consider alternative ways to provide equitable access and
appropriate educational opportunities for students with disabilities, including exploring
all available supplementary aids and services and related services to include online or
virtual platforms, and/or other activities, such as paper/pencil activities.

Documentation of all efforts to provide equitable access to educational opportunities is
required.



Special education teachers must document that the student is receiving his/her specially
designed instruction through the approved instructional model on the status record.
Related service providers must continue to follow current procedures to document
services provided.

Pivoting Service Delivery Based on the Instructional Model
A complete revision of the student’s IEP is not immediately necessary. In order to facilitate an
efficient change to the approved instructional model, case managers must develop a prior
written notice instead of a full IEP meeting to inform parents/guardians of the change regarding
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the instructional model. The priority of face-to-face classes should be based upon the student’s
individual needs and the parent’s/guardian’s priorities when possible.
Case managers must contact the parent/guardian by telephone or email to discuss:





The approved instructional model.
The anticipated five-day schedule.
The determination of the face-to-face classes are at the discretion of school.
The priority of face-to-face classes.

Upon assignment to a face-to-face cohort, parents/guardians will be provided with prior written
notice indicating:


When and how IEP services will be provided, and that an IEP meeting will be held
before the conclusion of the 2020-2021 school year to discuss options for specially
designed instruction, based on the approved instructional model.

CCF-563 prior written notice indicating under:
o Proposed Action(s): A description of the services and how they will be delivered
based on the approved instructional model to include the class schedule,
including the subject, day, time, synchronous instruction, asynchronous
instruction, and location.
 The CCF-563 may reference an attached document due to the lack of
writing space in the form.
 If the parent’s/guardian’s choice of the hybrid instructional model or fulltime distance education cannot be accommodated, then include a
statement of why that option could not be provided.
By the end of the 2020-2021 school year, case managers will hold an IEP meeting to develop
placement and specially designed instruction for each phase of reopening. IEPs will be written
to include specially designed instruction language for all instructional models.


All annual IEPs must be held according to schedule.

Pivoting Between Models
In the hybrid instructional model, a student’s ability to transition between classes and rooms is
determined by applicable safety protocols.


Students can transfer between the hybrid instructional model and the full-time distance
education models only within Board approved timeframes.
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For students who remain in full-distance education, service should be implemented as
written in the IEP. The IEP team can consider, through an IEP meeting, if the data
supports changes to the services.

IEP Procedures and Components to be Completed by the End of the 20202021 School Year
In order to document the change to the hybrid instructional model, schools must develop a
revision or annual IEP to account for potential changes to the delivery model. For many
students, a revision will only affect the specially designed instruction section of the IEP. To
eliminate the need for additional IEP development and to develop an IEP which would contain
a complete picture of the student’s ability to access educational services both face-to-face and
distance education, IEP revisions will need to be completed by the end of the school year,
unless the student’s annual IEP is due sooner. The guidance below provides further guidance
to standard operating procedures.



All IEP meetings shall be conducted virtually.
If the school cannot contact the parent/guardian to schedule an IEP meeting, the school
will follow standard procedures.
Nothing in this section precludes the ability to hold an IEP meeting for any other reason.



Present Levels of Academic Achievement and Functional Performance




IEP teams must include any data collected, including any deficit areas, behavioral data,
the effectiveness of accommodations, etc.
 A case manager or related service provider must provide how instruction is scaffolded
or the background knowledge needed for the student to complete the assignments
aligned to the Nevada Pre-K Standards or the NVACS/Connectors and goals and
benchmarks/objectives. A case manager or related service provider must also review
and address student work and/or finished assignments, checking for understanding and
accuracy, adapting content, methodology, and/or instruction to the needs of the
student.
 The IEP should also include input from parents/guardians regarding difficulties with the
student’s compliance with rules related to social distancing, wearing face coverings,
washing hands, and other safety protocols.
Goals and Benchmarks/Short-Term Objectives


Should be based on the current present levels of academic achievement and functional
performance.
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Based on prior goals and benchmarks/objectives, the team should consider the
student’s anticipated progress for the remainder of the annual IEP.
 Annual goals should include developing and/or maintaining skills needed in the
instructional models, such as:
o Wearing face coverings.
o Maintaining social distances.
o Washing hands and other safety protocols.
o Accessing and participating in distance education.
Specially Designed Instruction


Indicate all three models available:
o Full-time distance education (current placement)
o Hybrid instructional model
o Full-time face-to-face
 Annual IEP dates should be used for each option.
 The specially designed instruction page should reflect direct instruction per area of need
by a special education teacher, related services staff, and/or a support professional. IEP
teams must continue to indicate for distance education, both synchronous and
asynchronous time.
 Transition Community-Based Programs Specially Designed Instruction Guidancexxiii.
Supplementary Aids and Services


The IEP should include a statement that the District will implement the approved
instructional model.
 Teams need to identify supplementary aids, accommodations, and accessibility features
of online programs utilized in distance education.
 Teams should consider developing a behavioral intervention plan to assist students in
accessing classes in each stage of the reopening process.
 Teams should consider supplementary aids/accommodations for the following:
o Wearing face coverings.
o Maintaining social distances.
o Washing hands and other safety protocols.
o Accessing and participating in distance education.
Related Service





The number of related service minutes includes the amount provided through face-toface therapy or teletherapy.
Indicate all three models available:
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Full-time distance education (current placement)
o Hybrid instructional model
o Full-time face-to-face
 Annual IEP dates should be used for each option.
 If the student has difficulty accessing services virtually, teams should develop a plan to
provide the student’s related services face-to-face.
Placement
o





In addition to all other necessary statements in the justification statement, the IEP team
should state the student’s placement was made due to the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, and the IEP will be implemented through the approved instructional model. A
student’s placement is based upon whether the class is a general education class, selfcontained, or a resource classroom, not whether the class is in school or online.
The percentage of time in the general education environment includes both classes in
school and online classes.

Data Collection
Teachers must complete progress reports, as indicated in the students' IEPs. Additionally, staff
must collect ongoing progress monitoring data and document time spent addressing students'
goals as is standard practice based on the approved instructional models. Example tools for
progress monitoring and documenting time spent are provided to teachers.xxiv

Multi-Disciplinary Teams and Reports
All evaluations, reevaluations, and assessments must proceed without unnecessary delay.
Evaluation preparation work and indirect assessments will be maximized wherever possible,
including reliance on existing evaluation data, notices and scheduling, completion of
parent/guardian and staff interviews and rating scales, and reliance on student observations by
school staff. In order to maintain social distancing standards, related service personnel are
restricted from entering classrooms for observational purposes. Consequently, other options
need to be explored and utilized (e.g., observations by teachers and related service providers
delivering push-in services, observations during online classroom activities). Direct
assessments administered to students will be completed as needed by appointment to limit the
amount of time students are away from instruction.
All multi-disciplinary team (MDT) meetings shall be conducted virtually or by phone. Staff are
encouraged to virtually share drafted MDT reports and eligibility forms during these virtual
meetings. Verbal agreement to eligibility determinations made by each member of the team is
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acceptable. Finalized MDT documents may be provided to the parent/guardian via email or
U.S. Mail as soon as possible after the conclusion of the meeting.
Transitioning from the initial eligibility meeting, school personnel should review the CCF-556,
Initial Provision of Services, with the parents/guardians and ask for permission to implement
the services if they are unable to obtain a signature. School personnel should document in the
status record that permission was obtained orally due to instructional model restrictions related
to COVID-19. Finally, school personnel should obtain signatures for the CCF-556 as soon as
possible upon the reopening of schools.

Section 504 Accommodation Plans and Meetings
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 prohibits discrimination based on disability in any
program or activity operated by school districts. Requests for disability-based
accommodations, including medical-based accommodations, should be addressed as soon as
practicable, to ensure Section 504 eligible students are provided equitable access to all
portions of the approved instructional models. All staff should be aware of the accessibility
features of online programs utilized in distance education. Section 504 teams should also use
due diligence to determine eligibility based upon the information presented by the
parent/guardian and the school personnel. Teams should determine the appropriate
accommodations available to include distance education resources. All Section 504 meetings
must be held virtually or via telephone.



Students who need a Section 504 plan must be identified without unnecessary delay.
The Section 504 liaison must:
o Review all Section 504 plans.
o Where appropriate, convene a Section 504 team meeting to discuss any
additional accommodations related to approved instructional models:
 Wearing face coverings.
 Maintaining social distances.
 Washing hands and other safety protocols.
 Accessing and participating in distance education.
o Ensure that all Section 504 plans are entered into the Infinite Campus system.

Homebound Information
In-person services for students who must be educated in the home must be conducted in
compliance with all applicable health and safety protocols.


When appropriate, convene, and review homebound IEPs.
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All students should be included in the homeroom teacher contact procedures even if
they are on homebound status.
 It is the home school's responsibility to provide a technology device for students to
access instruction.
All requests for homebound services should follow previously established procedures. If a
parent/guardian requests homebound, please consider the following options:







Follow the homebound application process.
Place in full-time distance education.
Consider developing a 504 plan.
Consider supplemental health services for a student on an IEP or 504 plan.

Physical Restraint
All District staff must continue to comply with all legal requirements related to physical restraint
and aversive interventions. The failure to wear a face covering, to maintain social distancing,
or to comply with any other safety protocols is not a justification to restrain a student.

Discipline for Students with Disabilities
All legal requirements related to the discipline of students with disabilities apply. Schools must
hold a manifestation determination review meeting prior to the tenth day of removal from
school. Placing a student in full-time distance education or removal from the class virtually or
face-to-face for any disciplinary reason is a removal. Failure to maintain social distancing, wear
a face covering, or comply with safety requirements does not constitute serious bodily injury,
which would justify a removal from school for 45 days.

Delivering Inclusion Time in the Classroom
Adapted PE





Students with disabilities are scheduled to attend PE classes the same as typical
peers.
Adapted PE supports access to the general PE curriculum for students with disabilities.
Students with disabilities access PE with same-aged typical peers in an inclusive
general PE class.
Students receiving Adapted PE services are supported in a general PE setting with
typically developing peers.
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Academics
A student’s IEP will determine the amount of inclusion time- and pull-out time. IEPs must be
followed.






Special education teachers will collaborate with general education teachers to establish
times for implementing IEPs in the general education setting, as well as coordinate any
pull-out time.
Support professionals may be used to deliver the inclusion time during general
education face-to-face or synchronous time.
It is recommended that students be grouped for common resource time in specific
subjects to increase efficiency.
Best practices include placing resource and inclusion time for each grade level on the
master calendar. This will allow consistency and certainty that all IEP specially designed
instruction minutes are being met.

Itinerant and Related Services
Service provision of mandated IEP services by itinerants, support professionals, and related
service providers
Related Service







Related service personnel (speech-language pathologists, occupational therapists,
physical therapists, psychologists, audiologists, and nurses) will provide services to
students in non-self-contained classrooms during distance instruction (asynchronous
time) or face-to-face instruction as requested/indicated.
Related service personnel can provide in-class services to students in self-contained
classrooms during face-to-face instruction and during distance education.
SSD personnel will document dates and times of school buildings and classrooms being
utilized to serve students to support contact tracing.
Related service personnel will limit travel between school sites to one school site per
day.
Related service will adhere to approved procedures for handling equipment, equipment
storage, and protocols for sanitizing equipment.

Related Service Space and Procedures


Ensure a space large enough for personnel that are sharing a space, request individual
spaces for each related service member, or continue the use of an ‘assessment area’
where personnel go to assess students considering the health and safety of staff.
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School is to provide/replenish appropriate PPE to related service personnel. If additional
PPE is needed, schools may contact SSD and specify what additional PPE is needed.
Only designated related service staff are required to wear N95 masks (Fit Testing is
required and facilitated by the Risk Management Department).
In addition to wearing a face covering, evaluators, students, and parents/guardians will
be required to maintain six feet social distancing space.

Assistive Technology















To the greatest extent possible, assistive technology (AT) services, including
assessments, will be conducted virtually. Parents/guardians will be invited to participate
virtually.
When virtual support is not practical or appropriate, a face-to-face model will be utilized.
Face-to-face support will comply with COVID-19 protocols and the practices of the
school.
All teachers should be aware of the AT devices and services that are documented in
IEPs. Devices will be provided in compliance with IEPs. For devices that will be placed
in the student’s home, parents/guardians will be required to sign the Assistive
Technology Services Equipment Sign-Out Sheet / Parent Loan Agreement form.
AT personnel can attend virtual classes to mentor and coach teachers and
parents/guardians in the implementation of devices.
Itinerant Instructors are assigned to serve as a liaison for any matters pertaining to AT.
Professional learning and parent/guardian support/training will be accessible in a variety
of formats/timeframes including “live” virtual sessions, pre-recorded sessions, and after
contract hours “live” virtual sessions.
Case managers and parents/guardians should consult with their assigned AT liaison to
access appropriate virtual supports to implement accommodations and modifications as
recorded in the IEP.
To the greatest extent possible, technical issues will be resolved remotely.
The AT website contains guidelines for acquiring AT, implementation strategies,
professional learning opportunities, and virtual resources.

Adapted PE



Itinerant adapted PE teachers will provide direct instruction in a general PE setting with
typically developing peers.
Itinerant adapted PE teachers will follow the SNHD and District safety protocols when
accessing school campuses and District offices.
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Itinerant adapted PE teachers will adhere to approved procedures for handling
equipment, equipment storage, and protocols for sanitizing equipment. Itinerant staff will
maintain and disinfect personal automobiles daily.
Adapted PE assessments will be conducted, as much as possible, in the PE setting.
Parents/guardians will be invited to assist virtually, if needed. All SNHD and District
safety protocols will be followed during assessment and will change/update as
guidelines change.

Vision Services







Vision services teachers, specialists, and assistants will follow the SNHD and District
safety protocols when accessing schools and District offices.
The Vision Services Department will adhere to approved procedures for handling
equipment, equipment storage, and protocols for sanitizing equipment.
All assistive technology will be accessible to students per their IEP.
Teachers of the visually impaired and orientation and mobility specialists will provide
direct and consult services as indicated in the student’s IEP using face-to-face and/or
virtual asynchronous and synchronous instructional methods.
Vision services assessments will be conducted, as much as possible, on the school
campus. All COVID-19 protocols will be in place during assessments and will
change/update as guidelines change.

School-Based Individual Intervention Services







During distance education and the hybrid instructional model, school based-individual
Intervention Service continues to be a short-term, supplementary service to increase
learning to learn behaviors.
o Services will include both direct and consultative services.
o Services address the goals and benchmarks identified in the IEP relating to
behavior, communication, and social skill areas.
Face-to-face instruction includes:
o Direct, in-person instruction when students are present at school.
Synchronous session support for distance education includes:
o Assistance with data collection.
o Assistance with prompting strategies to increase engagement.
o Provision of reinforcement as needed at the direction of the classroom teacher.
Consultation support includes:
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o Weekly consultation with classroom teachers via email, phone or video
conference.
o Staff will discuss concerns and make recommendations for student improvement.
Parent/guardian school communication:
o Progress reports issued by the Linking Instructional Needs and Key Supports
(LINKS) Team in alignment with IEP progress reporting.
o Progress reports sent via email to the classroom teacher to place in the student’s
confidential file and a copy to be provided to parents/guardians.
o Parents/guardians can contact the LINKS Team to discuss school basedindividual intervention service questions or concerns.

Deaf and Hard of Hearing Itinerant Teachers





Deaf and Hard of Hearing (DHH) itinerants will follow the SNHD and District safety
protocols when accessing schools and District offices.
DHH itinerant teachers will provide direct and consult services as indicated in the
student’s IEP using in-person and/or virtual asynchronous and synchronous
instructional methods.
DHH assessments will be conducted, as much as possible, on the school campus. All
COVID-19 protocols will be in place during assessment and will change/update as
guidelines change.

Self-Contained Teacher Absence
If a substitute does not select a job when a teacher is absent, classes cannot be combined;
therefore, some possible solutions include:




Preparation period buy for teachers, which must be completely voluntary by the teacher.
Schools must ensure that detailed emergency plans and information are available.
Create an emergency team that involves multiple people to provide coverage.
Coverage by the special education instructional facilitator.

Student Equipment



Assistive technology devices will require cleaning in compliance with COVID-19
protocols.
Related service personnel will deliver and retrieve devices/equipment directly to the
teacher, student, and parent/guardian if indicated. Personnel will refer to individual
departments for specific procedures regarding device delivery, handling, training, and
will follow cleaning guidelines to clean the equipment.
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If a student needs occupational and/or physical therapy equipment at the school and at
their home, the special education instructional facilitator or case manager will contact
the occupational and/or the physical therapist assigned to their school.

Community-Based Instruction
Students will work on their community and prevocational social skills virtually and alternatively
within the hybrid instructional model.
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Social and Emotional Learning and Wellness
Schools are in a unique position to create a safe and supportive learning environment for all
students. Students have had inconsistent academic and behavioral expectations for several
months. It is important to remind staff that a constant focus on relationship building with
students must occur.
This framework requires that all schools utilize site-based teams and mental health
professionals (i.e., school counselors, school social workers, safe school professionals, school
psychologists, and school nurses) in the planning, development, and implementation of
support during the hybrid instructional model.

Multidisciplinary Leadership Teams
The purpose of the MLT is to utilize the Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS) framework,
including teaming, collaborative problem solving, high-quality standards-based instruction,
balanced assessment system, evidence-based interventions, tiered continuum of supports,
and systemic implementation, to promote the social and emotional wellbeing of all students.
Required Components
The required components provided below are essential for an effective MLT to promote the
social and emotional wellbeing of all students.
Team
The MLT includes school administrator(s), school counselor(s), school social worker(s) or safe
school professional(s), and educator(s). Additionally, the team may include the special
education instructional facilitator, school psychologist, school nurse, and other designated staff
as members and consultants based on availability and the unique needs of each student.
Schools may have teams already established, such as School-Based Intervention Teams and
Response to Intervention Teams that may fulfill the functions of the MLT.





Identify a lead to coordinate members.
Identify team members.
Establish the roles and expectations of each team member.
Schedule and conduct weekly meetings.

Systematic Implementation
Establish a systematic implementation for identifying students’ needs using the components of
a balanced assessment system, including multiple academic and social-emotional-behavioral
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data points, and collaborative problem solving to make evidence-based intervention decisions
aligned to a tiered continuum of supports.





Create a centralized tracking system to document student referrals and action steps
(e.g., Google Sheets, SISP Module).
Collect and analyze multiple academic and social-emotional-behavioral data points to
make evidence-based intervention decisions relative to the needs of each student.
Evaluate academic and social-emotional-behavioral supports to further build a tiered
continuum of supports in Tier I, Tier II, and Tier III.
Ensure timely documentation of actions using the centralized tracking system.

Communication
Consistent communication among members of the MLT and parents/guardians is essential to
closely monitor students’ progress and consider potential changes for interventions and
support to increase students’ success.




Obtain staff feedback on a regular basis to inform the responsiveness of meeting the
needs of students.
Promote open communication between core members of the MLT, as well as with
consultant members and staff, as needed.
Establish timely and ongoing communication with parents/guardians.
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Multidisciplinary Leadership Team Academic and Social-Emotional Behavior
Data Points
The balanced assessment system includes formative, summative, and benchmark
assessments that occur throughout the school year. The MLT uses multiple assessments and
data sources to promote the social-emotional wellbeing of all students. Multiple data points and
tiered supports representing academics, attendance, and behavior are provided below and
teams may expand these data points and tiered supports, as appropriate, depending on
individual student needs.
Academic and Social-Emotional Planning Process
A systematic method to analyze the multiple data points to promote the academic and socialemotional wellbeing of all students includes collaborative problem solving.

PREDICT: What do you think you will see in the data?
OBSERVE: What do you see in the data? What is the data
telling us about students?
EXPLAIN: What are some possible explanations for what
you see? What is happening in the environment that may
influence student behavior or performance?
ACTION: What will you act on? What actions will you take?
How can the school environment change to meet the needs
of students?
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Academics
Data Points











MAP Growth
Universal Screener(s)
Diagnostic Assessment(s)
Summative and Formative
Assessments
Cumulative Grades
Significant Changes in Academic
Performance
Assignment Completion
Engagement in
Synchronous/Asynchronous
Instruction
Student Schedule
Student Interest Surveys/Interview

Guiding Questions
 How has the student’s assignment
submission/quality of the work
changed?
 Has there been a change in student
workload/assignments, assessment
type, and/or teachers?
 Does it appear there are certain
courses in which the student is
performing well?
 Are there certain assignments the
student is completing?
 Have there been opportunities for
the student to re-take any
assessments or re-do any
assignments to demonstrate
mastery?
 What are the parent’s/guardian’s
ideas/suggestions/thoughts about
the student's current performance?
Was it a positive or negative
contact/interaction with the
parent/guardian?
 Has there been a change in the
student’s academic status/ranking?
 Does the student actively
participate in synchronous
instruction?
 Is the student satisfied with their
current learning/grades?
 What is the disconnect between
interim test results and grades?
 Is the student receiving the
appropriate ELL, 504, or IEP
supports and accommodations?
 What is the grading scale used at
your school? Is it consistent across
the school? If it were different,
would the student be failing?

Supports
 Contact the parent/guardian.
 Implement differentiated instruction
in Tier I to meet the needs of
students.
 Provide interventions in Tier II or
Tier III targeting specific areas of
skill deficit.
 Provide opportunities for students
to re-take exams and quizzes to
demonstrate mastery.
 Provide opportunities for students
to complete and submit missing
assignments.
 Provide students an opportunity to
re-do without consequences.
 Provide small group/one-to-one
support during office hours.
 Encourage the use of study
partners/peers.
 Assign the student an adult or
student mentor.
 Provide extra academic support
during virtual office hours.
 Enact language development
supports.
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Behavior
Data Points
 Engagement in
Synchronous/Asynchronous
Instruction
 Camera Usage during Synchronous
Instruction
 Video Replay Usage during
Asynchronous Instruction
 Submittal of Classwork: On Time,
Late, or No Work Submitted
 Atypical Changes Associated with
Student Appearance/Behavior
 Concerns from Teachers,
Parent/Guardian, or Peers
 Beacon/Go Guardian Alert or Safe
Voice Tip
 Social-Emotional-Behavioral
Universal Screener
 Self-assessment Survey
 Student Satisfaction through
Surveys/Interviews

Guiding Questions
● Have you noticed a lack of
motivation to log in and complete
assignments? What motivates the
student?
● Has the student decreased their
engagement in the classroom
(decrease of completing
assignments/quality)?
● Has the student made any
concerning comment(s) during a
lesson(s)?
● Does the student feel pressured to
turn their camera on for lessons?
● Does the student struggle
understanding the content that is
being covered in the lesson(s)?
● Does the student state his/her
participation is important?
● Does the student feel they have
support at home/school?
● Are there outside factors as to why
the student cannot concentrate on
his/her schoolwork?
● Who on your staff has a relationship
with the student/family who could
assist?
● Where has the student felt
successful in the past?
● How is the student reacting
differently with his/her peers?
● When was the last time you met
with the student? With the
parent/guardian?
● How is the student being
challenged academically?
● Has access/connectivity changed
for the student?
● Are there any concerns of alcohol
or drug involvement?
● What life changes with friendships
may have happened (i.e.,
relationships)?

Supports
● Contact the parent/guardian.
● Conduct wellness checks and
screenings.
● Conduct social emotional learning
group assignments.
● Utilize the Virtual Group Guidance.
● Use the School Counseling
Planning Guide.
● Refer to community-based
assistance.
● Consult with Crisis Response, if
needed.
● Call the Mobile Crisis Team at (702)
486-7865, if needed.
● Review the Community Provider
Resource Guide.
● Utilize the Behavior Improvement
Plan.
● Provide a referral to The Harbor.
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Attendance
Data Points
 Attendance Patternsxxv
 Chronic Absenteeism
 Significant Changes in Attendance
 Sporadic Attendance
 Attendance Patterns: Certain
Courses and/or Time of the School
Day
 Grades
 Noticeable Change in Work
Production/Submission

Guiding Questions
 How has the student’s attendance
recently changed?
 How has the student’s attendance
changed since the implementation
of distance education?
 Do you notice any trends in
attendance? Is the student absent
on specific days?
 Has information been shared from
other teachers, parents/guardians,
or peers focusing on a root cause
for the change in the student’s
attendance?
 Does it appear that there are
certain courses the student is
absent for during the day?
 Has there been some type of
change/circumstance in the
student’s household that may have
led to a change in attendance?
 Are there particular students or staff
members who serve as a mentor or
positive anchor point for the
student?
 Does the student participate in any
clubs or activities that would
connect them to the school?
 Has there been any connectivity
access challenges?

Supports
 Contact the parent/guardian.
 Collect resources for chronic or
sporadic attendance.
 Conduct wellness checks.
 Conduct home visits.
 Contact teacher(s) or other
educator(s).
 Consult with the Office of
Attendance Enforcement.
 Assign a staff/student mentor.
 Provide a referral to The Harbor.
 Provide attendance incentives.
 Implement attendance
accountability check-ins.

Supporting Social and Emotional Wellness with Community Partners
The MLT will be supported by nonprofit partners, coordinated by the Elaine P. Wynn & Family
Foundation, in the Lifeline pilot program. Lifeline is being initially implemented at approximately
11 schools with the goal of protecting, fortifying, and
strengthening students’ social and emotional wellbeing by
identifying and seeing them in-person, assessing their needs,
and tailoring tiered interventions, responsively and proactively.
The program assumes:


Virtual connection is important but not sufficient to
assess and address mental health needs. We need to ‘lay eyes on children’ to properly
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assess and intervene and, when necessary, case manage students and families
experiencing challenges which often manifest as mental health emergencies.
Beyond responsiveness to children in crisis Lifeline will strive to proactively identify
children before crisis occurs, relying upon daily student observation checklist and a
universal screener.
Safety of staff and students is an uncompromisable priority.
The centerpiece of Lifeline is each school’s MLT. As essential workers, they will report
to work at school as soon as possible.
Lifeline will create protocols to ensure uniformity and consistency in processes
implemented by schools.
Piloting Lifeline at 11 schools will allow revision and refinement of protocols and
practices in real time before scaling.
Children in crisis belong to families in crisis, therefore, Lifeline will offer wraparound
services to children and their families, in partnership with nonprofit organizations and
government agencies.
Lifeline will conscientiously track data and use it to improve and evolve the initiative.
With Lifeline in place, a campaign to inform students, families, and the community that
help is available at school will be essential to proactively address ongoing socialemotional needs of students.

Relationship Building and Recognizing Trauma
The following recommendations may assist with relationship building and recognizing mental
health concerns and trauma with students.






Focus on positive and effective interactions within MTSS.
Follow the MTSS framework when assessing students’ social-emotional wellbeing and
identify needs for additional support.
o Implement Tier I – Evidence-based, high-quality social and emotional teaching
and prevention.
o Implement Tier II – Interventions to provide supports for students who show signs
of mental health concerns, including trauma.
o Implement Tier III – Supports and interventions to provide targeted intervention
for identified students.
View behaviors through a trauma-informed lens and as potential signs of deficits in
regulatory skills potentially emerge; provide a prolonged adjustment period.
Implement culturally responsive practices using an asset-based lens.
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Adults working with students should develop ways to empower students and provide
unconditional positive support to build trust. Take the extra time necessary for building
relationships.
Continue, develop, and/or expand restorative practices.
Recognize the potential for higher rates of adverse childhood experiencesxxvi and/or
stressors during school closures, and underreporting of those stressors, that may put
students at higher risk of trauma.

Wellness Check Teams
Many families and students may remain overwhelmed with the intense emotions they have
experienced. Some may be unable to manage these emotions effectively, and students’
attendance and course progression may potentially be affected. Schools will provide the
necessary supports for families and students with the implementation of wellness checks.





Schools will identify a Wellness Check Team consisting of a site administrator, licensed
educator, and registrar/clerk. Other members of the team may consist of an
administrative assistant, office manager, school-based counselor(s), school social
worker(s), and/or safe school professional.
Licensed educators will make student contact on a daily basis, but a wellness team
intervention may be required when gaps in attendance occur.
Educators can offer families community resources and assist families with problemsolving regarding why students have not been attending or progressing in school. The
educator can use the information gathered to identify students who might need
additional assistance from a site administrator, school counselor(s), school social
worker(s), or safe school professional and communicate this information to their
supervisor or by submitting a referral using the Specialized Instructional Support
Personnel (SISP) referral in Infinite Campus.

Wellness Check Guidelines
During COVID-19, the continued use of wellness checks is extremely important. Staff should
use a structured interview format during a check-in session. The format should begin with
general questions and then additional, more specific questions can be phased in. As students
and families may be struggling during these times, it is vital staff build relationships with the
students and continue to make contact to provide resources and support.
Wellness check-ins may be done virtually or in-person. For in-person visits, staff must follow all
health and safety guidelines.
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Some schools may choose to conduct wellness checks using home visits for students they are
unable to contact via the telephone or through distance education protocols. Schools may
contact District attendance officers to conduct wellness check home visits or they can also
create a small school team to conduct the visits.
Wellness Check Home Visit Procedures (Recommended)






Always go, at a minimum, in pairs.
Take separate cars. It is important to not drive together and adhere to safety
guidelines.
Appropriate PPE should be worn at all times (gloves, masks, etc.).
Long-sleeve shirts should be worn at all times.
Communicate with the family and student regarding the nature of the visit.

Phase One Questions (The questions may be asked to the parent(s)/guardian(s) or to the
student.):










How are you and your family doing today?
How have you been feeling?
Have you been connecting with your friends?
What questions do you have about school?
Do you have any questions about the pandemic and how it is affecting your school
day?
Are you able to access the Internet?
Is your Chromebook working properly?
Have you had any concerns with technology that has limited your ability to get your
work done?
Have you been able to keep up with your coursework and assignments?

Phase Two Questions (The questions may be asked to the parent(s)/guardian(s) or to the
student.):






What concerns do you have that might limit your child’s ability to engage in learning
activities?
What kind of hobbies/interests have you been participating in?
Is there anything that concerns you or your child regarding your daily lessons?
Is anyone in your family ill or have been diagnosed with COVID-19? Is anyone suffering
medically?
Are you in need of any supplies or groceries?
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Is your family doing okay during these times?
Do you feel comfortable in your home environment?
Is there anything specific that is causing you stress during these times?
What can I do to better support you and your child today?

Once finished with the screening, reaffirm the District’s two-way communication guidelines and
emphasize to the parent/guardian that the student actively participates in school. It is important
to remain in contact with the student’s instructors on a regular basis.

Mental Health – Full-Time Face-to-Face














Reestablish the Mental Health Leadership Team. This should also include the Crisis
Response Team.
Review the responsibilities with the team.
Find common days where team members are on campus or establish a backup plan
when coverage is needed.
Focus on positive and effective interactions within MTSS.
Follow the MTSS framework when assessing students’ social-emotional wellbeing and
identify needs for additional support.
Implement Tier I – Evidence-based, high-quality, social-emotional learning teaching and
prevention.
Implement Tier II – Interventions to provide supports for students who show signs of
mental health concerns, including trauma.
Implement Tier III – Supports and interventions to provide targeted intervention for
identified students.
View behaviors through a trauma-informed lens and as potential signs of deficits in
regulatory skills potentially emerge; provide a prolonged adjustment period.
Implement culturally responsive practices using an asset-based lens.
Adults working with students should develop ways to empower students and provide
unconditional positive support to build trust. Reestablish or build rapport.
Continue, develop, and/or expand restorative practices.
Recognize the potential for higher rates of adverse childhood experiences
(https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/childabuseandneglect/acestudy/index.html)
and/or stressors during school closures, and underreporting of those stressors, that may
put students at higher risk of trauma.
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Supporting English Language Learners
Guidance for English Language Learners
As prescribed by federal and state law, schools have a responsibility and accountability to
address the academic needs of ELLs. Schools must:




Provide services for ELLs.
Consider and deliver services for ELLs to meet their English language development and
academic achievement needs.
Communicate proactively with the parents/guardians of ELLs.

Instructional Supports and Resources for Educators
Language development can be supported through both face-to-face instruction and distance
education by integrating learning activities connected to the four language domains.
Educational opportunities should focus on the four language domains, including reading,
writing, listening, and speaking to support ELLs with continued language development. Each
domain targets specific skills in developing students’ language proficiency. WIDA established
language development standards that represent the language students need to be successful
in early childhood programs and Grades K-12. School personnel may reference the WIDA
development standards at K-12 English Language Development Standardsxxvii.
ELLD has created an ELL Teacher Canvas coursexxviii to provide the following:
 Pre-recorded videos with tips and tricks for supporting ELLs.
 Access information to the interactive ELL Google Classrooms: Instruction for Educators
that provide:
o Ideas for daily activities to engage in reading, writing, speaking, and listening.
o Interactive coaching opportunities for educators for supporting ELLs.
o Resources and instructional recommendations to promote language
development and differentiating support.
 Access to ELLD professional learning opportunities focused on differentiated supports
for ELLs.xxix
ELLD provides services and support for the educational achievement of ELL students. In
addition to providing districtwide professional learning, ELLD provides school-based targeted
support to meet the needs of all educators to improve student outcomes and close the
achievement gap. Schools can contact their Region Support Teams for direct educational and
technical assistance.
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 Region Support Team members will conduct virtual observations and meetings in

response to service requests, as much as possible.
 Team members will follow all CDC guidelines when reporting to schools and District
offices.
 If in-person service is required, Region Support Team members will report to no more
than one school per day.
As an extension to daily instruction, ELLD will partner with schools to facilitate virtual language
acceleration programs that focus on building students’ social and academic language in the
four language domains. Enrichment opportunities in each language domain are offered for
ELLs to:
 Hear, process, and interpret spoken text (listening domain).
 Communicate ideas verbally (speaking domain).
 Interpret and understand written text (reading domain).
 Express thoughts and opinions through written communication for a variety of reasons
and audiences (writing domain).

Instructional Supports and Resources for Families
ELL Parent/Guardian Canvas Course
ELLD supports and provides assistance for all ELLs and families to maximize language
development.




Access information to interactive Google Classrooms.
Pre-recorded parent/guardian workshops to support learning in the hybrid instructional
model.
Communication is provided in multiple languages.

ELL parent/guardian workshops are available to support learning upon school request.
Newcomer Message Line
Newcomer students and families can call the Newcomer Message Line at (702) 799-0800 and
leave a message regarding guidance and support opportunities for continued student learning.
Calls will be returned in 24 hours. Support is available in the following languages: Amharic,
Arabic, Bengali, Dari, Farsi, French, Hindi, Kinyarwanda, Lingali, Pashto, Spanish, Swahili,
Tigrinya, and Urdu.

Compliance
Title III provides funding for supplemental services and instructional supports for ELLs. ELLD
will continue to work collaboratively with schools to guide how Title III funding can be
leveraged to support the hybrid instructional model. Supports include, but are not limited to:
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Language enrichment and acceleration programs for students.
Professional learning and coaching.
Instructional rounds.

Senate Bill 467 requires Zoom schools to provide Pre-K programs, reading skills centers,
professional learning, parent/guardian engagement, and extended instructional day for
students.
During the hybrid instructional model, schools must continue to meet the requirements of
Senate Bill 467.
Assembly Bill 219 requires the principals of public schools that demonstrate low achievement
of ELLs to establish corrective action plans. Specifically, the law states that based on the most
recent annual report of the statewide system of accountability for public schools, schools rated
in the lowest 30 percent of achievement for ELLs are to fulfill the corrective action plan
requirement. During the hybrid instructional model, schools must continue to meet the
requirements of Assembly Bill 219.
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Attendance
Overall Procedures and Definitions
The Nevada Department of Education provided guidance regarding student attendance in
Guidance Memo 20-05 and Guidance Memo 20-07. Using the information contained in the
guidance, the procedures on the following pages have been established.
Teachers are expected to take attendance daily:




Traditional attendance coding of P: Present, A: Absent, or T: Tardy will be utilized and
enabled for face-to-face instruction at the school.
For face-to-face instruction, determinations of student absent, present, and tardy status
are made in accordance with CCSD Regulation 5113, Sections I and II.
During distance education, teachers will utilize the new Virtual Attendance, indicating
student participation. This tool resides in the same area of Infinite Campus, within the
Teacher Instruction Tools (PATH: Campus Instruction > Control Center).

A student is considered present/participating for an attendance day and course based on the
following definitions:
1. The student makes progress in their classwork leading toward mastery of the NVACS
and/or a course’s completion that can be verified through a learning management
system or other means; and/or
2. The student participates in a real-time class session (e.g., attends the live Google
Meet); and/or
3. The student meets with or otherwise communicates with a licensed teacher or licensed
substitute teacher who is able to discuss the student’s progress in the particular course.
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Important Notes about Virtual Attendance Configuration
The Virtual Attendance settings allow for additional flexibility, not offered when implementing
traditional attendance. These changes are outlined below.
Configuration Item
Number of previous
days for a teacher to
adjust student
attendance.

Traditional Attendance
Zero days - Teachers
cannot make changes to
attendance beyond the
active day.

Attendance codexxx
auto-populated nightly
when a student is
marked as absent or not
checked for
participation.

UNV - Unverified
absence, reason
unknown. This code is
later updated following
routine attendance
procedures, collecting
absence excuse notes.

Virtual Attendance
Seven days - Teachers can edit up to
seven previous days of virtual
attendance. This allows for a teacher to
correct student attendance when an
assignment may be completed later in
the evening.
DNP - Distance education nonparticipation. This code can be
removed when a teacher verifies and
indicates student participation. The code
can also be updated later following
routine attendance procedures and
collecting absence excuse notes.
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Taking Attendance
PATH: Campus Instruction > Control Center
On a designated attendance day, teachers will navigate to the path above in Infinite Campus.
The teacher will review the sections scheduled to meet on the date and indicate the student
attendance. Elementary teachers will continue taking attendance in AM and PM sections.
Secondary teachers will take attendance in the sections scheduled to meet on that date.
Depending on cohorts, students in a section are
divided into “Physical” and “Virtual” sections, as
shown in the sample picture to the right.
1. The area labeled “Physical” is used for the
days students are participating face-to-face
instruction at the school site. For face-to-face
instruction, determinations of student absent,
present, and tardy status are made in
accordance with District Regulation 5113,
Sections I and II.
2. The area labeled “Virtual” is used for the
days students are participating in distance
education. Teachers will check the
“Participation” box if a student meets any
one of the present/participating criteria as
defined by the Nevada Department of
Education.
Teachers may continue to utilize the comment
fields when taking attendance and may wish to do
so to indicate “Contact Attempted” for students not marked as participants for the date and
course.
By utilizing the new functionality, teachers can return to using the Teacher Contact Log as
designed, prior to the school closures in March 2020.
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Additional Attendance Resources
Additional resources are available for staff and parents/guardians related to procedures,
expectations, and frequently asked questions.xxxi
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Student and Staff Movement within School Buildings
Arrival and Dismissal
School teams will develop and implement an entry and exit plan by assigning school staff duty
stations to maintain student safety and supervision during arrival and dismissal.
Elementary Level








School staff will be assigned gates and doors closest to their classrooms to supervise
students and to eliminate congestion during arrival and dismissal. Staff conducting duty
stations during arrival and dismissal will:
o Supervise the hallways to ensure students are not congregating and that they are
walking directly to their classroom.
o Supervise the entry points (i.e., gates and doors) to ensure students are
staggering their entry and exit.
Students will be assigned specific gates and doors for arrival and dismissal, based on
arrival and dismissal options (i.e., bus riders, walkers).
It is important for school-wide hallway procedures for social distancing to be clearly
defined and implemented.
Bus lanes and pick-up and drop-off sites must be clearly marked with appropriate
signage and reminders to socially distance and to ensure everyone is wearing a cloth
face covering.
Dismissal
o During dismissal, students who ride the school bus will be dismissed last (i.e.,
after walkers) to ensure buses arrive after the bell.
o School teams will develop assigned seating in the multipurpose room, with
appropriate social distancing for students who are not picked up at dismissal.
o Parents/guardians are not permitted on to the school campus (i.e., fields,
blacktop) to wait for their children after school to eliminate crowds.

Secondary Level
Students will be assigned specific gates and doors for arrival and dismissal, based on arrival
and dismissal options (i.e., bus riders, walkers, drivers). During dismissal, students who ride
the bus will be dismissed last (i.e., after walkers) to ensure buses arrived after the bell.
Student-athletes will be dismissed to the cafeteria, socially distanced, to continue
asynchronous instruction until the end of the teacher contractual day.
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Considerations
Clearly indicate specific times for students who walk and/or drive to arrive on campus to
ensure they do not interfere with the arrival of buses.
Ensure the parent/guardian pick-up and drop-off is not in the same area as the buses.
Secondary students cannot go to other schools and wait for their siblings to be dismissed.
Arrangements will need to be made with families to mitigate this issue.

Passing Periods
Elementary Level
Teachers will escort students during transitions. Students will walk in a line, maintaining
appropriate social distancing while walking forward. School-wide hallway procedures will be
clearly defined and implemented.
Secondary Level
One-way hallway routes for passing will be developed with organized release times, utilizing
outside passing to the fullest extent possible.

Breakfast
Elementary Level
Teachers will supervise their own students in the classroom for breakfast. Breakfast will be
delivered to classrooms either by students picking up their breakfast coolers or staff delivering
the breakfasts to the classrooms in baskets. Students will eat their breakfast at their desks.
Secondary Level
Food carts will be located at various entrance locations to allow students to grab their
breakfast and report immediately to their first period classroom to eat.

Lunch
Elementary Level
During lunch and recess/brain break blocks, teachers will be matched to supervise students
and to relieve each other for a 30-minute, duty-free lunch.



Teachers will be assigned a partner (i.e., Teacher 1 and Teacher 2) based on proximity
to a neighboring classroom, rather than a similar grade level.
Teacher 1 will supervise the two classrooms for lunch, relieving Teacher 2 for their 30minute, duty-free lunch.
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Students will remain in their classroom, eating lunch at their desks.
Teacher 1 will monitor both classes from the doorway, limiting any close contact while
masks are removed for students to eat their lunch.
Support professionals will also be assigned areas to support with supervision.
After 30-minutes, Teacher 2 will supervise both classes in the same manner for
recess/brain break, relieving Teacher 1 for their 30-minute, duty-free lunch.
Teacher 2 may supervise students during structured outdoor activities and/or indoor
activities.
Support professionals will also be assigned to support teachers with supervision during
lunch and recess/brain breaks.
Student lunches may be delivered to classrooms in coolers/bins or students may be
escorted to the multipurpose room to grab their lunch, ensuring minimal contact of
lunchroom services by pre-bagging meals.

Secondary Level
Food carts will be located at various exit locations to allow for students to grab their lunch as
they depart campus. The cafeteria will only serve lunch for students who must remain on
campus for sports and/or activities. All health and safety guidelines will be followed for
students remaining on campus for sports and/or activities.

Restroom Protocols
Elementary Level
Students will use the restroom independently (i.e., no full-class restroom breaks will be
permitted). Each classroom and/or grade will be assigned a designated restroom and
appropriate signage will be displayed. Appropriate markers will be placed outside of the
restrooms for students to socially distance until the restroom is available. Hall passes must be
disposable (not shared by students) or not utilized at all.
Secondary Level
Students will use the restroom independently and teachers will only issue one restroom pass
at a time. Each hallway and/or grade will be assigned a designated restroom and appropriate
signage will be displayed. Appropriate markers will be placed outside of the restrooms for
students to socially distance until the restroom is available. Hall passes must be disposable
(not shared by students) or not utilized at all.
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Logistics – Building Utilization
Elementary Level
Students will be assigned a personal workspace with personal instructional supplies (i.e.,
manipulative bags, individual sets). Desktop computers and computer labs will not be used.
Students will use their District assigned device.
Secondary Level
Seating assignments will be required in each classroom and desks/tables cannot be utilized
by another student until properly sanitized. Desks/tables will be properly distanced and clearly
marked to indicate which desk should be used each period. Desktop computers and computer
labs will not be used.
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6. FOOD SERVICE
Food Service During Face-to-Face Instruction Days
The District received updated waivers from the USDA and CCSD will now be able to provide
free school meals to all children 2-18 years of age through June 30, 2021. Meals will continue
to be distributed under the Summer Food Service Program (SFSP) guidelines outlined by the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).

School Breakfast Service
The Universal Free Breakfast Program will continue for the 2020-2021 school year. In
adherence of the state’s Phase 2 social distancing policy, meal consumption will occur in
student classrooms. This will require desks and/or tables to be cleaned and sanitized before
and after each meal. Breakfast service options for elementary and secondary schools are
outlined below:
Elementary School Breakfast Service Option One (Student Pick-Up/Classroom Dining)











Hot and cold menu options will be available.
When the bell rings, students will line up on the playground by the classroom,
maintaining six feet of distance.
Teachers will lead classes into the multipurpose room one class at a time, maintaining
six feet of distance.
Students will use floor markings to maintain distancing while proceeding through the
serving line.
Trash bags will be provided to each teacher as they bring their class through the serving
line.
Once all students in each class have gone through the serving line and picked up their
meal, teachers will lead them to the classroom to consume their breakfast.
Students are not required to take a breakfast.
Students will place all trash in the provided trash bag.
Teachers will close and tie the trash bag and place it outside their classroom door for
pickup.
Custodian and/or food service will pick up the trash from outside classroom doors.
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Elementary School Breakfast Service Option Two (Classroom Delivery/Classroom Dining)

















This option is dependent on Food Service staffing levels.
Food service staff will fill breakfast bags with menu items including chocolate milk and
will place bags in ice chest(s) or serving tray(s).
Five individual white milks will be placed in each chest/serving tray to provide students
an option.
Each ice chest/serving tray will be marked with teacher’s name and room number.
Each ice chest/serving tray will have a trash bag.
Each teacher designates two students or staff to walk from the classroom to the
multipurpose room to pick up their ice chest/serving tray at the start of the school day.
Each ice chest/serving tray will have a classroom roster sheet provided by food service
in a sheet protector.
Each teacher will place a check mark on the roster as the students receive their
breakfast bags.
Students are not required to take a breakfast bag, but if they do, they must take a
complete breakfast bag; individual items may not be taken out of a bag.
Once serving time is over, any breakfast bags that are left are placed back into the ice
chest/serving tray.
Items may not be removed from leftover breakfast bags.
The completed roster is placed back into the sheet protector connected to the ice
chest/serving tray.
Ice chests/serving trays are returned to the multipurpose room by designated staff or
students.
Students will place all trash in the provided trash bag.
Teachers will close and tie the trash bag and place outside their classroom door for
pickup.
Custodian and/or food service will pick up trash from outside classroom doors.
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Secondary Breakfast Service








Students will pick up breakfast as they enter the school building on their way to the
classroom.
A variety of hot and cold main items will be available.
Kiosks will be set up near entrance/exit doors.
Service locations will consist of kiosks and cafeteria windows.
Students will have their student ID card scanned.
Students will proceed to classroom to eat.
Students receiving special diets will need to pick up those meals in the cafeteria.

School Lunch Service
Elementary School Lunch Service









Classes will be released to go to the multipurpose room one at a time.
Students will use floor markings while going through the serving line, maintaining six
feet of distance.
Students are not required to take a lunch.
Teachers will be provided a trash bag.
Students return to the classroom to eat their meals.
Trash will be picked up from classroom by custodian.
Clickers will be used at Community Eligible Provision (CEP) schools.
All options that include eating in the classroom will require desks and/or tables to be
cleaned and sanitized after each meal.

Secondary School Lunch Service





Kiosks will be set up near entrance and exit doors.
Cafeteria windows will also be a service location for classrooms in nearby vicinity.
Classrooms will be released on a schedule to allow students to pick up lunch at the end
of the day. Students are not allowed to stay on campus to each lunch.
All students must have student ID card.

Supper Service and Weekend Meals
The Food Service Department will assess service levels as the year progresses and make a
determination if it is operationally feasible to transition to a supper service program and the
continuation of weekend meals.
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Access to Meals for Distance Education Days
To provide meal access for all students while adhering and respecting the integrity of the
cohort model, the Food Service Department will employ the following distribution plan.
In an effort to continue providing students access to meals, the distribution of meals in the
school parking lots will continue at designated school sites from Monday through Friday for
those students not attending school face-to-face.






Mondays and Tuesdays: Students attending Cohort A will receive meals in person
according to the school meal service protocols above. Distributions sites will be
maintained in the parking lot for students attending Cohort B and students who
participate in full-time distance education to pick up their meals for the day.
Wednesdays: Distributions sites will be maintained in the parking lot for students
attending Cohort A and B and students who participate in full-time distance education to
pick up their meals for the day.
Thursdays and Fridays: Students attending Cohort B will receive meals in person
according to the school meal service protocols above. Distributions sites will be
maintained in the parking lot for students attending Cohort A and students who
participate in full-time distance education to pick up their meals for the day.
Mondays

Tuesdays

Wednesdays

Thursdays

Fridays

Cohort A

Receive
meals in
person

Receive
meals in
person

Parking lot
meal
distribution

Parking lot
meal
distribution

Parking lot
meal
distribution

Cohort B

Parking lot
meal
distribution

Parking lot
meal
distribution

Parking lot
meal
distribution

Receive
meals in
person

Receive
meals in
person

Students Who
Participate in
Full-Time
Distance
Education

Parking lot
meal
distribution

Parking lot
meal
distribution

Parking lot
meal
distribution

Parking lot
meal
distribution

Parking lot
meal
distribution

Service Times
Meal service times will be aligned with the bell schedules and service times at the meal
distribution sites (parking lot pickup) will be adjusted as necessary to accommodate student
drop off and pickup.
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Food Service/Kitchen Considerations
Kitchen Safety/Distancing Protocols












Kitchen staff will wear and be trained on proper PPE.
Kitchen staff will be trained on increased hand washing frequency.
Hand washing signs will be posted.
Kitchen staff will adhere to school protocols.
Kitchen staff will be trained on the Employee Illness Policy.
Kitchen staff will answer daily screening questions.
Kitchen manager will complete Employee Absence of Illness log for all absences.
Floor markings will be used for maintaining distance between staff members where
applicable.
Barriers and/or PPE will be utilized when distancing cannot be maintained.
Staff will be trained on proper cleaning and disinfecting procedures.
Cleaning and disinfecting of high touch areas will be conducted throughout the day.

Revised Breakfast Menu Options





Condensed breakfast menus into one containing hot entrees and one containing only
cold items that are appropriate for Grades K-12.
Adjusted Pre-K menus into one containing hot entrees and one containing only cold
items to use as many of the same items as the above menus to better forecast
inventory needs.
All items are individually wrapped.

Revised Lunch Menu Options







Limited to one entree choice for Grades Pre-K-12.
Elementary sites will receive individually wrapped items - both commercially prepared
individually wrapped items and central-kitchen produced sealed tray items.
Secondary sites will minimize employee contact in secondary kitchens as menu choices
will use limited food ingredients to prevent congregation around the food preparation
and service areas of the kitchen.
No self-serve salad bars until further notification from the SNHD.
No shared tables until further notification from the SNHD.

Special Diets
Students will continue to receive individual serving meal trays prepared and sealed in the
central kitchen and delivered to the school sites weekly, if requested.
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7. TRANSPORTATION
Transportation Preparation and
Planning
To ensure a safe service experience for both our students
and staff, the Transportation Department consulted with the
SNHD in development of its Phase 2 Transportation Plan.
The approved protocols and required behaviors are outlined
below.

Bus Drivers
Bus drivers will be required to wear face shield and mask
during loading and unloading of students. The face shield will be removed during driving. Bus
aides, if applicable, will wear face shields and masks during student transport.

Bus Capacity
In adherence with Phase 2 requirements, the Transportation Department is limiting bus
capacity to 50 percent. This equates to approximately 28 students per general education bus
and approximately four to six students per special needs bus, depending on the bus
configuration.
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Bus Air Flow
Transportation staff will ensure the increase of external air flow in addition to the current air
conditioning air flow from rear main intake to overhead vents above each seat. Blue arrows
represent outside air entering and red arrows represent inside air exiting the passenger area.

Bus Cleaning



Between school routes, bus drivers and aides will utilize District approved disinfecting
wipes on handrails, door frames, and tops of seats.
Nightly disinfecting will occur. A thorough disinfecting process will take place each night
to cover all interior surfaces of the bus.

Student and Parent/Guardian Expectations





Parents/guardians will conduct a wellness check of their child prior to reporting to the
bus stop.
Parents/guardians of eligible bus riders will be required to register for bus services so
accurate bus rider counts can be calculated.
Students will be required to wear a face mask/covering while loading/unloading and
riding on the bus.
Students are required to utilize the hand sanitizer when entering and/or exiting the bus.
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Bus Loading/Unloading and Seating




Students will be assigned seats based on the stop/loading order. Window seats will be
filled first and then aisle seats.
Students will unload the bus starting from the front to the back seats.
Drivers will create and post seating charts to ensure distancing between students.
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Transportation Protocols and Behaviors for General
Education Transportation
General Education Protocols









Limit bus capacity to one student per seat, approximately 28 students per bus.
Appropriate COVID-19 signage, including social distancing aisle and seat markings, will
be placed on each bus.
Seating charts will be created based on loading/unloading order to avoid students
walking past each other and to ensure social distancing.
Extend morning bus drop-off/arrival period to 35-40 minutes to stagger bus drop off of
students for schools in which a projected 30 percent bus ridership is exceeded.
Extend afternoon bus pick-up/arrival period to 35-40 minutes to stagger bus pick up of
students for schools in which a projected 30 percent bus ridership is exceeded.
Schools with more than 20 assigned buses may require larger staggered periods.
Transportation staff directly or indirectly responsible for pupil transportation services will
receive training prior to school opening that is within CDC guidance.
Training will consist of bus cleanliness practices, proper use of PPE, and daily selfhealth checks.

General Education Behaviors












Drivers will wear a face shield and mask during student loading and unloading.
Drivers will ensure seats are marked for non-use prior to loading passengers.
Hand sanitizer will be made available to students.
Students are expected to maintain social distancing while loading, unloading, and
during transport.
Students will board the bus from back to front and depart the bus from front to back.
Increased air flow through the bus is recommended to mitigate exposure.
Driver will open the roof hatches and lower two rear windows by approximately two
inches to increase air flow through the bus.
Drivers will be required to disinfect handrails, seat tops, and entrance doors between
runs with District approved supplies.
Nightly disinfecting of buses will be performed by a private contractor.
School staff to monitor bus loading/unloading areas during extended time frames to
assist with social distancing and signs of illness.
Students will be required to wear face coverings while on the bus.
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Transportation Protocols and Behaviors to Support
Students With Special Needs Transportation
To/From School/Home
Protocols for Transportation of Students with Special Needs











Limit bus capacity to one student per seat (approximately four to six students per bus).
Appropriate COVID-19 signage, including social distancing aisle and seat markings, will
be placed on each bus.
Seating charts will be created based on loading/unloading order to avoid students
walking past each other and ensure social distancing.
Extend morning bus drop-off/arrival period to 35-40 minutes to stagger bus drop off of
students for schools in which a projected 40 percent bus ridership is exceeded.
Extend afternoon bus pick-up/arrival period to 35-40 minutes to stagger bus pick up of
students for schools in which a projected 40 percent bus ridership is exceeded.
Schools with more than 20 assigned buses may require larger staggered periods.
Students transported in wheelchairs enter/exit the bus via the lift.
Transportation staff directly or indirectly responsible for pupil transportation services will
receive training prior to school opening that is within CDC guidance.
Training will consist of bus cleanliness practices, proper use of PPE, and daily selfhealth checks.
Parents/guardians will conduct temperature and wellness checks of their child(ren) at
home prior to the bus arrival.

Bus Driver Behavior During Transportation of Students with Special Needs







Drivers will wear a face shield and mask during student loading and unloading.
Drivers will ensure seats and/or wheelchair spaces are marked for non-use prior to
loading passengers.
Drivers/Bus aides will be responsible for distributing hand sanitizer, as applicable to
students who understand their proper use.
Drivers/Bus aides will monitor students for signs of illness and ensure students remain
socially distanced during transport.
Bus aide will be seated at a location in which all students are visible while maintaining
social distancing.
Drivers and bus aides will be required to comply with all IEP requirements and medical
need, and conflicts to social distancing and/or wearing of PPE will be reviewed and
discussed on a case-by-case basis.
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The lift door will remain open during the wheelchair securement process to increase air
flow within the passenger compartment.
Social distancing is not possible during wheelchair securement and other securement
actions (car seat, seat belt, safety vest, etc.) required for students with disabilities.
Students able to utilize the front entrance door will load the bus from back to front and
depart the bus from front to back.
Increased air flow through the bus is recommended to mitigate exposure.
Driver will open the roof hatches and lower two rear windows by approximately two
inches to increase air flow through the bus.
Driver and bus aide will be required to disinfect handrails, seat tops, and entrance doors
between runs with District approved supplies.
Nightly disinfecting of buses will be performed by a private contractor.
School staff to monitor bus loading/unloading areas during extended time frames to
assist with social distancing and signs of illness.
Students will be required to wear face coverings while on the bus when applicable.
A face covering may be a trigger for some students resulting in aggressive or unsafe
behavior; In these instances (case-by-case) an alternative solution will be determined.
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Transportation Protocols and Behaviors for
Athletics and After-School Activities
Protocols for Transportation for Activities








Athletics and after-school services will only be accommodated if available resources
remain after to/from school services are completed.
Limit bus capacity to one student per seat (approximately 28 students per bus).
Coach/assistant coach or other designated school staff members will be required to ride
each bus with the team/players.
The Athletics Department will be required to fund additional buses (up to 3 buses per
team/group) to accommodate the capacity limits of the Phase 2 criteria.
Transportation staff will be directly or indirectly responsible for pupil transportation
services and will receive training prior to school opening that is within CDC guidance
and bus cleanliness practices to include self-health checks.
Trip requestors will be required to provide specific accommodations required for any
student, chaperone and/or school staff considered at risk and including details regarding
special equipment and/or needs. The required accommodations must be described in
the notes section of the trip request in SAP.

Behavior During Transportation for Activities













Driver will wear a face shield and mask during loading and unloading.
Drivers will ensure seats are marked for non-use prior to loading passengers.
Loading will not begin until a coach, assistant coach or other designated school staff
member is aboard the bus. He/she will be responsible for distributing hand
sanitizer/hand wipes and monitoring students for signs of illness. Students or staff
members presenting with symptoms should not board the bus.
Driver and school staff members will ensure social distancing between students.
Students and school staff should self-monitor for fever or other signs of illness.
Students will load the bus back to front and depart the bus from front to back.
Increased air flow through the bus is recommended to mitigate exposure. Driver will
open the roof hatches and lower two rear windows by approximately 2 inches to
increase air flow through the bus.
Driver will disinfect handrails, seat tops, and entrance doors between runs with District
approved supplies.
Nightly disinfecting of buses will be conducted by a private contractor.
Require students and school staff to wear face coverings while on the bus.
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8. TECHNOLOGY
School Preparation of Technology Resources
Schools need to establish their instructional plan and verify the technology at their site can
support that plan. They will be asked to prepare as if it is the start of the school year for
desktop computers, software updates, etc.




SBTs will follow standard start of school readiness procedures to prioritize the activities
required to ensure the school’s technology is ready for return of teachers, staff, and
students, including preparation of computer labs.
Schools may refer to a Distance Education Classroom Equipment Guidexxxii, which
defines examples of possible classroom equipment configurations to allow teachers to
conduct distance education. With this guidance, schools will:
o Procure, install, and setup equipment necessary for teacher workstations, as
needed.
o Adjust furniture and equipment locations, including computers, spare desks,
power needs, etc., considering appropriate classroom configurations to support
social distancing.
o Identify areas where excess furniture and/or equipment may be stored.
o Maintain cleaning protocols for devices and equipment that are shared.
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Critical Staff Coverage for Technology Support and
Expectations
The User Support Services (USS) Department will continue to provide vacancy support for
sites without an SBT and will work with school administration to ensure that priorities are
handled and the building is ready for when students/staff return.

Wi-Fi and Network Infrastructure Capacity
Many District schools have networks which will be able to support every teacher in every
classroom to simultaneously stream their class instructions to distance learners; however,
there are schools with older, less robust networks which may not.






Fifteen percent of our schools lack a one-to-one capable Wi-Fi infrastructure, and
another five percent have an older, less capable one-to-one infrastructure. These
schools may have challenges with on-premises one-to-one computer usage.
Use of personal Wi-Fi hotspots on school premises is discouraged, particularly for use
by students. Personal hotspots may interfere with and likely adversely affect the
performance of the in-building Wi-Fi.
District personnel are presently conducting a school-by-school review of network
capability and will soon be able to advise principals whether their school network is
capable of supporting such streaming. Schools should have alternative plans at the
ready should an interruption due to capacity or intermittent network outage occur. Some
suggestions are:
o Conduct fewer simultaneous streaming sessions.
o Use Standard Definition (SD) instead of High Definition (HD) (SD video streams
require half the bandwidth of an HD video stream).
o When possible, use a hardwired connection (instead of Wi-Fi) for the device
being used for broadcasting in the classroom.
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Telephones
Schools are advised to submit help desk tickets at least two work days in advance for any
telephone modifications, including assistance removing any call-forwarding to staff cell phones
that was established at the start of the stay-at-home period.

Deployment of Devices
The District has purchased additional Chromebooks in order to supplement existing school
inventory and provide a District device to every student. Due to limitations in the supply chain,
devices will be arriving in batches through December 2020. Schools will be provided with the
number of devices required, based on:




Student enrollment data
The number of Chromebooks currently enrolled in the CCSD G Suite domain per site
Inclusion of a five percent “spare” pool to accommodate breakage, loss, minor
fluctuations in enrollment, etc.

Delivered devices will be enrolled in G Suite for each school, barcoded, and added to Destiny,
ready to be checked out to students.

Rollout Plan






District staff will coordinate with schools at all levels.
o Schools with a high number of devices needed to be 1:1 may receive deliveries
in multiple allotments as inventory becomes available.
o Active devices that have reached their Auto-Update Expiration (AUE) date and
can no longer run the current supported Chrome OS will be replaced.
https://support.google.com/chrome/a/answer/6220366?hl=en
Extra devices that were provided by schools at the start of the school year will be
replaced after 1:1 deployments are complete (anticipated December 2020).
Schools that do not have sufficient inventory to distribute devices to students in need
during the districtwide distribution may request additional inventory.
A limited number of devices will be kept on hand centrally for enrollment increases,
replacements, and emergency needs as inventory is available.

Devices Needing Repair
For damaged devices and parts requests, schools can submit tickets, either through the USS
Help Desk or directly into the CA Service Desk ticket tracking system with the make, model,
serial number, location, and description of the issues. Once submitted, the devices will be
evaluated for warranty coverage.
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To ensure devices can be fixed and returned to school inventory as soon as possible,
schools should not “stockpile” broken devices.
For devices that are out of warranty, the USS Department will provide a quote for parts,
parts will be procured by the school, and the device will be repaired by the USS
Department, as is economically feasible and as resources permit.

School-Level Deployment
When deploying devices to students, schools follow an existing Checklist for Deployment to
assign devices to students who do not have a device:
Prior to Deployment


















Identify students at your school who will be eligible to receive a Chromebook.
Apply Destiny asset tags and inventory Chromebooks available for distribution.
Pre-stage Chromebooks in Destiny so that they will be available for checkout (optional).
Identify a small team (no more than five) to assist with deployment.
Identify an area or areas in your school for deployment that is secured, accessible to the
public but with limited contact with staff and have access to power and data for Infinite
Campus checkout stations.
Check with the SBT and ensure the Chromebook is enrolled in the Google Domain and
can connect to the Internet and has an associated power adapter.
Print all necessary information and place, as appropriate, with Chromebook.
Disconnect Chromebooks from the cart, if necessary.
*Schools may color code power adapters/Chromebooks for easy replacement upon
return.
Clean the outside of each device.
Send out the schedule to students and parents/guardians (no more than ten scheduled
pick-ups at one time).
Notify via all modes of communication (email students directly, website, social media,
phone call, etc.) to encourage timely/scheduled pick up reminding them of the following:
o Scheduled day and time for pick up.
o Directions upon arrival.
o All technology MUST be returned to the school.
Prior to deployment, please assign a Chromebook to each student with a label
indicating the student’s name and an attached Agreement for Use of Mobile Device
form.
Post clear signage.

Deployment


Set-up in an area that will not require entry to school and eliminate personal contact.
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Place hand sanitizer at each distribution table.
Organize deployment with no physical contact.
Approach the car or front door of the school to have the student write their name and
student ID on provided forms and sign the CCSD Mobile Device Agreement 2020.
Provide a pen the students keep when signing their contract.
Verify that student does not already have a device assigned; check out new device in
Destiny and print receipt (optional).
Set the device down for pick-up by the student or place in the trunk, if drive-thru.
Maintain all health and safety guidelines and ensure workers wear protective gloves.
Establish a check-out table with laptops verifying student is currently enrolled at the
school.
A hardcopy of the Mobile Device Guidelines and Expectations and Getting Started with
your Chromebook documents would be given with the device and a charger while the
student remains in the car. Students must be present to receive any device and/or
resource.
All items that are exchanged between student and staff should be placed in a box and
not handled.

After Deployment



Spray all areas of contact with a disinfectant.
Place contracts in a box (do not organize).
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Damaged, Lost, or Stolen Devices
Damaged Devicesxxxiii
Fees or fines may be assessed for a damaged device, and assigned in the student’s Destiny
record in accordance with the Mobile Device Agreement and Mobile Device Cost Table (see
below).
If a device is returned damaged:
1. Fines should be assessed for damages and paid to the school. NOTE: School
administration has the autonomy to waive fees/fines as deemed necessary.
a. It is recommended that the fine is collected prior to distributing another device;
however, this is a school decision. The school will be required to pay for
damages or parts replacement out of their budget to ensure adequate inventory.
b. Once the student leaves the current school, the next school will be responsible
for collecting the fine and transferring the funds back to the prior school.
2. If a fine is paid to cover expenses, the school should issue a new device to the student
to ensure that distance education can continue.
3. For intentional damage or recurring incidents, schools may choose to pursue
progressive discipline.
4. If a school determines that a new device should not be issued, the school will need to
determine alternative methods for delivering instruction.
Steps for repairing a damaged device:
1. The school SBT should submit a repair ticket to the USS Department via the Service
Desk and mark the device as “Out for repairs” in Destiny.
2. If the damage is not covered under warranty (either because the warranty has expired,
the warranty purchased does not cover accidental damage, or because the damage is
intentional and therefore not covered), schools will be responsible for the cost of parts to
repair the device, or for replacing the device if it is deemed to be Beyond Economic
Repair (BER), as well as the cost to replace any accessories.
3. The USS Department will provide a cost estimate to schools for these scenarios.
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Lost/Stolen Devices
The Technology and Information Systems Services (TISS) and Police Services have
developed protocols for the identification and tracking of District mobile devices. Schools
determine whether devices are lost or stolen and identify the serial numbers associated with
the assigned student numbers. If the device is deemed to be stolen, a police report should be
filed by the school. Depending on the situation, a device can be placed into theft/recovery
mode or disabled for use. Destiny should be updated to reflect that the device is lost and no
longer available for checkout.
Fees or fines may be assessed for a lost or stolen device and assigned in the student’s
Destiny record in accordance with the Mobile Device Agreement and Mobile Device Cost
Table.




Fees/fines will be consistent across the District.
Students who report a lost device should be charged the full replacement cost of the
device.
Schools may charge a replacement fee for stolen devices as per the Mobile Device
Cost Table. This fee is equivalent to what the cost would be for parents/guardians to
acquire an insurance policy and pay a deductible. A police report is required in the case
of a stolen device. These procedures help to discourage fraudulent claims.

School administration has the autonomy to waive fees/fines for loss/damage as deemed
necessary.
Schools are responsible for the cost of replacing the device.

Lost/Stolen Accessories
A fine should be assessed for replacement of accessories, such as power adapters and covers
if damaged or lost.
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Mobile Device Guidelines and Expectations
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9. ATHLETICS
CCSD Return to Play Guidelines
Current Phase: Non-Contact and Minimal-Contact Sports Only
The Nevada Interscholastic Activities Association (NIAA), the governing body of high school
athletics and activities in Nevada as recognized by the Nevada state legislature, provides
guidance for school athletics during the COVID-19 pandemic. With the Governor’s October 2,
2020, directivexxxiv allowing for some youth sporting activities to resume, the NIAA released
additional guidance in their Nevada Guidance for Adult & Youth Sportsxxxv:




The guidance allows for competition to take place in NIAA sports in both the “Noncontact” and “Minimal-contact” categories by CCSD schools.
Competition in sports in the “Full/Close-Contact” category is not allowed under the
provisions of the directive.
Practice in full-contact sports is limited to conditioning, drills, practices in which dummy
players, sleds, punching bags, and similar equipment are used, but athletes may not
come in contact with other players. Training and conditioning, such as weightlifting,
running drills, and intra-squad scrimmaging, cannot include full contact of any kind.

CCSD schools and health authorities will also have requirements in place beyond what is
outlined in NIAA guidance. The table below shows the category for each of the NIAA
sanctioned sports.
Non-Contact
Sports

Minimal-Contact
Sports

Full/Close-Contact
Sports

Winter
Season 1

Boys/Girls Bowling

Girls Flag Football

Boys/Girls Basketball
Wrestling

Fall
Season 2

Boys/Girls Cross Country
Girls Golf
Boys/Girls Tennis

Boys/Girls Soccer
Girls Volleyball

Football

Spring
Season 3

Boys Golf
Boys/Girls Swimming and Diving
Boys/Girls Track and Field

Baseball
Softball
Boys Volleyball

n/a

Season

*Please note that cheerleading is not recognized as an NIAA sanctioned sport; however, it will be treated as such
for the purposes of CCSD Return to Play.
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All sports, regardless of the category, must adhere to all restrictions and requirements of the
phase in which practice or competition takes place, as well as all state, local, and District
directives. These include, but are not limited to, restrictions, requirements, and directives
regarding social distancing, face coverings, pre-practice/competition, gathering size, workout
pods, cleaning, and sanitization.
NIAA will continue to publish sport specific restrictions and requirements that incorporate these
general restrictions and requirements.

Testing



Coaches, managers, referees/officials, and team staff are required to take a COVID-19
test before the start of the season or resumption of athletic activity.
Tests will be completed within 72 hours of the beginning of the start of the pre-season,
currently projected for Monday, December 7, 2020.

Screenings












Contactless temperature screenings must be provided for all players/athletes, coaches,
referees/officials, league officials, staff, and managers before each practice, game, or
other team events.
Thermometers must be touchless or thoroughly cleaned in between each check.
All participants (players/athletes, coaches, referees/officials, league officials, staff, and
managers) must respond to COVID-19 screening survey questions upon arrival and
check-in at each practice, game, or other team event.
A record should be kept of all individuals
present.
Conduct regular symptom and exposure
assessments for all participants including
players/athletes, coaches, referees/officials,
league officials, staff, and managers.
Daily symptom assessments should include
monitoring for fever, cough, trouble breathing,
and exposure through household members or
others.
Parents/guardians are encouraged to be on
https://nvhealthresponse.nv.gov/wpthe alert for signs of illness in their children
content/uploads/2020/10/COVID-Screeningand make sure they stay home when sick.
Check-In-SPORTS.pdf
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Observed Symptoms






If a player/athlete, coach, referee/official, league official, staff, or manager display
symptoms of COVID-19 (confirmed temperature of 100.4°F or higher or if they say “yes”
to any of the COVID-19 screening-survey questions) or if there is any suspicion that
they are sick or symptomatic, they must be declined admittance and will not be allowed
to participate.
If they arrived with other people (i.e., teammates), everyone in the group must also be
declined admittance and they are to leave immediately, advised to go home, stay away
from other people, and contact their primary care provider or local health authority for
further instructions, including where and when to access a test.
Assigned staff or volunteers should provide the individual with a face covering if they do
not have one, help the individual minimize their contact with others before leaving the
facility, and immediately disinfect all areas used by the individual.

Positive Test Protocols










If a player/athlete, coach, referee/official, league official, staff, and manager of the same
team tests positive for COVID-19, the entire team (if they had been in close contact with
the positive individual) must quarantine for 14 days.
Schools will establish sick rooms for students who need to wait for transportation home.
All team activities and practices must be canceled for 14 days during the quarantine
period.
If a household member of a player/athlete, coach, referee/official, league official, staff,
and/or manager of the same team tests positive for COVID-19, the individual must notify
the school administration and/or NIAA and must cease all activities with the team for 14
days from the most recent exposure even if she/he tested negative.
School officials are to immediately notify local health authorities and the NIAA in
addition to those mentioned above in the case of an individual with COVID-19. A
person’s confidentiality is to be maintained in accordance with ADA.
Schools are to assure that anyone within their authority who previously tested positive
for COVID-19 receives medical clearance before returning to play or activity.

Intramurals





Intramurals may be conducted for winter season (season one) sports only.
Tentative start date is Monday, December 7, 2020.
All activities will begin after the instructional day.
No Sunday activities may be held.

Practice


Currently, practices may only be held for winter season (season one) sports.
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Official NIAA start date is January 2, 2021.
All activities will begin after the instructional day.
No Sunday activities may be held.

Game/Contest Operations







There will be NO SPECTATORS on any District property for practices, games, or
contests.
Schedules will be established by the Student Athletics Department and conveyed to
schools.
Scrimmages with other schools are not permitted.
Locker rooms will not be available except for restrooms to assigned groups.
Meeting rooms are not permitted for dressing or half times.
Schools are responsible to monitor and make sure opponents from different schools
keep six feet of physical distance, including at entrances, exits, restrooms, and any
other area where people may gather. Strategies include:
o Increasing the size of the field or court, particularly the area outside the playing
area.
o Increasing spacing during warm-ups and grouping athletes in small groups with
limited comingling.
o Staggered scheduling and arrival.
o Increasing space between all players/athletes, coaches, referees/officials, league
officials, staff, and managers on the sideline, dugout, or bench.
o Designating facility restrooms for certain groups. (For example, at a boys’
basketball game, designate the restrooms in one locker room for the home team,
the restrooms in a different locker room for the visiting team, and the restrooms
in the foyer for the officials.)
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10. HUMAN RESOURCES
COVID-19 Work Rules and Procedures for All
Employees
Pursuant to guidance and directives from Governor Sisolak, the Nevada Medical Advisory
Team, and the CDC, all employees are required to adhere to the following rules and
procedures:

Face Coverings Must be Worn at all Times at Work, Including:








When interacting in-person with members of the public.
When in any space visited by the general public, even if no one else is present.
(Example: Employees who work in the lobby or entrance area of all District buildings,
schools, etc., must always wear a face covering.)
When in any space where food is prepared or packaged for sale or generally distributed
to others. (Example: Employees must wear a face covering while in break rooms,
lunchrooms, etc.)
When walking through common areas, such as hallways, stairways, elevators, and
parking facilities.
In any room or enclosed area where other people are present. (Example: Employees
must wear a face covering when using an elevator, restroom, etc.)

Social/Physical Distancing Must be Practiced at Work:


Social/Physical distancing means avoiding “close contact” with people. Close contact is
being within six feet of another person for 15 cumulative minutes of exposure over a 24hour period. All employees must practice social/physical distancing while at work by:
o Maintaining at least six feet of distance between yourself and other people.
o Not gathering in groups of 250 people or more (must always practice
social/physical distancing regardless of how many other people are around).
o Due to the nature of the work, some positions may be unable to practice social
distancing at all times. In those situations employees are required to use
appropriate PPE and practice appropriate health and safety protocols (e.g., hand
sanitizing) to protect themselves.
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Employees May not Work if Infected with or Exposed* to COVID-19.
Employees are not allowed to work if they:






Have been diagnosed with COVID-19.
Have a temperature 100.4°F or higher.
Exhibit any sign or symptom of COVID-19.
Have been exposed* to COVID-19.
OR
Are caring for a household member who is isolated at home with COVID-19.

Employees are required to report any of the above conditions to their supervisor as soon as
possible.
*Exposure is defined as being in close contact with a person who has confirmed positive for
COVID-19 for 15 cumulative minutes of exposure over a 24-hour period with less than six feet
of distance.
Employees with any of these conditions should also contact their Licensed Health Care
Provider concerning their health and possible COVID-19 testing.

Employees Must Utilize Appropriate Hand Hygiene:
Handwashing and the use of alcohol-based hand sanitizers help to reduce the spread of
COVID-19.







Hand hygiene is performed by washing hands with soap and water for at least 20
seconds, ensuring that you have washed the front and back of your hands, between
fingers, and around and under fingernails. An easy way to remember the 20-second
washing rule is to sing the Happy Birthday song twice while washing hands.
When handwashing stations are not readily available, hand sanitizer with 60-95 percent
alcohol content should be used by rubbing it thoroughly over and around hands until the
product dries.
If hands are visibly soiled, use soap and water.
Avoid touching your face, especially your eyes, mouth, and nose, when you have not
recently washed your hands or used sanitizer.

Information on COVID-19 is continually evolving and best practices are continually changing.
This information is provided not only to protect employees but also to protect the people at
work, students and their families, and the community.
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Once again, all District employees must adhere to and follow the rules and procedures. All
supervisors are required to enforce these rules and procedures. If employees have any
questions, contact their immediate supervisor.

COVID-19 Safety Protocols Compliance
If there is a violation of COVID-19 safety protocols, and an administrator is not enforcing the
protocols, the employee may report the violation to the administrator’s supervisor.
Alternatively, the employee may file a safety concern (CCF-305) and allow the Safety Office of
the Risk Management Department to investigate. If there are repeated violations by an
administrator, the process is to report the concern to the administrator’s supervisor. A third
alternative is to report the concern through Ethicspoint via the online portal at
ccsd.net/employee/employeeresources/ethicspoint.
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Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Technical Assistance Questions and Answers
Information from the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is available for staff
regarding COVID-19 and the ADA, the Rehabilitation Act, and other EEO Laws:
https://www.eeoc.gov/wysk/what-you-should-know-about-covid-19-and-ada-rehabilitation-actand-other-eeolaws?utm_content=&utm_medium=email&utm_name=&utm_source=govdelivery&utm_term=

The Life Connection Employee Assistance Program
The District recognizes the challenges of balancing work and the demands of everyday life.
That’s why you and your family have access to support through The Life Connection Employee
Assistance, Work-Life Resource and Referral program. When you call the toll-free number, you
will be assisted by a qualified EAP/work-life consultant who will respond to your request
thoroughly and promptly. And when you log on to the work-life website, you’ll find an
abundance of useful resources, articles, links and interactive tools.
The Life Connection program is available to CCSD support staff and police enrolled in the
medical insurance plan and is free of charge to those employees and their households.
See the appendix for additional information.

Staff and Student Calendars
Staff and student calendars currently approved and published for 2020-2021 will remain intact.
are located at https://www.ccsd.net/district/calendar/.
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Employees with Children Ages Four-18
District employees may voluntarily exercise an option to bring their children who are of the
ages of four-18 to the workplace during their contracted work hours from December 1, 2020,
through December 18, 2020, under the following conditions:
1. The employee is the parent/guardian of that child.
2. The employee maintains direct supervision of the child while on District property
and is responsible for the personal safety of the child and ensuring that no
disruptions occur to the daily tasks of the employee.
3. The child is enrolled in any school, public or charter, to participate.
4. The employee requests and receives permission in writing from the site
administrator prior to bringing their child to work.
5. All children participating in this opportunity follow all District rules, regulations,
guidelines, and expectations while on campus.
6. All children participating in this opportunity follow all health and safety
procedures.
Permission may be revoked by the site administrator or District at any time during this
designated time period for failure to comply with District rules, regulations, guidelines, and
expectations while on campus.
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Substitute Procedures
School sites are responsible for providing lesson plans for substitutes. Any procedures and
expectations, required as part of the school’s hybrid instructional plan, are clearly articulated
by the school. Substitutes are expected to report to work sites and contact the main office for
any additional details regarding assigned jobs.
Long-term and vacancy substitutes will continue to receive the appropriate provisions to Infinite
Campus of all assignments (distance education or face-to-face). In the event a school returns
to full-time distance education, substitutes may still need to accept distance education
assignments.
As the District transitions to a hybrid instructional model, it is anticipated that there may be a
need to transition back to distance education should an outbreak of COVID-19 occur at a
school that requires the school to close temporarily. Guidance for substitute guest teachers is
provided for both scenarios.

Guidelines for Accepting Hybrid Education Substitute Assignments





All substitutes are expected to comply with the safety protocols and guidelines
established by the District and the school. Substitutes are required to contact the school
prior to accepting an assignment to ensure they can adhere to the requirements.
The substitute’s Google account must be activated, as it will be the primary means of
communication utilized by schools.
Substitutes accepting face-to-face assignments may be required to conduct distance
education from the school site. Substitutes will provide instruction through distance
education in alignment with the provided guidance.

Guidelines for Accepting Distance Education Substitute Assignments
The following guidance regarding distance education expectations was provided to all
substitute teachers on September 16, 2020.
Substitute Guest Teacher Access and Responsibilities
Background
The Clark County School District will continue to rely on substitute guest teachers
during distance education to provide quality instruction to students. Substitute guest
teacher responsibilities will be based upon the assignment. The following outlines the
focus of three categories of substitutes:
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Day-to-day: A substitute teacher accepts a substitute teaching position for a short
period of time, such as a single day. The focus for each substitute on a day-today assignment is on student contact and instruction based on the directions the
substitute guest teacher receives from the classroom teacher. The substitute
guest teacher is responsible for contacting students and offering assistance
on assignments if necessary. The school/teacher is responsible for providing
lesson plans and guidance to the substitute guest teacher.
Long-term substitute: A substitute guest teacher accepts an assignment that is
more than 10 days. The focus for each substitute guest teacher in a long-term
assignment is on instruction. Substitute guest teachers in these assignments
should team up with licensed staff for assistance on providing high quality
synchronous and asynchronous instruction.
Vacancy substitute: A substitute guest teacher accepts an assignment when a
licensed teacher has not been hired. The focus for each substitute guest teacher
in a vacancy assignment is on instruction. Substitute guest teachers in these
assignments should team up with licensed staff for assistance on providing highquality synchronous and asynchronous instruction.

Professional Learning for Substitutes
Substitute guest teachers were required to complete the following professional learning
prior to accepting an assignment:









Quality Teaching from a Distance
This session takes educators through the key terms and foundational knowledge
for digital learning. Distance education practices for both teachers and students
will be discussed. Suggested tips for guiding students in their learning and
actionable strategies for remote instruction is embedded.
Setting Sail with
Learning Management System
Simplifying the steps in creating a new Canvas Classroom using modules to
share content and collect work with students.
Setting Sail with Google Classroom
Steps in deploying a new Google Classroom; including navigation, pushing out
assignments, completing assignments, giving student feedback, making the most
of the stream, grading, and creating groups.
Throw Your Live Sessions a Lifeline
Best practices for hosting interactive live sessions with students. Help your
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students see that their online synchronous and asynchronous session
experiences can be positive and engaging.
Navigating the Seas of Digital Content: Identifying and Designing Quality
Content
This session will share content repositories and cover the basics of creative
commons, copyright considerations, and American Disabilities Act design
elements, while keeping in mind student engagement is the goal for all digital
content.

To access Canvas: go to www.canvas.ccsd.net and use your AD and login information.
To access a teacher’s Canvas course, the teacher will need to provide you with the
access.
To access Google Classroom: go to www.classroom.google.com and log in with your
CCSD Gmail account information. To access a teacher’s classroom, the teacher will
need to provide you with access.
Provisioning in Canvas
As of Sunday, August 23, 2020, more than 4,000 substitute guest teachers have been
provisioned in Canvas. These substitute guest teachers can manually be enrolled in a
Canvas course by the site controllers. Schools are responsible for deciding whether
daily substitute guest teachers will be added to their courses or if an alternate lesson
plan will be provided.
Long-Term and Vacancy Substitute Guest Teachers
Identity Management (IDM) provision substitute guest teachers if they are in the same
position in SmartFind for 10 or more consecutive days.
For example, if Substitute Services assigns a substitute guest teacher to a position at
Green Valley High School from September 1- September 30, 2020, the substitute guest
teacher’s Active Directory (AD), Gmail and Infinite Campus (IC) will auto-provision for
September 1 - September 30, 2020, for Green Valley High School.
This will provide the long-term substitute guest teacher with the same access as a
licensed teacher; therefore, they will have the ability to conduct both synchronous and
asynchronous instruction, grade assignments, and communicate with students and their
families through Canvas.
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It is expected that schools encourage long-term and vacancy substitute guest teachers
to attend the planning sessions and/or Professional Learning Communities aligned with
the assignment for assistance, guidance, and support.
Clark County School District Substitute Guest Teacher Requirements










The CCSD Reopening Our Schools Implementation Guide outlines the following
requirements in alignment with substitute guest teachers:
o The licensed teacher will provide emergency plans and instructions as
traditionally required;
o The school-based administrator is responsible for developing and implementing
substitute guest teacher procedures, process, and schedules.
Establish substitute guest teacher calls and absence reporting procedures.
Consider developing a structure for substitute guest teachers to safely obtain the
necessary information and materials needed to cover the class, including
Emergency Substitute Plans.
Based on the NDE Guidance Memo 20-05 and CCSD’s Reopening Implementation
Guide, a substitute guest teacher must adhere to and follow the below expectations:
o Have access to a phone to make contact with students throughout the school day
o Block the phone number when calling students, or work from the school site
o Contact the school directly to obtain a class schedule, class roster and contact
information
o Communicate with students to discuss progress in the particular course and
provide assistance
o Be welcoming, upbeat, friendly, and encouraging
o Review and adhere to Regulation 4100: Relationships, Interactions, and
Communications Between District Employees or Representatives/Volunteers and
Students: https://www.ccsd.net/district/policies-regulations/pdf/4100_P.pdf
o If the student asks about an assignment from their teacher, try to assist the
student. If you are unable to provide assistance, refer them to their teacher for
support.
If the student wants to discuss topics other than educational related topics, gently
remind them that the purpose of the call is for assistance with school work.
If the student exhibits or expresses any personal mental health concern, e.g.,
suicidal ideation, you must:
o Take the concern seriously;
o Ask to speak to the parent/guardian to pass on the concern;
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o Contact School Police at (702) 799-5411; and
o Document all communication regarding the concern.
o Options available for mobilizing support to support the student and family include:
o SafeVoice: 1-833-216-SAFE (7233) for anonymous reporting
o CCSD Police: (702) 799-5411
o Mobile Crisis Response Team: (702) 486-7865
At the end of the school day:
o Email or call the office manager to check out.
o Provide the list, via phone or email, of students reached and any questions that
arose when virtually connecting with them or calling the home.
When substituting from home:
The substitute guest teacher will call in the morning to check-in
The substitute guest teacher will call in the afternoon to check-out.

Substitute Requests
As we transition to the hybrid instructional model, be advised that substitute requests for
vacancy, long-term, and day-to-day assignments will continue to be permitted. Additionally,
substitute support professionals for qualifying positions may also be requested as needed (i.e.,
specialized programs teacher assistant, PE aide).
All vacancy requests should be submitted to the Substitute Services Help Desk by completing
and forwarding the Substitute Services Vacancy Request Form to 0031substitutehelpdesk@nv.ccsd.net. This is a reminder that any changes made to vacancy
requests after they have been submitted must be updated by the Substitute Help Desk.
Long-term and day-to-day substitute requests will continue to be submitted through SmartFind
Express. Remind staff they are to request an absence in PeopleSoft for approval at the school,
as well as enter substitute requests in SmartFind Express.
Vacancy and long-term substitutes will continue to receive the appropriate provisions to Infinite
Campus, when applicable.
School sites are responsible for providing lesson plans. Substitutes have been directed to
report to the main office when reporting to schools to receive information regarding job
requirements, student rosters, and any other information needed to complete the job
assignment.
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Requesting a Substitute on Special Assignment
To support the transition to the hybrid instructional model, the Human Resources Division is
offering sites the opportunity to request a substitute on special assignment. Substitutes on
special assignment are intended to provide immediate access to day-to-day substitutes for
sites and will be assigned to the building for the second semester for up to 92 school days.
The substitute on special assignment will be expected to work daily and may provide additional
classroom support, help monitor students, and/or assist office personnel when not assigned to
teach classes in place of an absent teacher. Should a substitute guest teacher’s assigned work
location return to distance education, the assignment may end.
Requesting one or more substitutes on special assignments may not eliminate a school’s need
for day-to-day substitutes, long-term substitutes, or vacancy substitutes and does not preclude
requesting additional substitutes, as needed.
To maintain a pool of available substitutes for day-to-day assignments, the number of
substitutes on special assignment will be limited by grade level. Elementary schools may
request up to two substitutes, middle schools may request up to three substitutes, and high
schools may request up to four substitutes. If a principal believes additional support is needed
due to larger than average numbers of students, the principal may request an additional
substitute with approval from the region superintendent.

SmartFind Records
Schools will notify the Human Resources Division of any staffing changes from the previous
school year. The Substitute Help Desk will need to manually update locations and teacher
schedules in SmartFind to ensure that employees are assigned to the proper location with the
appropriate job description. This is crucial to ensuring that substitutes who accept positions are
reporting to the correct sites. If assistance is needed with this process, please contact the
personnel assistant assigned to the school.

Substitute Compensation
Effective January 2020, substitute pay is being processed through the Paydata Services
Department. Any inquiries regarding pay for substitutes, substitute support professionals,
and/or coaches should be directed to Substitute Compensation at (702) 799-2812 option #3, or
may be emailed to paydata@nv.ccsd.net.

Substitute Badge Renewals
The Edward A. Greer Education Center building is currently closed to the public. A substitute,
substitute support professional, or coach may request a badge renewal only by appointment.
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Student Teacher, Practicum Student, Observation
Student, and Intern Placements
Student teachers, practicum students, observation students, and interns will be required to
report to their assigned location or school to conduct their program while the District is in a
hybrid instructional model. In the event a school is required to return to a distance education
model, the student teachers, practicum students, observation students, or interns assigned to
that school will return to operating under the guidelines of the full-time distance education.
In all instances where a student teacher, practicum student, observation student, or intern is
working on campus, they must follow all social distancing and safety protocols.

Student Teachers
As student teachers will be providing instruction through face-to-face and distance education,
they will need access to Canvas and/or Google Classroom. Once a student teacher has been
cleared to begin, they may report to their school to provide face-to-face instruction. The Human
Resources Division will continue hiring student teachers as contingent workers and will notify
them when they may claim their AD account and have access to the District email system and
Google Suite, as well as Canvas.
As student teachers are provisioned with an AD account, they will be added to the District's
distance education professional learning courses in Canvas to prepare them for providing
distance education.

Practicum and Observation Students
Practicum and observation students will be able to observe classes and lead small-group
instruction, whole class instruction, and answering questions and providing assistance during
synchronous sessions. Practicum and observation students will need to coordinate with their
cooperating teacher to complete their required hours during face-to-face instruction.
Cooperating teachers may need to provide access to synchronous sessions and virtual office
hours by inviting the practicum or observation student to the Google Meet session. Teachers
will invite students via their email address. Teachers will not send students the URL.

Counselors, Social Workers, Related Services, and Interns
Interns will be able to schedule meetings and interact with students reporting to school for
face-to-face instruction and may continue to work with their mentor to schedule synchronous
sessions as necessary for students on days they are not assigned at school for face-to-face
instruction.
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Interns that require physical access to students, such as physical therapists will continue to
follow all safety protocols and collaborate with their assigned mentor to provide service for
students when they are at schools.

Best Practices
Student teachers, practicum students, observation students, and interns must follow all safety
protocols at the school when working with students. This includes wearing a mask properly,
washing hands, maintaining social distance, and staying home when they feel ill.
Supervisors and site administrators should ensure that the employee or university student
share contact information, including email addresses. The employee will add student teachers
to Canvas or Google Classroom or to invite the university student to the synchronous sessions
conducted in Google Meet.
Employees should be aware of the level of students they are hosting. Practicum and
observation students and interns will not have access to Canvas; however, student teachers
will have access to Canvas. Employees may need to share resources and lesson plans with
practicum teachers to assist them in preparing to teach lessons in synchronous sessions and
to develop asynchronous sessions for students.
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Requests to Telecommute or Continue
Telecommuting
Employees who wish to request an ADA accommodation to telecommute due to the
employee’s own medical condition may do so by communicating the request to their
supervisor. Decisions about telecommuting will be made in consultation with the Office of
Diversity and Affirmative Action/ ADA and Title IX Programs.
Requests for telecommuting may be considered and/or approved if all the following are true:






The employee requests to telecommute due to the employee’s own medical condition
(see note below) such as:
o Pregnancy and related medical conditions.
o Medical condition that makes the employee more susceptible to COVID-19
complications, including but not limited to, asthma, chronic kidney disease being
treated with dialysis, chronic lung disease, diabetes, hemoglobin disorder,
immunocompromised, liver disease, serious heart condition, and severe obesity.
Staffing levels at the site are adequate (enough to sustain operations).
The essential job functions can be performed from a satellite/offsite work location.
The employee has provided or can provide medical documentation that supports the
need for telecommuting to the Office of Diversity & Affirmative Action/ADA & Title IX
Programs.

Note: Supervisors may not ask employees for medical information or medical history.
Supervisors should direct employees who have requested to telecommute due to their own
medical condition to submit any medical information they may have to support their
request, to the Office of Diversity & Affirmative Action/ADA & Title IX Programs. If the
employee does not have medical documentation necessary to support their request to
telecommute or if the documentation is insufficient to determine if the employee has a
qualifying medical condition under the ADA, then the employee may request an ADA
packet from the Office of Diversity & Affirmative Action/ADA & Title IX Programs to be
completed by their medical provider.
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Requests for telecommuting may be denied if any of the following are true:







The employee requests to telecommute for reasons other than his/her own medical
condition, including but not limited to, concern for a family member, to child care issues,
and the employee’s age.
Current or projected staffing requirements/building or department needs make it
logistically impossible for the employee to telecommute and/or the employee is needed
at the work location due to staffing (or other operational needs) and the employee can
be provided with other accommodation/tools such as masks, air purifiers, Plexiglas, etc.
(not all inclusive) that would aid the employee in mitigating exposure to Covid-19,
thereby allowing them to work or continue working onsite safely.
The employee cannot perform all the essential functions of his/her job from a
satellite/offsite work location.
The employee has not provided or cannot provide medical documentation that supports
the need for telecommuting to the Office of Diversity & Affirmative Action/ADA & Title IX
Programs.

Supervisors shall utilize the COVID-19 Accommodations and Leave Options: Site
Administrator Checklist included in this document and/or refer the following employees to the
Human Resources Division Compliance Department to explore available leave options:




Employees who request accommodations due to reasons other than their own medical
condition, such as the employee’s age, family member health conditions, or childcare
concerns.
Employees who do not wish to return to work, even after accommodations have been
offered and/or provided.
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Supervisors should follow the decision-making flowchart provided below when considering
telecommuting.
Employee or representative requests to
telecommute
Is the request
made on the basis of the
employee’s own medical
condition?

NO

YES
Will staffing
levels be adequate and can
the employee’s essential job
functions be performed off
site?

NO

YES
Direct employees to submit any medical information they may
have to support their request to the Office of Diversity &
Affirmative Action/ADA & Title IX Programs
Contact the Office of Diversity & Affirmative Action/ADA & Title
IX Programs to confirm that evidence of medical condition has
been received.

Contact the Office of Diversity & Affirmative Action/ADA & Title
IX Programs and provide justification for denial.

(Supervisors are encouraged to confirm multiple requests at once).

(Supervisors are encouraged to confirm multiple requests at once).

Telecommuting may be approved.

Telecommuting may be denied.

Alternative accommodation options will be offered and/or
provided to the employee. The employee will return to or remain
at the work location.
If the employee refuses to return after accommodations have
been provided or offered, refer the employee to the Human
Resources Compliance Office to explore available leave options.
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Supervisors may utilize the following sample message to develop language for communicating
the outcome of decisions regarding accommodations:
Good morning Ms./Mr. (Insert Name),
It is my understanding that you have reached out to the Office of Diversity & Affirmative
Action/ADA & Title IX Programs to request the accommodation of being allowed to
telecommute (work offsite). I have discussed your request with the Office of Diversity &
Affirmative Action/ADA & Title IX Programs, and unfortunately, I am unable to approve that
particular accommodation because [select or adapt from options below]
The essential functions of your job cannot be performed from an offsite work location.
I need to maintain adequate coverage and staffing levels in the building.
I need to maintain adequate coverage in the building. I also believe that you have the
ability to control social distancing because you have your own workspace
(Office/Cubicle).
I need to maintain adequate coverage in the building. I also believe that because of
the nature of your job, in that you are mostly isolated from others throughout your
work day, you have the ability to control social distancing.
Additionally, you have the ability to control social distancing of students with riding the
bus with verbal directives, and you can also be provided with other accommodations,
such as a mask, gloves, and hand sanitizer to aid in mitigating exposure COVID-19.
That said, I am willing to discuss with you other accommodation options that would allow you
to return to work safely.
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COVID-19 Accommodations and Leave Options: Site
Administrator Checklist
The following checklist is provided to assist site administrators in navigating employee
requests for accommodations and/or leave.
Has the employee disclosed that they have or a family member has been exposed to
COVID-19, that they are showing symptoms of COVID-19, or have received a positive
test result for COVID-19?



See Employee COVID-19 Exposure Guidelines within this plan for site administrator
workflow regarding self-quarantine and return to work requirements.
Employee leave options are as follows in this order:
o Utilize Emergency Paid Sick Leave (up to ten days). This option expires on
December 31, 2020.
o Apply for and be granted Family Medical Leave (FML) – Intermittent or
continuous.
o Utilize applicable available leave per negotiated guidelines and District
regulation.
o For support professionals, utilize leave donated under the ESEA COVID MOA.
o Utilize leave from association sick leave pools with appropriate association
approvals.
o Be granted short-term necessity leave per Regulation 4355.
o Apply for and be granted a leave of absence (LOA).

Did the employee disclose that they are pregnant or that they have a medical condition
that makes them vulnerable to COVID-19?



Refer to the Requests to Telecommute or Continue Telecommuting section of this plan.
If accommodations are unacceptable or denied, provide the following leave options in
this order:
o Apply for and be granted FML – Intermittent or continuous.
o Utilize applicable available leave per negotiated guidelines and District
regulation.
o Be granted short-term necessity leave per District Regulation 4355.
o Apply for an LOA.
o Work.
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Did the employee disclose that they are 65 years old or older without a medical
condition?






Do NOT refer the employee to the Office of Diversity & Affirmative Action/ADA & Title IX
Programs.
Site administrator may call the Office of Diversity & Affirmative Action/ADA & Title IX
Programs for assistance and guidance.
Can you provide for effective social distancing at your work site?
o If yes, no additional accommodations are necessary, but may be provided.
o If no, provide PPE (mask, gloves, face shield, air purifiers, sanitizing products).
If accommodations are not accepted by the employee, then provide the following leave
options in this order:
o Apply for and be granted FML – Intermittent or continuous.
o Utilize applicable available leave per negotiated guidelines and District
regulation.
o Be granted short-term necessity leave per District Regulation 4355.
o Apply for an LOA.
o Work.

Did the employee express a concern or fear of returning to work for reasons not listed
above, including because a family member is part of a CDC identified vulnerable group?




Can you provide for effective social distancing?
o If yes, no additional accommodations are necessary, but may be provided.
o If no, provide PPE (mask, gloves, face shield, air purifiers, and sanitizing
products).
If accommodations are not accepted by the employee, then provide the following leave
options in this order:
o Apply for and be granted FML – Intermittent or continuous.
o Utilize applicable available leave per negotiated guidelines and District
regulation.
o Be granted short-term necessity leave per District Regulation 4355.
o Apply for and be granted an LOA.
o Work.

Did the employee indicate that they or a family member are ill (not related to COVID-19)?



Apply for and be granted FML – Intermittent or continuous.
Utilize applicable available leave per negotiated guidelines and District regulation.
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If the illness is catastrophic, utilize leave from association sick leave pools with
appropriate association approvals.
Be granted short-term necessity leave per District Regulation 4355.
If the illness is severe, apply for and be granted an LOA.
Work.

Did the employee indicate that they do not have childcare available for their school-age
child(ren) and the child(ren) is/are not ill?
Refer to the Employees with Children Ages Four - 18 section in this plan. If these options are
not applicable, the following options become available:







Apply for and be granted Emergency Family and Medical Leave Expansion Act
(EFMLEA) through the FMLA Office. The employee may take up to 12 weeks (60 days)
for childcare at two-thirds of the employee’s salary under the CARES Act.
o This option expires on December 31, 2020.
o Days may be used non-consecutively (for example: 2 days per week).
o First two weeks of EFMLEA may be supplemented with sick leave only. The
remaining ten weeks must be supplemented with compensatory time, vacation,
and/or personal leave to receive full pay.
Utilize applicable available leave per negotiated guidelines and District Regulation.
Be granted short-term necessity leave per District Regulation 4355.
There are no LOA options available to provide childcare.
Work.
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Volunteers
For the safety of students and staff, volunteers are not permitted on school campuses until
further notice. Renewal of badges for volunteers will follow procedures established in previous
years when volunteers are approved to return to campuses.
If a school has a program deemed essential to the function of the school that requires
volunteer participation, the principal may request an exception to this guidance from the chief
human resources officer and region superintendent.
For questions regarding volunteers, please contact the school’s assigned Talent Acquisition
director.
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11. COMMUNICATIONS
Communications and Community Engagement
In order to increase effective communications, the District will employ a series of existing and
new tools and channels to create effective mechanisms to engage in two-way communication
(feedback loop) with stakeholders before and during the transition to a hybrid instructional
model.
Stakeholders can utilize these channels to present suggestions, comments, complaints,
questions, and to receive answers or feedback from the District. Additionally, the District will
utilize the information to respond to questions, address concerns and complaints, and take into
account suggestions from parents/guardians, students, staff, community members, elected
officials, and other stakeholders. The District will also use the information derived from
communications to identify trends of topics of interest, areas that need clarification, or issues
that need to be addressed through implementation action.

Media
The Communications Department will share important information on the transition plan
through national and local media, and respond to media inquiries.
A comprehensive communications plan will be implemented to communicate with
stakeholders. Specific two-way communication will occur through:




Interviews with broadcast (TV/radio) and print media responding to questions submitted
by the public or issues of interest arising from media coverage.
Op-eds and commentaries regarding the transitional plan.
Through possible Vegas PBS, 30-minute live television Q/A shows where the public can
call in to ask questions live on air.

Social Media
The Communications Department will respond to direct messages and mentions on social
media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) by providing answers and/or directing people to the
appropriate resources. Social media is also utilized to proactively communicate important
information.
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Social media will be monitored. Trends and topics of interest will be communicated to CCSD
leadership for action or information.
Facebook Live events focused on specific areas of interest will cover the topic once a week
and will be streamed live on social media.

Videos
The Communications Department will share information directly with the public by conducting
interviews with CCSD leadership and subject matter experts, and will produce videos on topics
of interest.
Video messages from the Superintendent of Schools will be produced and distributed through
several channels to keep stakeholders informed.
Videos will also be produced by other CCSD departments to provide training and information
on a variety of topics.

Engage/Conecta Email
The Community Relations Department will respond to emails received through
Engage/Conecta and appropriately respond and direct inquiries, questions, and suggestions.

Community Sessions
The Community Relations Department will hold and/or coordinate community/information
sessions with community organizations and stakeholders.
CCSD representatives will attend, upon invitation, community meetings from external
organizations or groups to provide information, answer questions, and receive feedback.
CCSD will host 30-minute availability sessions several times a week. These will be open to the
public with prior registration for small groups 20-30, and will be held on an online meeting
platform.
CCSD will host one to two telephone town halls open to the public every month.

Family Guide Publication and Website
The Reconnecting with Our Students Family Guide publication will be updated with key
information from the transition plan in both English and Spanish. The publication will be made
available to parents/guardians, community members, and other stakeholders through CCSD
websites and copies may be requested through the school office. The reconnect.ccsd.net
website (reconecta.ccsd.net in Spanish) will be updated with a summary of important topics
and will include access to the family guide publication.
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Family and Community Engagement Services (FACES) Department
The FACES Department will continue to share/reshare information from the Communications
Department through their department website, social media platforms, and other
parent/guardian events. Messages via social media or to the faces@nv.ccsd.net email address
will be answered or will be directed to the appropriate entity.

Weekly Updates and Other ParentLink
The Communications Department will continue gathering information from all CCSD units to be
shared with all parents/guardians weekly via ParentLink email.
Emails and phone calls/texts will be sent to inform parents/guardians as necessary to keep
them apprised of important information. Messages will be made available in Spanish.
The Engage/Conecta email will be shared in every weekly ParentLink to promote this channel
for parents/guardians to communicate with CCSD.

Health Communications
The Communications Department has worked with the Health Services Department, the Risk
Management Department, and Office of the General Counsel to develop a number of
messages that are distributed to employees at school and/or work sites upon notification of a
positive COVID-19 test. The letters are recommended to be sent to all employees at a site
when a COVID-19 positive employee has been on campus within a week of their positive test.
The recommendations are shared with school principals or department leaders through the
process laid out in the Implementation Guide.
Principals and/or department leaders first submit information on any employee who reports
symptoms, exposure to a COVID-19 positive individual or a COVID-19 positive test to the
Illness Tracker maintained by the Health Services Department and the Risk Management
Department.
The principal and/or department leader then notifies their region leadership and the
Communications Department of the basic details and the employee’s last day on campus.
When necessary, the Communications Department provides schools or departments with
messaging approved by the Office of the General Counsel to notify other employees at the site
of the case.
Region leadership becomes involved immediately in situations involving students on an
impacted campus. Communications Department works closely with the Health Services
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Department and region leadership to ensure the necessary information is included in the
notifications to parents/guardians and those who need to quarantine.
The Communications Department also works with the Health Services Department and the
chief of staff to update ccsd.net weekly with the number of COVID-9 cases confirmed by the
SNHD on a weekly basis. Those numbers are posted publicly on the website every Friday.xxxvi
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Appendix
Parent/Guardian Information Flyers
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Sample Elementary Hybrid Master Schedule
Cohorts A and B Face-to-Face

Sample Elementary Cohort C
Time
8:10 AM8:30 AM
8:30 AM9:00 AM
9:00 AM9:10 AM
9:10 AM10:50 AM
10:50 AM11:40 AM

11:40 AM12:10 PM
12:10 PM12:40 PM
12:40 PM1:50 PM
1:50 PM2:41 PM
2:41 PM3:21PM

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Teacher Planning

Teacher Planning

Teacher Planning

Teacher Planning

Teacher Planning

Check-in
Cohort B
Cohorts C and B
Synchronous
Cohort C
Reading
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Specials
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Check-in
Cohort B
Cohorts C and B
Synchronous
Cohort C
Reading
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Specials
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Check-in
Cohort C
Cohort C
Synchronous

Check-in
Cohort A
Cohorts C and A
Synchronous
Cohort C
Reading
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Specials
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Check-in
Cohort A
Cohorts C and A
Synchronous
Cohort C
Reading
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Specials
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Lunch

Lunch

Professional
Learning/PLC

Lunch

Lunch

Brain Break

Brain Break

Lunch

Brain Break

Brain Break

Cohort C
Mathematics
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Cohort C
Language Arts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Cohorts C and B
Virtual Office Hours
and/or Wellness
Checks

Cohort C
Mathematics
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Cohort C
Social/Science
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Cohorts C and B
Virtual Office Hours
and/or Wellness
Checks

Cohort C
Mathematics
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Cohort C
Social/Science
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Cohorts C and A
Virtual Office Hours
and/or Wellness
Checks

Cohort C
Mathematics
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Cohort C
Language Arts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Cohorts C and A
Virtual Office Hours
and/or Wellness
Checks

Professional
Learning/PLC

Teacher Prep
Period

PLC/Lesson
Development
Cohort C
Small-group
Instruction
Cohort C
Virtual Office Hours
and/or Wellness
Checks
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Sample Middle School Hybrid Schedule
FRIDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision

Course 1
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 3
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 1
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Course 3
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Passing

Passing

Passing

Passing

Course 2
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 4
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 2
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Course 4
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 4
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

Course 4
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

2:11 PM2:56 PM

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

2:56 PM

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

8:00 AM9:45 AM

9:45 AM9:55 AM

9:55 AM11:40 AM

11:40 AM11:50 AM
11:50 AM12:20 PM

12:20 PM1:10 PM

1:10 PM1:40 PM

1:40 PM2:11 PM
2:11 PM

TUESDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAYS
See next page

THURSDAY

7:45 AM8:00 AM

MONDAY
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WEDNESDAY
DISTANCE EDUCATION
ALL STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY
ALL TEACHERS

7:45 AM-8:00 AM

Teacher Work Time

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:20 AM-8:40 AM

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:20 AM-8:40 AM

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:30 AM

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

8:40 AM-9:30 AM

Teacher
Prep Period

9:30 AM-9:50 AM

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:30 AM-9:50 AM

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:50 AM-10:10 AM

Course 4
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:50 AM-10:10 AM

Course 4
All Cohorts
Synchronous

11:30 AM-12:00 PM

Lunch

10:10 AM-10:41 AM

Wellness Checks

12:00 PM-2:11 PM

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

10:41 AM-11:11 AM

Lunch

End of Student Day

11:11 AM-2:56 PM

PLC/
Professional Learning

2:11 PM

2:56 PM
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Sample High School Hybrid Schedule – EIGHT-PERIOD DAY
EVEN WEEKS
FRIDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 5
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 1
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 5
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Passing

Passing

Passing

Passing

Course 2
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 6
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 2
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Course 6
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 7
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 7
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 4
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

Course 8
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

Course 4
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 8
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

2:11 PM2:56 PM

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

2:56 PM

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

8:00 AM9:45 AM

9:45 AM9:55 AM

9:55 AM11:40 AM

11:40 AM11:50 AM
11:50 AM12:20 PM

12:20 PM1:10 PM

1:10 PM1:40 PM

1:40 PM2:11 PM
2:11 PM

TUESDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 1
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAYS
See next page

THURSDAY

7:45 AM8:00 AM

MONDAY

End of Student Day
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WEDNESDAY – EVEN WEEKS
DISTANCE EDUCATION
ALL STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY – EVEN WEEKS
ALL TEACHERS

7:45 AM-8:00 AM

Teacher Work Time

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:20 AM-8:40 AM

Course 4
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:20 AM - 8:40 AM

Course 4
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:00 AM

Course 7
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:00 AM

Course 7
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:00 AM-9:20 AM

Course 8
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:00 AM-9:20 AM

Course 8
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:20 AM-11:30 AM

Courses 3 and 4
All Cohorts
Asynchronous

9:20 AM-10:10 AM

Teacher
Prep Period

11:30 AM-12:00 PM

Lunch

10:10 AM-10:41 AM

Wellness Checks

Courses 7 and 8
All Cohorts
Asynchronous

10:41 AM-11:11 AM

Lunch

12:00 PM-2:11 PM

2:11 PM

End of Student Day

11:11 AM-2:56 PM

2:56 PM
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Sample High School Hybrid Schedule – EIGHT-PERIOD DAY
ODD WEEKS
FRIDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 7
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 3
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 7
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Passing

Passing

Passing

Passing

Course 4
Cohort A
Face-to-Face
Instruction

Course 8
Cohort A
Face-to-Face
Instruction

Course 4
Cohort B
Face-to-Face
Instruction

Course 8
Cohort B
Face-to-Face
Instruction

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 5
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 5
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

Course 6
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

Course 6
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

2:11 PM2:56 PM

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

2:56 PM

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

8:00 AM9:45 AM

9:45 AM9:55 AM

9:55 AM11:40 AM

11:40 AM11:50 AM
11:50 AM12:20 PM

12:20 PM1:10 PM

1:10 PM1:40 PM

1:40 PM2:11 PM
2:11 PM

TUESDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 3
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAYS
See next page

THURSDAY

7:45 AM8:00 AM

MONDAY
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WEDNESDAY – ODD WEEKS
DISTANCE EDUCATION
ALL STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY – ODD WEEKS
ALL TEACHERS

7:45 AM-8:00 AM

Teacher Work Time

8:00 AM - 8:20 AM

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:20 A- 8:40 AM

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:20 AM-8:40 AM

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:00 AM

Course 5
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:00 AM

Course 5
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:00 AM-9:20 AM

Course 6
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:00 AM-9:20 AM

9:20 AM-11:30 AM

Courses 1 and 2
All Cohorts
Asynchronous

9:20 AM-10:10 AM

Teacher
Prep Period

11:30 AM-12:00 PM

Lunch

10:10 AM-10:41 AM

Wellness Checks

Courses 5 and 6
All Cohorts
Asynchronous

10:41 AM-11:11 AM

Lunch

12:00 PM-2:11 PM

2:11 PM

End of Student Day

11:11 AM-2:56 PM

2:56 PM
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Sample High School Hybrid Schedule – SIX-PERIOD SCHEDULE
WEEK ONE
FRIDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 4
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 1
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 4
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Passing

Passing

Passing

Passing

Course 2
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 5
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 2
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Course 5
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

1:10 PM1:40 PM

Course 3
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 6
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 3
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 6
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

1:40 PM2:11 PM

All Cohorts
Small Groups/
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Small Groups/
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Small Groups/
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Small Groups/
Asynchronous

2:11 PM

End of Student
Day

End of Student
Day

End of Student
Day

End of Student
Day

2:11 PM2:56 PM

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office Hours
and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

2:56 PM

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

8:00 AM9:45 AM

9:45 AM9:55 AM

9:55 AM11:40 AM

11:40 AM11:50 AM
11:50 AM12:20 PM

12:20 PM1:10 PM

TUESDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 1
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAYS
See next page

THURSDAY

7:45 AM8:00 AM

MONDAY
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WEDNESDAY – WEEK ONE
DISTANCE EDUCATION
ALL STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY – WEEK ONE
ALL TEACHERS

7:45 AM-8:00 AM

Teacher Work Time

8:00 AM-8:40 AM

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:20 AM

Course 6
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:00 AM

Course 6
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:20 AM-11:30 AM

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

9:20 AM-10:10 AM

Teacher
Prep Period

11:30 AM-12:00 PM

Lunch

10:10 AM-10:41 AM

Wellness Checks

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

10:41 AM-11:11 AM

Lunch

12:00 PM-2:11 PM

2:11 PM

End of Student Day

11:11 AM-2:56 PM

2:56 PM
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Sample High School Hybrid Schedule – SIX-PERIOD SCHEDULE
WEEK TWO
FRIDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 6
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 3
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 6
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Passing

Passing

Passing

Passing

Course 4
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 1
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 4
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Course 1
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

1:10 PM1:40 PM

Course 5
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 5
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 2
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

1:40 PM2:11 PM

All Cohorts
Small Groups/
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Small Groups/
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Small Groups/
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Small Groups/
Asynchronous

2:11 PM

End of Student
Day

End of Student
Day

End of Student
Day

End of Student
Day

2:11 PM2:56 PM

Virtual Office Hours
and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office Hours
and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

2:56 PM

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

8:00 AM9:45 AM

9:45 AM9:55 AM

9:55 AM11:40 AM

11:40 AM11:50 AM
11:50 AM12:20 PM
12:20 PM1:10 PM

TUESDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 3
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAYS
See next page

THURSDAY

7:45 AM8:00 AM

MONDAY
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WEDNESDAY – WEEK TWO
DISTANCE EDUCATION
ALL STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY – WEEK TWO
ALL TEACHERS

7:45 AM-8:00 AM

Teacher Work Time

8:00 AM-8:40 AM

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:20 AM

Course 5
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:00 AM

Course 5
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:20 AM-11:30 AM

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

9:20 AM-10:10 AM

Teacher
Prep Period

11:30 AM-12:00 PM

Lunch

10:10 AM-10:41 AM

Wellness Checks

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

10:41 AM-11:11 AM

Lunch

12:00 PM-2:11 PM

2:11 PM

End of Student Day

11:11 AM-2:56 PM

2:56 PM
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Sample High School Hybrid Schedule – SIX-PERIOD SCHEDULE
WEEK THREE
FRIDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 2
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 5
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 2
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Passing

Passing

Passing

Passing

Course 6
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 3
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 6
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Course 3
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

1:10 PM1:40 PM

Course 1
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

1:40 PM2:11 PM

8:00 AM9:45 AM

9:45 AM9:55 AM

9:55 AM11:40 AM

11:40 AM11:50 AM
11:50 AM12:20 PM

12:20 PM1:10 PM

TUESDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 5
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAYS
See next page

THURSDAY

7:45 AM8:00 AM

MONDAY

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous
Teacher Prep Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Course 4
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 1
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 4
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Small Groups/
Asynchronous

Small Groups/
Asynchronous

Small Groups/
Asynchronous

Small Groups/
Asynchronous I

2:11 PM

End of Student
Day

End of Student
Day

End of Student
Day

End of Student
Day

2:11 PM2:56 PM

Virtual Office Hours
and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office Hours
and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

2:56 PM

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day
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WEDNESDAY – WEEK THREE
DISTANCE EDUCATION
ALL STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY – WEEK THREE
ALL TEACHERS

7:45 AM-8:00 AM

Teacher Work Time

8:00 AM-8:40 AM

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:20 AM

Course 4
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:00 AM

Course 4
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:20 AM-11:30 AM

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

9:20 AM-10:10 AM

Teacher
Prep Period

11:30 AM-12:00 PM

Lunch

10:10 AM-10:41 AM

Wellness Checks

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

10:41 AM-11:11 AM

Lunch

12:00 PM-2:11 PM

2:11 PM

End of Student Day

11:11 AM-2:56 PM

2:56 PM
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Sample High School Hybrid Schedule – SEVEN-PERIOD DAY
EVEN WEEKS
TUESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 4
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 1
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 4
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Passing

Passing

Passing

Passing

Course 2
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 5
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 2
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Course 5
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

1:10 PM1:40 PM

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

1:40 PM2:11 PM

All Cohorts
Small Group/
Asynchronous

2:11 PM

End of Student
Day

Course 6
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Course 7
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

End of Student
Day

Course 6
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
Course 7
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

2:11 PM2:56 PM

Virtual Office Hours
and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office Hours
and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office Hours
and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office Hours
and/or
Wellness Checks

2:56 PM

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

7:45 AM8:00 AM

8:00 AM9:45 AM

9:45 AM9:55 AM

9:55 AM11:40 AM

11:40 AM11:50 AM
11:50 AM12:20 PM

12:20 PM1:10 PM

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAYS
See next page

MONDAY
Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 1
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

All Cohorts
Small Group/
Asynchronous
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WEDNESDAY – EVEN WEEKS
DISTANCE EDUCATION
ALL STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY – EVEN WEEKS
ALL TEACHERS

7:45 AM-8:00 AM

Teacher Work Time

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 3
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:20 AM-8:40 AM

Course 6
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:20 AM-8:40 AM

Course 6
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:00 AM

Course 7
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:00 AM

Course 7
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:00 AM-11:30 AM

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

9:00 AM-9:20 AM

Wellness Checks

11:30 AM-12:00 PM

Lunch

9:20 AM-10:10 AM

Teacher
Prep Period

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

10:10 AM-10:41 AM

Wellness Checks

End of Student Day

10:41 AM-11:11 AM

Lunch

12:00 PM-2:11 PM

2:11 PM

11:11 AM-2:56 PM

2:56 PM
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PLAN TO TRANSITION TO THE HYBRID INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL

Sample High School Hybrid Schedule – SEVEN-PERIOD DAY
ODD WEEKS

7:45 AM8:00 AM

8:00 AM9:45 AM

9:45 AM9:55 AM

9:55 AM11:40 AM

12:20 PM1:10 PM

1:10 PM1:40 PM

TUESDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 6
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 3
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 6
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Teacher Work
Time/Student
Supervision
Course 3
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Passing

Passing

Passing

Passing

Course 7
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Rotating Course
Cohort A
Face-to-Face

Course 7
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Rotating Course
Cohort B
Face-to-Face

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts B and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Cohorts A and C
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Dismissal

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

Grab-and-Go
Lunch

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Teacher Prep
Period

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 5
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 5
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

2:11 PM2:56 PM

2:56 PM

1:40 PM2:11 PM
2:11 PM

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAYS
See next page

11:40 AM11:50 AM
11:50 AM12:20 PM

MONDAY

End of Student
Day

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous and
Asynchronous
End of Student
Day

End of Student
Day

Virtual Office Hours
and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office Hours
and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

Virtual Office
Hours and/or
Wellness Checks

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

End of Teacher
Day

All Cohorts
Small Group/
Asynchronous
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PLAN TO TRANSITION TO THE HYBRID INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL

WEDNESDAY – ODD WEEKS
DISTANCE EDUCATION
ALL STUDENTS

WEDNESDAY – ODD WEEKS
ALL TEACHERS

7:45 AM-8:00 AM

Teacher Work Time

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:00 AM-8:20 AM

Course 1
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:20 AM-8:40 AM

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:20 AM-8:40 AM

Course 2
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:00 AM

Course 5
All Cohorts
Synchronous

8:40 AM-9:00 AM

Course 5
All Cohorts
Synchronous

9:00 AM-11:30 AM

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

9:00 AM-9:20 AM

Wellness Checks

11:30 AM-12:00 PM

Lunch

9:20 AM-10:10 AM

Teacher
Prep Period

All Cohorts
Asynchronous

10:10 AM-10:41 AM

Wellness Checks

End of Student Day

10:41 AM-11:11 AM

Lunch

12:00 PM-2:11 PM

2:11 PM

11:11 AM-2:56 PM

2:56 PM
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The Life Connection Employee Assistance Program
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REFERENCES
i

Declaration of Emergency Directives 001, 005, 014, 015:
 https://gov.nv.gov/News/Emergency_Orders/2020/2020-03-15_-_COVID19_Declaration_of_Emergency_Directive_001/
 https://gov.nv.gov/News/Emergency_Orders/2020/2020-03-20_-_COVID19_Declaration_of_Emergency_Directive_005/
 https://gov.nv.gov/News/Emergency_Orders/2020/2020-04-14_-_COVID19_Declaration_of_Emergency_Directive_014/
 https://gov.nv.gov/News/Emergency_Orders/2020/2020-04-28_-_COVID19_Declaration_of_Emergency_Directive_015/

ii

Declaration of Emergency Directive 022:
 https://gov.nv.gov/News/Emergency_Orders/2020/2020-06-09_-_COVID19_Declaration_of_Emergency_Directive_022_-_K-12_School_ReOpening_for_Summer_Learning_and_Activities_(Attachments)/

iii

Nevada’s Path Forward: A Framework for a Saft, Efficient, and Equitable Return to School Buildings:
 http://www.doe.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/ndedoenvgov/content/News__Media/Press_Releases/2020_Docum
ents/Nevada_Path_Forward.pdf

iv

Guidance for Path Forward Programs of Distance Education:
 http://www.doe.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/ndedoenvgov/content/News__Media/Guidance_Memos/2020/PathF
orwardDistanceEducationGuidanceMemo20-05(1).pdf

v

Declaration of Emergency Directive 028:
 https://gov.nv.gov/News/Emergency_Orders/2020/2020-07-15_-_COVID19_Declaration_of_Emergency_Directive_028/

vi

Indicators for Dynamic School Decision-Making
 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/indicators.html

vii

Social Distancing: Keep a Safe Distance to Slow the Spread
 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/social-distancing.html

viii

When and How to Wash Hands
 https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/when-how-handwashing.html.
Handwashing videos
 https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/videos.html.
Guidance for Health Care Providers about Hand Hygiene and COVID-19
 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/hand-hygiene.html

ix

Nevada Medical Advisory Team: Guidance on Directive 024: Face Coverings June 24, 2020
 https://nvhealthresponse.nv.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/6.22-Guidance-on-Improvised-FacialCoverings-JH-V1.pdf
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x

First Aid and Emergency Guidelines for School Personnel
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ml7vuANHa5gHT1K02CAsAimCnZZFtG7v/view

xi

CCSD Regulation 5150 – Health and Welfare: Students
 https://www.ccsd.net/district/policies-regulations/pdf/5150_R.pdf

xii

Procedures for donning (putting on) and doffing (taking off) of PPE
 https://eduvision.tv/l?ttORgL.

xiii

Health Services COVID-19 Resource Guide
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nEEWp8M38ieHyMQtM6QEqABtyMwI9vx1/view?usp=sharing

xiv

Case Investigation and Contact Tracing: Part of a Multipronged Approach to Fight the COVID-19 Pandemic
 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/principles-contact-tracing.html

xv

CCSD COVID-19 Illness Tracking Database
 https://bit.ly/39eRhTM

xvi

COVID-19 Time/Attendance Guide
 https://bit.ly/3jscGxC

xvii

Cleaning and Disinfection for Community Facilities
 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/cleaning-disinfection.html

xviii

Coronavirus (COVID-19) Response Resources from ASHRAE and Others
 https://www.ashrae.org/technical-resources/resources

xix

Harvard Schools for Health How School Buildings Influence Student Health, Thinking and Performance
 https://schools.forhealth.org/

xx

Council of Great City Schools Coronavirus Information
 https://www.cgcs.org/corona

xxi

An Introduction to Hybrid Teaching.
 https://www.codlearningtech.org/PDF/hybridteachingworkbook.pdf

xxii
Supplemental Fact Sheet Addressing the Risk of COVID-19 in Preschool, Elementary, and Secondary Schools
While Serving Children with Disabilities.
 https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/frontpage/faq/rr/policyguidance/Supple%20Fact%20Sheet%203
.21.20%20FINAL.pdf
xxiii

Project SEARCH and Job Discovery Program Guidance for Distance Education, Hybrid, and Face-to-Face
Models
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/11lbeigNBw5A18jAdKAkKsZ7z-011AGJL/view
xxiv

Accommodations tracking example
 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZaL3MiCDfQtfzmwEcOBXUpVADIa3sz1HVkrE48mKbZ8/copy
Progress monitoring tracking example
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1qWwFyn8yZccl7zNSTBTZqozJVuK6GENh/copy

xxv

CCSD Attendance Guidelines
 http://ccsd.net/schools/back-to-school/attendance.php

xxvi

CDC-Kaiser ACE Study
 https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/childabuseandneglect/acestudy/index.html

xxvii

K-12 English Language Development Standards
 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_TeS1Vcw9c-twGhyfV6-bObpLUI7YwYz

xxviii

ELL Teacher Canvas course
 https://bit.ly/ELLresources-for-educators

xxix

ELLD Professional Learning Opportunities
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gePqEYrgf93SxHNwAGAbjyEj1pMV6AS21YXEac43Cvg/edit?usp=
sharing

xxx

Full Attendance Code List
 https://sites.google.com/nv.ccsd.net/student-record-services/codes/attendance-codes

xxxi

Attendance Resources for Staff
Attendance Procedures 2020-21
 https://sites.google.com/nv.ccsd.net/student-record-services/attendance#h.p_MbO60M1CHNYp
Supplemental Materials
 https://sites.google.com/nv.ccsd.net/student-record-services/attendance#h.p_KwLH0hqRY85r
Supplemental PDF – Secondary
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/10dEx_oaZ-uA70IJ9gPK8zU86cOySt3Zw/view
Video - Secondary Teacher
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/113MCdZ0HRnNP2r2JLzKdxJQL1MVQhIRS/view
Supplemental PDF – Elementary
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/10dSv6Ge6kdebuMlH3Vu1cGVw9BQZ7-Hj/view
Video - Elementary Teacher
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/112SCjjVq0kf46CKEtAOszR93pLFavpyq/view
CCSD Staff FAQ
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/118b5RLPnvwHAB_pb2A0CdQrzSfZ3aw8g/view
Virtual Attendance Monitoring
 https://sites.google.com/nv.ccsd.net/student-record-services/attendance/virtual-attendance-monitoring
Students Missing Blended Learning Groups or Virtual Attendance
 https://sites.google.com/nv.ccsd.net/student-record-services/attendance/blended-learning-group
Attendance Resources for Parents/Guardians
Attendance Expectations - Reconnect website
 https://ccsd.net/schools/back-to-school/attendance.php
Parent/Guardian FAQ - Included in Reopening Our Schools FAQ
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bNZEuAfgtq1AjwfFcz0zg-qZtsGE0OcT/view
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xxxii

Distance Education Classroom Equipment Guide
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SWWTZBlEfZvPBC0WP4rVLmFCyCjPDu0q7VaV6o56ns/edit?usp=sharing

xxxiii

Mobile Device Agreement
 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qSB_uLhsbqvJhZdZRu-ifdxtufJ-dhm1/view?usp=sharing
 Mobile Device Cost Table
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ymOcnySguZx6gCgx72WbIYy5oJkYvsOsUx_qjmGljCE/edit?usp=s
haring

Guidelines and Expectations
 English: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nANahwF7yl3ipDWFo0w-iwFsqr6DD2MY/view?usp=sharing
 Spanish: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PLnus14whGfpHg-FfGgHg2dfSGzHUnXS/view?usp=sharing
xxxiv

Declaration of Emergency Directive 034:
 https://gov.nv.gov/News/Emergency_Orders/2020/2020-10-08_-_COVID19_Emergency_Declaration_Directive_034_(Attachments)/

xxxv

Nevada Guidance for Adult & Youth Sports
 https://nvhealthresponse.nv.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Nevada-Guidance-for-Adult-YouthSports.pdf
NIAA Update 15: Move to Phase 3 with Modifications in NIAA Guidance
 https://niaa.com/sports/niaa_releases/10-23-2020_Update_15_Gubernatorial_DirectiveNIAA_Phase_3.pdf

xxxvi

CCSD COVID-19 QUICK FACTS
 https://newsroom.ccsd.net/ccsd-covid-19-quick-facts/
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